
Raw Data – Preparatory Phase 1 
Raw Data received from multiple meetings with the Bishop, Regional Meetings and Online Survey. (All data 

submitted organized by question.). Names and identifying information have been redacted. 
 
"The Journeying Companions"   How do we journey with and invite all people into the Body of Christ in 
our Local Church?       
 
Invitation must begin inwardly--to recognize that one is first invited by the Lord Jesus into a relationship with 
himself.  Faith is not something we give ourselves, but is offered by God.  Having opened the door and 
received the gift, it must be engaged and nurtured.  'Nemo dat quod non habet:' One cannot give what he does 
not have.  To invite means to extend the offer to share in that gift of faith.  Therefore, we see that God offers 
the gift of faith by speaking to us--Prayer, which is nothing more than conversation with him.  The gift is 
engaged and nurtured not only thought conversation with God, but through life lived in the Spirit (following 
the commandments, employing the virtues, loving God and neighbor through the corporal and spiritual works 
of mercy, etc.), in other words, through healthy teamwork.  The gift is shared--others are invited--through 
active discipleship, which is nothing more than speaking of how God is working in ones own life.  
Invite parishioners and others to what might be called “town hall” meetings, where issues can be discussed. 
Participants could be given a list of  topics or questions dealing with real issues which arise from these ten of 
the survey to be the start-up for discussion and dialog.  I think these meetings should be frequent. 
By being Christ's ambassadors here on earth; i.e., welcoming and loving everyone. 
We journey and invite others in our Local Church by providing programs and activities that encourage 
community and provide formation to the people.   We cannot be afraid to ask others outside the church to join 
us.  Too many people think the invitation is pressing our ideas onto other people.  It's not.  The invitation is 
an opportunity to dialogue, not convince one way or the other. 
We are a small community and even though we could improve-we are a welcoming people 
certainly the pandemic has made our efforts a little more challenged. 
Through the awareness of the indwelling of the Holy Spirit in the other. 
In a loving manner, support truth, transparency, orthodoxy and meet people where they are.  
I do not understand what this even means. Sounds new-age. Oprah Winfrey stuff.  
We need to first acknowledge that all are adults - and rescind the Redacted - otherwise you are only going to 
hear what people believe their local bishop wants them to say.  Second we need leaders who LISTEN to all 
and find gentle ways to call people together.   
When talking to people about our parish, we explain how friendly a parish and open we are. That you can 
check us out on line, watch the Mass on line if you want, that after Mass we have coffee, juice, water and 
cookies for fellowship. 
As (redacted) taught us at (redacted), "everyone is somewhere on their discipleship journey."  That being 
said, so many people seem to be at the pre evangelized stage, so today it seems we have to spend so much 
time building trust with people, the first step taught in Sherry Weddell's "Forming Intentional Disciples." 
By telling all people the truths of our faith and inviting them to believe it.  After all, Christ is the way, the 
truth, and the life. 
By active engagement with one's home parish, our community of Faith. 
To journey with each other there must be a willingness to invite others into our gatherings, accepting the fact 
that we all have different relationships with the Holy Spirit and be open to discovering how they live out their 
faith lives. 
Invite others in parish activities, to Mass, and to reach out to the community in such activities as community 
supper, other denomination activities. All of this with the guidance of the Holy Spirit    
By being inviting and listening and caring about people and by being authentic in our Catholic faith and love 
for Jesus and others and faithful to the truth 
By speaking the true teachings of our faith and living them out. By doing so we become the examples to 
others of what the Catholic faith is to look like and how it is to be lived. 
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Ask if they would join us at church. 
We need to be first of all, welcoming and open to all with whom we come into contact.  We need to be 
attentive to their needs and wants.  We need to be accepting to all.  Judgement     is not part of our journey.  
We need to be open to all, with a deep desire to show that we want to meet them where they are and to help 
them get to the end of the journey, or, in other words to help them get to where they can love and serve Our 
Lord as He wishes them to do.  This is how we and all we journey with can be happy with Him in the next 
world. 
 
Attend mass often, attend adoration, use social media as a means of invitation 
I always understood that all people are invited into the Body of Christ in any catholic church. 
By displaying and abiding by truth (natural law and the Catechism of the Catholic Church, orthodoxy) with 
love. EG - love those who are confused about same sex ideology, and at the same time, reiterate that 
homosexual activity is not in God's plan, nor is it an acceptable practice.  Then we must help them re-order 
their actions and lives to live according to God's plan - not condone their activity.  We must also do this 
within the clergy of the Church so that we are displaying that we need to address what's going on within the 
church as well, if we are to invite others in. 
Attend weekly mass and worship with our fellow parishioners. 
While there have been many steps to invite and include all people, their needs to be crucial steps made to 
welcome and assist those with mental or cognitive issues. Furthermore, on the journey, we meet people from 
all walks of life and I know of many who do not feel at home in our faith because of their sexual preference. 
Incorporating, and indeed welcoming all people includes these groups as well. Catholic means universal, and 
as a mother of three, I have always taught my children that all are welcome in our home and in our church. 
My husband, a convert to our faith who truly loves the church, agrees with this and we pray fervently for the 
church to feel the same. 
We begin our Christian life through Baptism and we proclaim he Kingdom of God. 
It takes many involved people who work together intentionally drawing others to join in Communion with the 
parish. 
We have to be sure that we are really practically, realistically trying to reach ALL people.  This process will 
not, it seems in my heart prayer, reach so many marginal people. 
   Take the Gospel out of the building and into the parish. The parish boundary includes people of all kinds 
not just those who come to the building.  
   Provide an alternative to religious indifference. There are many people church shopping back and forth. We 
need to have substantial reasons for being Catholic. This requires at least a basic knowledge of the faith. And 
we need to give authentic personal witness to others. People are attracted to passion.  
   Provide a clear Christian alternative to our fallen culture. Stop accommodating the Church to secular ways 
of thinking, doing, worshipping. People are starving for quiet places without screens. People are starving for 
reverence, purpose, meaning.  
   Get our hands dirty with the poor, those suffering from depression, anxiety, despair. We need to find 
creative ways to address those who are lost.    
By gathering together and sharing our food, thoughts, prayers and good works. 
Have just begun (redacted) group - we are journeying together through the guidance of the Holy Spirit as 
servants of Christ. 
As a community of believers it is imperative that we provide vibrant liturgies with challenging homilies. We 
should also provide programs throughout the year that challenge us as individuals and as community to grow 
spiritually. Let us be a welcoming community to all people.  
The priests and the staff should get to know the members of the parish. Be present before and after liturgies. 
Make calls and home visits. Sacramental programs can be very family oriented, with follow up activities 
coming after each of the sacraments. 
Parishioners can be periodically asked to evaluate what we as a parish are doing well and what we need to 
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improve upon. People who no longer are showing up could especially be contacted. We need to get out of that 
building and into the community.  
Offering a time of reflection and participation at various times would be nice that all would be able to attend a 
time.  Understanding time commitments for the members of a parish and offering a variety of times to meet 
would be an action that  all are welcomed. 
We need to be an invitational people whose joy is engaging to others. 
Demonstrate with our actions of inclusion that God’s love is open to all. 
The church is not as welcoming as we could be.  We sing “All are Welcome” but we don’t really mean ALL!  
We mean those who fit in with the guidelines and precepts. 
We want people to think alike and not question some teachings especially regarding women’s role in the 
church and possible ordination.  Another one is that of gender identity or sexual preference. 
I'm am using this space, not to answer the questions ; but I'd like to express my concern that four meetings for 
prayer and discussion were not adequate to allow an in-depth opportunity to "journey with and invite all" to 
discover what a Synodal  Church may become. 
Even when I registered for the meeting at )redacted), I was aware there was no space to identify myself as a 
religious; so I marked the block indicating:  "Single".  This may seem insignificant and petty; but, I feel that, 
once again, the voice of religious women are not seen as important. 
Thankfully, I found avenues outside our Toledo diocese to add my voice to this 
major and graced movement of the Spirit in our world-wide Church. 
I appreciate the work (redacted) invested in trying to make opportunities available.  I'm aware of other 
programs that did so much more to invite involvement and I wish we would have had similar opportunities.   
Much good happens in our parish and school. In so many ways we journey together with vibrant Liturgies 
and very active ministries. One example has been our growing Hispanic Community; for the most part 
embraced and empowered, but not without some hostility from some fellow parishioners. We don't invite or 
welcome ALL people.  Having been a divorced parishioner, I have felt the exclusion of the Church in my 
experiences.  Our Church actively and openly condemns some people, who then leave us to find a more 
welcoming church.   
We invite all people into the Body of Christ when we allow our churches to be a hospital for the spiritually 
sick rather than just a gathering place for those who feel they are already saved. We invite all people into the 
Body of Christ when we put our focus on the grace of Christ rather than the rules of men.  
By loving everyone as Jesus did. He did not judge but loved everyone even the sinner. The sinners were the 
ones he brought closest to him not by telling them what they were doing wrong but by loving them where 
they were. You can’t say all are welcome and then say but if you are gay you can not marry. Jesus created 
them the way they are. Who are we to say what they are or are not allowed to do.  
Our parish is already doing so many good things; too many to name here!  Additional ways might include 
identifying people who interface with local charities, hospital, or senior center who present a need for 
transportation to get to Mass (those who are not otherwise homebound).  Also, ask all parishioners to identify 
areas of need or interest to them (could be on a card distributed at Mass or a via collection basket).  Establish 
an Evangelization Ministry in the parish, and also ask each existing ministry/committee how they may be 
called as a group to evangelize in the community.  Keep welcome cards in the pews inviting visitors 
interested in joining the parish or in becoming Catholic to complete the card and place in a designated 
location.  Include welcome statement and invitation on any written material handed out at special events.  
Reach out to parishioners still residing in area but no longer participating, inviting them to return and 
sensitively offering information on sacrament of Reconciliation.  Promote beauty! 
Mass is the biggest one. We also have Bible studies and events. I am glad that we are having more stations of 
the cross and adoration to attend. Our feed the needy program asks those of the community to come and not 
only fill their bellies but receive prayer as well. We have had a couple of healing services. The one I can be 
better at is evangelizing and asking those I meet to mass. 
by being a welcoming community and be friendly to all 
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Keep asking those around us to join us at mass.  
By having numerous opportunities to grow in our faith.  Invite people to explore the truth of the Catholic 
faith. 
Reaching out to those who are unable to attend mass at local parishes is a critical component for my families 
spiritual life now as we have our vaccinated children under 5 who could spread or fall ill.  Helping with the 
those who are unable to attend mass in person for a multitude of reasons to have the continued ability to have 
televised masses is a wonderful blessing. In addition the continued welcoming nature we can experience by 
some of our Catholic leaders.  The good example would be of the Holy Father our Pope.  The Holy Spirit 
calls us  to walk with the sinners, those on the margins, the weak, and bring them into the church.  
By being inclusive and accepting of all people, regardless of their identity, and love them where they are at 
instead of how we want them to be.  
Many years ago I attended a weekend that taught Christian life could be summed up in 3 words. They have 
remained with me for over 20 years. These words were piety directing our life toward God. In doing so we 
are empowered to  love and by us living in Christian love others will be influenced by our example. The 
second of these 3 words is to study-the more I know of God the more I want to know. Last but not least I have 
to live what I preach. Example is the best teacher. My Catholic values must be evident in my daily life. I may 
be the only Gospel someone reads. 
We must preserve our sacred tradition in our Catholic Church. We must stand as a beacon of hope and love 
rooted deep in our Catholic faith. We must invite people into the Body of Christ through our deep seeded 
faith and beauty. United with the Holy Spirit we must share the good news to the communities in which we 
live. 
Annual Sacred Heart Novena/Guard of Honor Holy Hour/Sacred Heart-Agnus Dei Badges/ offering our 
sacrifices/bringing Jesus to others -friendly, loving, kind, compassionate/seeing us in our habits brings people 
to us/Apostolate of a Smile 
Thru communication and actions. Praying together. And invitation. 
Through ACTS Retreats, Walking with Purpose Bible Study, attention to those with physical disabilities, 
greater effort to include artwork with people of color, living lives in which our lives witness to Christian love, 
greeters at Mass, importance of personal invitation, hope for more diocesan sponsored events, increased 
advertising of Catholic events 

We, each and everyone, need to be welcoming to all. Recently I met a candidate for full communion who said 
that he comes to Mass on Sundays, but no one ever talks to him. This is sad because we like to think that we 
are doing a great thing by offering RCIA, but when we fail to welcome everyone we have not lived up to the 
people we claim to be. 
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I know that prayer is a large part of responding to this.  I have been praying hard for years on this family 
issue. I was unsure if I was clear in my communication of the connection to communion, participation and 
mission with Christ. I have continued to pray since the meeting I participated in. 
 
Love comes from God, God and His Love is at the center of marriage, family, and church.   
I can describe my husband and I's marriage as sacramental.  When stressed we have gone to prayer and the 
Church for support. 
One area of our life and family that puts us in turmoil and conflict with the Church is that we have 2 gay 
children.  We have raised them in the Church and they attended Catholic School.  I am happy the Catholic 
church says they are welcome and belong, but there is no structure of support for them if they are called to 
family life.  The family life they know and grew up in.  This has caused great distress in them and us!   They 
attend their many cousins'  weddings, knowing that will never be them. How can they not have anxiety and 
depression? I called the diocese when our son was discovering this.  A  deacon called us back and said love 
your child, which we have.  Not all gay and lesbians are called to be single!   How can they stay in the 
Church?  A marriage between a man and woman in the church is sacramental and would be different from a 
marriage or union of 2 women or 2 men. Recognizing this would not take away from the sacrament of 
marriage or the Church but would add to it. The Church not recognizing this is causing great pain and turning 
so many people away!  Also many thinking they are following Church are not loving their LGBTQ family 
and friends, which is a sin.  It's time gays can be in communion, participation with the Church.  And if their 
mission is family that too should be available to them through adoption. Unfortunately, the policy of Catholic 
Charities Adoption Services is to deny this. 
 
We are not alone in this conflict.  Some families have left the Church.  We have had this discussion with 
other parents, how do we love our children and live within our faith?  I have always been an advocate of pro-
life across the board.  We need to support LGBTQ individuals after they are born!    
We need to hear individuals' stories rather than making generalizations. There is a concern for some that not 
allowing the Tridentine Mass is alienating some from coming to Church. Building relationships, especially 
after Covid, is essential and takes time. 
 (Redacted) stated that this vision must include those who are not Catholic. We must transform 
our manner of thinking so that we take on a way of thinking that is broader than being a 
Catholic. We must think of all of the persons in the geographic area in which we minister. 
Deacon Mel Shell suggested that the Book of Blessings we used more widely so as to extend 
the blessings of the Church to a wider group of people. He suggested that the annual blessing 
of families in homes be re-instituted. Deacons could give the blessing. The whole family 
would be in the home when the blessing occurs. Such an initiative would invite others to come 
and see where and how the blessings are being given. 
(Redacted) recalled how (Redacted) had blessed the offices in Catholic Charities within the 
Pastoral Center. As a result of this, even non-Catholic workers on the staff began to say God 
bless you, and bless your day, as a result of this. We should increase the practice of offering 
the blessings of the Church. 
(Redacted) suggested that it is very important in the post-pandemic period to visit parishioners. 
(Redacted) gave the example of how his parish placed a camera in the Church and has it 
operative at every minute of the day and night. Thousands of Catholics have tuned in to the 
celebration of the Mass, which is inclusive of people viewing from international locations. 
This example illustrates how the use of technology assists in reaching out to non-Catholics and 
introduces them to parish activities. 
(Redacted) described how his parish uses the social medium of Facebook to pray with others 
using Holy Scripture so as to prepare them for their participation in Sunday Mass. He 
emphasized the importance of social media to announce the Word of God. 
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(Redacted) urged us to go out into the world to meet people where they are, both Catholics and 
non-Catholics alike. We also need to find ways in which to give people the permission to take 
the initiative themselves so as to go out into the world and evangelize the world. We need to 
help people take ownership so as to share their faith in public. We need to reach the non-
practicing Catholics by being present at a bar on the Friday night, as this is where the people 
are. 
(Redacted) spoke about how successful Amazing Parish has been at this parish.  When people 
come into the parish offices they are immediately asked what their prayer needs may be. All of 
the parishioners are being empowered to ask people to pray for others. We need to continually 
keep reaching out and asking others about their prayer journey with God. 

By our actions – what we do draws people into the Body of Christ 
Catholic Schools with non-Catholic students provide opportunities to connect with families 
Not just the responsibility of the clergy but all the members must be welcoming 
Our parishes are not always the most welcoming places 
We seem to be in the midst of a cultural shift in parishes (slowly, slowly) becoming more 
welcoming…it’s a huge cultural shift that Catholics believe in but we don’t know how to 
do it. 
Some hospitality events have been reduced or cancelled because of covid 
We need to invite people intentionally and have opportunities for people to gather.  Lay 
leaders need to take a role and not rely solely on staff/clergy. 
We need to more fully understand our own baptismal call 
Stepping away from saying ‘my church’ and calling it ‘our church’ 

Seeking out the not affiliated is very important. Funerals, Weddings, Baptisms, and 
schools are great opportunities. As priests, homilies during these sacraments and 
gatherings to engage people are a great way to reach out to people who are distant 
from the Church. Each Catholic has a call to invite people to journey with them to 
Christ. To disciple and evangelize is not just a job for a priest, paid staff, or 
volunteer. Journeying with all people means especially those who do not always have 
an opportunity to share their experience with others, such as the poor. We need to 
make sure our structures match our words. Priests have to buy into the shared 
journey and believe in this, whether it is the ACA, evangelization, the domestic 
church, or a synodal church. Leadership matters. Be intentional about inviting a 
diverse group of people to lead in the parish.  

First thing that popped in to my mind, one on one connections.  Would like a personal 
invite vs general.  Groups in our parishes help with this, bereavement ministry, hospitality 
ministry,…. 
When I watch the video from (Redacted), “personal engagement”, how do we personally 
invite people, how do we reach the women of organizations? 
How do we get the Church do to things?  We created that relationship and invited them in. 
Relationship is key in journey creating. 
Going beyond (Redacted), the food pantry, we are going beyond the boundaries of our 
parish, we reach out and invite them to RCIA, to the church, Mass, active ministry. 
We are living in a complex world, so many opinions in the world, and even in the church, 
we need to keep our focus on Christ!  We need to spend time in prayer.  We need to listen 
to the Holy Spirit without distractions. 
Live our faith,  make the sign of the cross in a restaurant, even at the dentist have a 
conversation, do not hide your faith.  Do not be afraid to share. 
Pray to the Holy Spirit because actions speak louder than words. 
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Talk to “new faces” and invite them to our church. Plant a seed with them and do not “nag them 
to attend like we do our children.” Our children take Church and the Eucharist for granted. We 
must encourage people to get away from the TV etc.  

Personal invitation. Testimony ! to hear from someone who has been through it. Provide 
healing ministries for those who have fallen away. Lots of wounds in our culture that need to be 
met. Homeschooling groups included into the PSR (talking about ministry) 

Coordinate and discuss ways to encourage the use of formed.org, TMIY, RCIA, the Bible in a 
Year, etc. Find a way to personally invite participation.  

Preaching, inviting – be personal. Invite friends to youth groups. Need young adult programs – 
college age. Program ideas: “that ? is you” and Welcome retreats. Walk with and alongside 
someone new. 

There are two different paths: for those who are baptized and those who are not catholic. We 
must first be welcoming to all. Invitation is key for bringing those not in the Church to the 
Church. We need to make the Church a home and a place people want to be. We must be joyful 
with the presence of the Lord and not “sourpusses.” How are we bringing joy and life to the 
Church? What are we bringing people to if not to Christ? If we don’t help invite them to Christ 
and nourish that relationship, then they will go elsewhere. Building new friendships is important 
but we must go deeper and get past the secularization. Young people especially want to have a 
place to belong. If we don’t reach young people and help them form a relationship with Christ 
and the Church before college then we might lose them entirely. How can we see Christ in each 
other? We must reflect Christ beginning within our own families. This is a balancing act between 
truth and love. Are we getting enough of the truth out to all people who hunger for it while also 
showing them love? It is also important to talk to those who left the Church and find why they 
left. Then address what they were missing. We are sometimes not meeting Christ within the 
Catholic community. So many churchgoers are going through the motions and not providing 
warmth and community. We encounter Christ during Mass and the sacraments but are not using 
this time to connect to others. There should be a diocesan model for evangelization. Discussed 
community based cultural events that bring in those outside of the Church to the parish and to 
Mass. These events should show our joy and authenticity. Kids are examining the truths given 
by the Church and deciding if they want this. We must be inviting to them. We must not be 
combative with the young children. 

Having children help form groups within the parish and built relationships that have lasted as 
children grew up. Other groups within parishes also offer companionship that we should invite 
others into because sometimes we don’t do a good job with including “all” people. As Catholics 
we need to work on being more inclusive. If you didn’t grow up Catholic or from a different 
area the parish and church can be very foreign to outsiders. Even the people we see at church 
we don’t truly know. We don’t reach out to invite others to different groups within the parish. 
How can we bring in the younger generations to our parish? Our parishes can be very 
unwelcoming to strangers unlike other Christian denominations who are very welcoming to all. 
We can learn a lot from evangelical friends. Assigning greeters has helped make St. Patrick, 
Bryan more welcoming. We should encourage parishioners to greet each other in the pews 
before Mass. The lack of younger families is very hard at small parishes and is hard reality we 
must address. We can be more welcoming to families and encourage them to return when Covid 
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is over. We must also be more welcoming to our gay children within the church. So many 
families are torn apart because of this issue. Everyone at the table had a gay relative or close 
friend who left the Church because they felt unwelcomed and judged.  

“Handshake of Peace.” Invite people to other activities such as “food pantry,” St. Vincent de 
Paul, “discipleship ministries,” Welcoming committee, bereavement committee. Being 
welcoming outside of Church (grocery store, school, etc.).  

Invite them, share your witness, personal invitation. Welcome them back when they do come. 
When they ask why should I come back, tell them your personal witness story. “You matter.” 
Catholic statement welcoming all. Maybe the Mass isn’t the first thing to invite them too. Start 
with praying with them and listening to them. Host events like Advent by Candlelight.  

The journey must have preparations. Food for the journey is the Eucharist. Sacramental life is 
essential for the journey. How do we invite? Offer opportunities for all walks of life: young, old, 
widows, people with disabilities, etc.  Meet the needs of the people in the pews and first be 
aware of their needs. Need to engage everyone not just the 7-10% who are currently involved.  

We open up all our ministries to all people and are gracious to all who come to us. We commit 
ourselves to: hospitality, outreach, reverence, motivation, four pillars at (Redacted). 

Focus on the words “invite” and “all.” Not sure one night in January would cover all the “parts 
of the Body” that should be present here. Are all people welcome here? We don’t feel as though 
the diversity of the Body of Christ is represented here. Thinks language should be more 
inclusive. Our strengths are in our outreach and ministries. We need to increase our invitations 
especially the personal ones. “Your presence has enriched our prayer.” We love it when we are 
greeting people who we don’t know.  

 All – challenging because of small number here. Many in pews don’t even know about this 
gathering. Stats say not more than 15% currently attend church. Does this start with this 15% or 
go out and reach out to people no longer coming. Not in particular to synod but say “we miss 
you, we miss your talents, the Church is not the same without you. Come back let’s talk.” Let’s 
talk about what drove them away. Use the parish directory and invite people to Mass and a 
prayer breakfast. Personal and direct is the way to go. We need more other social activities like 
bible study. Discussion on how protestants have a good invitation process.  

Tradition-minded (specifically young) Catholics feel alienated. Open mindedness to traditional 
views and the TLM and injecting more reverence into the Novus Ordo. Either direct or 
subconscious of feeling other Catholics do not tolerate traditional practices. Not wanting to force 
traditional liturgy and values on others but wanting to freely practice without feeling outcasted 
(or even harassed), feeling pushed aside. There are 23 accepted rites. Traditional Latin Mass 
should be respected as the others. To include all is to keep options open instead of diminishing 
them.  

Open to the idea of other people. Willingness to go out to meet other people. We fail there 
because we don’t speak. Hard to be there for the poo, marginalized and the homeless and other 
social justice issues. Church maintenance and mission (?) (Redacted) made above distinguished. 
Say we are good for maintenance but need to work for mission. Invite program – refreshments 
out of church.  
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Lead by example. By invitation. Hospitality, more “welcoming” climate. How many were 
invited/attended this session? Welcoming women? Gender inclusivity? Lay people?  

What works? Be friends, fellowship after Mass, greetings at the door. Corpus Christi – activities 
involve food.  

Why are the questions not based on “communion, participation & participation?” What is most 
sacred is the eucharist and people are mad about those who are openly against church teachings. 
How do we get these God questions into our church and journeys of all people in the faith? Ask 
ourselves what are we doing or not doing to follow the Holy Spirit. Before we tell someone 
something we must listen to them first and meet them where they are at. Only then we can help 
them get to where they need to be. What people say and do are both important. We must come 
together with the Holy Spirit. People don’t know God but we can help them. There is too much 
emphasis on what the world is saying we need to focus on what is God and the Holy Spirit is 
saying. Understanding is very important because we live in such a complex world with 
competing voices.   

Ministerial training program to help accompany others. People are not asked enough to 
participate. We need to reach out and ask more. We don’t invite people well and need to ask 
how to reach out to others. Traditionally, Catholics are less open about sharing their faith. All 
people stick out. Spanish Mass and families. Parish is very polarized. Our pastoral council is 
different now than before. The journey process is long. We have to go where people are.  

The journey involves all levels of people from believes to non-believers. Catholics are bad at 
inviting people into the Church. We must learn to not be mean and more open in our ways. Just 
because it was all ways done this way doesn’t mean it is right. Many parishes do not welcome 
new members into the parish. Pastors can help lead the way in inviting people into Mass and 
parish life. Spoke about how new pastor should ask parishioners when getting to know the parish 
1) what you like 2) what you don’t like 3) what can they do better. This was successful because 
it welcomed the pastor in and helped him understand what was needed. Discussed how door 
greeters might not know if someone is new to the parish. Monthly welcome meetings are one 
way to get new parishioners involved and feel welcomed.  Have cards in pews to sign up as 
parishioners for those who are new. Hand out cards to sign up. Greeters are important regardless 
of if someone is new or a long-time parishioner. All people must feel welcomed. Spoke about 
the difference between ushers and greeters. Seeing a smiling and welcoming face is a good thing. 
The priest at St. Joseph Tiffin recognizes new members and birthdays at the start of Mass.  

Spirit of Hospitality: reach out to them vs. waiting for them to come to us. Reach out to the 
lapsed, homebound, non-Catholics and Latin Mass. Be authentically Catholic. Minister to the 
alienated. Be a healing Church. All is an emphasis.  

RCIA, Good Wine Adult Formation, retreats, confirmation, first communion. Need follow 
through after first communion and confirmation for parents, students, and youth. Hospitality – 
live out Christian call – at church, Mass, and community. St. Vincent de Paul. Be more proactive 
in having youth and young adult bible study to become more knowledgeable about the faith. 

Covid changes really expanded their reach via social media. ALL people into the body of Christ, 
meeting them with compassion. It is on the faith community (including laity) to live their faith 
and extend that message of love. Getting over the fear of speaking about our faith and then 
having dialogue. Even if and when we disagree.  
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Offer events like “The Chosen.” Have a team who facilitates the Church, a team that really has 
a voice of each team member. Offer something for different groups of people. Some cannot 
receive communion which needs to change if we want folks. How do we invite people who feel 
alienated and what do we offer when they arrive? We wish (redacted)would have joined a table 
for dialogue. He ended up joining midway through the meeting.We think it would have been 
better if Bishop had joined some of these sessions to sit among the people in dialogue.  

Peer encouragement for ministry. Personal information. Get families involved in ministries. 
Invite all people. We are now known for our livestreaming. Be more direct in our ministry. 
Meeting them where they are – all people (married, divorced, etc.) 

Hospitable and welcoming community. 5 different pastors in 2 different churches. 5 former faith 
community ! we are learning how to validate all voices. Learning how to journey together. 
Listening. Build relationships in family and in church. All about mission.  

Local church defined as? This is a loaded word and means the diocese. Better communication 
is needed. Putting things online is not always helpful because of access. Most people they still 
read the local papers or listen to the radio. More funding should be dedicated to ad space on the 
radio and papers. More sensitivity is needed for things outside of the bulletin. Seniors do not 
have computers or email, they read newspapers. Discussed how they could use all digital and 
print to communicate and how multimedia is geared for younger generations. Protestants do this 
so much better for young families through services and communications. We need to share our 
joy better. Sacraments are so important but so is community sharing events. Staff is limited but 
we need to bring more people into the church to keep it going. Adult education on what our 
beliefs are and what is the Mass so they understand what is going on. We need to be more vocal 
on what being Catholic means. We are passionate but we need to be better at sharing it. Annual 
procession through the city makes us visible and attracts attention, which is good, but someone 
needs to be able to answer questions about what is happening. Outdoor Masses are popular and 
very visible. Some parishioners go to Masses at the orders because they are very attractive 
(shrine, St. Francis chapel). We can’t get grade school kids to go to Mass because parents don’t 
bring them. If we can’t fix this problem, then we will not be able to fix bigger problems. What 
communication message gets out best? We need targeted approaches for each group of people. 
Discussed the Knights of Columbus communication plan to reach people. One on one invitations 
are much more successful than mass communications. We must be very personal with young 
people because they respond better to that. Flocknote and Formed is good for those who are 
electronically connected but we need to get people connected. Door to door committee in 
Defiance for the Dream Center is not Catholic but very successful in engaging people and 
addressing needs and prayer. Lots of follow up with these individuals. However, their pastor 
sees this as stealing members. It works because they invest time in people personally. How can 
we give people the tools to talk about their faith and evangelize?  

We must verbally invite them to see the glory of how our Church works and share our beliefs 
and traditions. We have a great love of tradition. Some at the table expressed confusion on what 
this synod was about. They thought it was about the changes coming within the Church. We are 
a living tradition that should not change because of what society says. We can use our traditions 
to welcome people in. We are here for Jesus not a party like in other churches. How we live our 
life will invite people in because they will want what we have because of our faith. Catholic 
Church is more counter cultural than ever. We must embrace our traditions because it is God’s 
church and not ours. We expect that every Catholic Church to be the same but that is not the 
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case. It is no longer the universal Catholic Church. Verbally inviting people is important because 
they will fall in love with the Church because of our faith traditions. We don’t have to do all this 
secular stuff because that is no different than anywhere else and is distracting from our true 
purpose. Spoke about how since covid they have had more questions about their faith because 
there is a resurgence of traditions.  

Stress Catholic school education. Make it as cheap as we can for families so children can receive 
Catholic education. So they can learn about the Catholic sacraments and sanctity of marriage 
and life. We don’t need fancy bells and whistles we have been given everything. Back to the 
basics. Truths are very simple.  

“The local church could be more welcoming to LGBTQ persons and provide liturgical services 
for them within parishes. Do not consider them “disordered”. They too are created by God and 
deserve a place “at the table.” Also more should be done for divorced and remarried Catholics 
to welcome them to the table. Especially if they have been faithful to their current spouse for a 
long time but for some reason cannot get an annulment of previous marriage. Be more aware 
of people of color and include language and music from their culture in liturgies.” 

To remind people the importance of returning back to Mass. Include a message before the Mass 
is aired about receiving the Eucharist. Form an evangelization team to go door to door to invite 
parishioners back to Church.  

Awareness of what is happening in the world and what is happening in people’s lives. Simply 
invite. A personal invite vs. a mass communication online. Invite them to “come with” vs. “you 
go.” Understand why they have fallen away or what holds them back. Reflect on what do I love 
about the Church that I am fired up to share? If I only look at it as “well I go to Mass” that is not 
enticing. 

Marriage tribunal is not evaluating more ways that we can assist couples to come back to the 
Church. Called & Gifted program. Evangelization ministry.  

 

2. "Listening"   How do we listen to the voice of Christ in each person in our midst?  
As with "Journeying Companions," we can only listen to the voice of Jesus in others when we 
have first heard his voice in our own lives.  The Lord constantly speaks to each person; he 
longs for us to hear his voice and see his face.  We are first introduced to him, and only 
through regular conversation with him do we come to recognize that his voice is not singular, 
but is a harmony of voices; just as the Trinity is a perfect harmony.  When the Father speaks, 
he does so through the Word, and in the Spirit.  All are distinct, and yet the same--each speaks 
the same truth.  Having been initially formed to hear the Word of God and having received the 
foundations of truth, our ears (our hearts and minds) are conditioned to hear him speaking in 
other persons, who to a greater or lesser extent have themselves heard his voice and begin to 
speak with his words and in his Spirit. 
With an open mind.  With the possibility that I may have something to contribute from my 
personal experience and be open to the possibility that others have valuable insight to share as 
well. 
By keeping our hearts and minds open when others speak. 
We take time to get to know others individually in social settings so we can build relationship 
and thus foster the opportunity to hear the person's heart.  Get out of our comfort zone! 
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The opportunity to truly listen might be challenged if we are no longer meeting in small 
groups but the experience of where we are meeting and talking to each other is growing in a 
more positive setting. 
Seeking to be aware of the gift that it is to listen intently to the truth the other is speaking.   
Be open to where each person is in their faith life and progress from there. The Holy Spirit can 
help us. We need to pray for the gifts of the Holy Spirit. 
I don't know what this means either. 
Allowing the faithful to have a real say as to who their pastors and bishops are would be a 
start.   How does a parish like (redacted) in (redacted) go from having (redacted) as a pastor to 
an Opus Dei aficionado like (redacated)? 
When in a group, be it after Mass, bible study, I try to relate their words to my life and are they 
helping me to become closer to Christ, even when their taking about their family, their day, 
struggles or happy times. 
Having been a hospice chaplain for several years, this was my job!  :)  Wanting to be heard 
and known myself, it is our job to let people tell their stories at the pace they want to.  There 
may be times I want to know more, and the person doesn't want to share.  There may be times 
I don't want to listen, and the person wants to talk!  :)  We have to love our neighbor the way 
they want to be loved, and that may take time to figure out how to do it. 
With our ears.  We find out what they want. 
This is a matter of one's purposeful intent to truly hear others, striving to understand how 
Christ animates their thinking and actions. 
It takes time and reflective listening to let each person share their faith experiences.  The 
stories that unfold also contain memories  of  times that that same faith has been challenged so 
it is important to remain open and welcoming to the varied ways God has worked in the lives 
of others. 
Listen to them. Pray with them, ask what they want to pray for. Open discussion.  
By truly listening and not thinking about our response, by not engaging in arguments but being 
charitable even when we disagree, by loving our neighbor as ourselves 
We should always be respectful of where people are in their faith life but we can share with 
them what we know to be the truth of our faith as well and help them to see the riches of our 
faith. 
Keep our opinions to ourselves when listening to others. 
Again we must stop judging each other.  As we listen, truly listen, we must be able to hear 
what is not said.  We need to hear what causes them to say this or that.  What is happening in 
their life?  What has brought them to this point?  Why do they have the feelings and thoughts 
that we are hearing, if we can be a real listener, not one who is trying to think of what we are 
going to say or how we are going to solve this or that problem.  We need to be active listeners, 
we need to seek what it is that they are saying within their own hearts.  We need to be able to 
break through the walls that each person has built around themselves to protect themselves.  
We need to be true listeners.  We need to understand as Jesus understood what was within 
each person He encountered. 
Listen to others by talking to others. Love each other. 
Take the time to listen to others, and help them hear the truth, and be ready to assist with their 
needs to meeting the truth. 
Put aside our own personal opinions, thoughts and biases, focusing on the other individual’s 
words. 
It is no coincidence that listen and silent have the same letters. We need to be able to be silent 
to hear and listen to what is being said. Furthermore, we cannot just choose who or what we 
listen to based on the topic, but we need to be open to all topics and all viewpoints. 
When we feed and clothe our brothers as we are listening to Christ. 
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After listening respectfully seek out an answer to concerns or questions and most importantly 
follow up with the person with information that benefits them or points them to proper 
resources.  
Listen as though we were listening to each person for the very first time or listen TO Christ in 
each person. 
Detachment comes before listening. Silence comes before listening. The noisy and distracted 
can't listen well. And we (generally speaking) are a distracted people. The average attention 
paid to a task according to psychologists is about 19 seconds. If Catholics are glued to screens, 
we will not be good listeners.  We need to encounter people face to face whenver possible, or 
speak personally over the phone, before we resort to messaging. Parishes ought to cultivate 
these best practices. Listening is person to person, as Christ was person to person. Otherwise 
"listening" is a cheap buzzword.   

By remembering to be more like Mary and less like Martha (Luke 10). We need to sit at the 
feet of our fellow person.   
I attempt to see Christ is everyone I meet and, with the guidance of the Holy Spirit I pray I am 
listening to Christ in that person/group of persons.  We listen through time spent with Christ in 
the Blessed Sacrament Chapel as well as praying the Rosary 
We must really listen to them. We must put aside all assumptions and biases, recognizing the 
dignity of each individual, treating each individual with respect. We must stop listening to 
provide an answer, and start listening so we can truly hear what each individual is saying.  

Understanding is part of listening.  All must be met where they are .  The youth, the elderly, 
the newly married, the divorced, all must be listened to as they are coming from different 
perspectives.  Jesus met the people where they were listened to them--as a church we must 
listen to where the members of the parishes are coming from-what their needs might be for 
their faith to continue to grow, This can be done in a dialogue where one talks and the other 
repeats back what they understand them to say.  That is true listening. 
I believe we are to model Jesus in being fully present to each other, to seek understanding, to 
respond with compassion. 
Take the time to set aside our ideas and listen for the Holy Spirit in others. 
Our church does not offer opportunities for persons to share ideas, opinions or insight. 
There are select committees that focus on certain areas of parish life and persons can volunteer 
for those. 
Persons can share individually with administration and sometimes they receive a response.  
However there is not a vehicle to share or express ideas or be heard by the parish at large.   

(redacted) words to listen to God speaking to us is wisdom for us all. My Pastor and Assoc 
Priest in my local parish are amazingly inclusive of each person, sharing the words of the 
scriptures and of Jesus in a very compelling way. They listen with open hearts and see the 
Spirit working in me and my ministries.  They hear my sadness over the division in our 
Church and pray with me to help me overcome my dismay at a Church hierarchy that does not 
see and at times seems to even promote these divisions.  I see leaders in our parish and diocese 
who don't hear the Christ in each person, ferociously condemn some people and cause great 
division. We lack an openness to true listening and participation.  
We can only listen to the voice of Christ in each person when we understand at the deepest 
levels that each and every person is a reflection of Christ, and we knock down the barriers and 
categories that divide us. We are told in the Bible that in Christ there is no longer male nor 
female, Gentile or Jew, slave or free. When we take that seriously and accept the Christ 
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present in every person regardless of the way they  identify personally,  then we are able to 
listen to the voice of Christ in our midst.  
By not trying to fix them to conform to how we think they need to fix their issues. Not tell 
them how to fix things but to actually help them … work with them. Treat them better than we 
treat ourselves.  
In addition to what the parish is already doing so well, this would involve further building up 
the laity (in virtue, spirituality) to be able to do this for one another.  Also, identify/make 
available/promote spiritual direction.  Increase the transparency of  the parish council and 
encourage greater access/more interaction with parishioners. 
I ask God to let me know whom he wants me to pray for but not why. I lift them up in prayer 
and need to do so more. I also attempt to listen to those I meet. The biggest thing I find is that 
some people tend to judge. I know we are human but ask that the topic of respecting free will 
be acknowledged more.  Not to allow them to not follow the commandments but to love them 
unconditionally. There are those who need a tender touch, not condemnation.  
by their word and actions 
Conduct more surveys within each parish and also at the diocesan level. No names please - 
encourages people to express their true thoughts and feelings and then - let the people know 
what the results of those surveys are to encourage discussion within the parishes.  
By listening with an open mind, but not necessarily accepting "their truth" if it contradicts 
God's truth and natural law.  
We have been given 2 ears and 1 mouth, if we do not listen more than we speak we are failing 
to hear the calls not just of our neighbor in need but the Holy Spirit themselves.  Before we 
start speaking of how sinful something is, listening to the root causes, pains, pathways, and 
struggles of our brothers and sisters can help us better reach out to them. 
By listening compassionately and centering those who are expressing hurt when they speak, 
with defensiveness, deflection, dismissiveness, or excuses. We should listen with our hearts 
for the feelings, not just listen with our ears for the facts.  
Recognizing every individual is Imago Dei/Believe that He truly dwells in that person/Be 
present to them by giving them your full attention/show respect to what they are saying-it is 
valid, important, worthwhile 
Thru being attentive to what they say and being attentive to their needs.  
This is very hard to do in today's polarized society. When I meet someone who views the 
Church differently than I do it is difficult for me to listen to the voice of Christ. I must tell 
myself, "Here is a child of God. Love him/her as you would love someone in your own 
family." I still struggle with it.  

(Redacted) reminded the group that we will never know when we will be called to listen to someone. We need 
to challenge ourselves to build time into our schedule so as to have more conversations with people and 
intentionally listen to them. 
(Redacted) observed that we do not listen to others as well as we should. When we listen to others, we should 
listen with empathy. 
(Redacted) gave the example of Saint Theresa of Calcutta who said that when she sees the face of another, she 
sees the face of Christ. He encouraged Catholics to engage in active and empathetic listening. 

Being intentional when you are with someone, making eye contact 
People want to be listened to but we need to be educated enough about the faith to help them, guide them 
and answer their questions 
Position ourselves in places outside of the parish to engage the community (soup kitchen, in our homes, etc) 
Many Catholics are not formed in the faith and we need to meet people where they are.  Check with the 
families who are involved with sacramental prep and reach out to those who are not engaged or participating 
in the life of the church.  Acknowledge their past and praise God for bringing them to this point of 
encounter.  “Thank you for being here I would love to know your story.” 
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Everyone is on a different journey and we need to meet them where they are. 
How do we listen?  We shut up! 
Rearrange the letters of listen and you get silent. 
Follow through is important when you are journeying with someone. 

Patience is required in order to listen well. We should spend time with people and be attentive to one 
another. We need to know each other's story. Interruptions are not always convenient but important 
and challenge our patience and ability to listen. Asking people to pray with them opens people up to 
sharing more. Do parishes have people who are available to just listen? Prayer is needed to listen. We 
need to see the dignity of each person and allow each other’s differences to change our perspective. 
We need to listen to the person Christ has put in front of us. We need to make time for each other 
even if our schedule does not allow for the encounter. At times, we can be too busy to listen.  

Being willing to be quiet, silence is good. 
Thinking ahead before we speak. 
Listening is very important, praying before speaking with someone who wants to meet.  We need to put our 
own agenda aside and listen to people who want to be heard, even if it is hard.  We are challenged  
To be a good listener is to be truly present to the person.  We need to be focused in our conversations, love 
them, truly hear what they are saying. 
Using social media, posting and sharing your faith, let people share and allow people to comment.  Keep 
being Christian and putting things out there.  
Social media during COVID tapped into a lot of religion organizations, speaking truth. 
To be totally present with the person. 

Attend Adoration to learn how to listen. Pray for attentive attitudes. Pray for people who are angry that we 
encounter. 

Before we can listen, we must first see Christ in others and how Christ sees through “lens of mercy.” Calling upon 
grace ! especially those that come from the Sacraments. Wisdom is taught is “silence.” To know the voice of 
Christ found in Scripture and coming before the Eucharist/receiving the Eucharist.  

See the spiritual calling when they share their hardships and reflect on our own efforts. Get them in tune with 
Jesus ourselves first.  

Don’t dismiss what someone is saying. Meet them where they are at. Be a really good listener. Do we really see 
Christ in each person? 

“Provide days or evenings of reflection for parishioners for them to hear about new theological ideas on Christ, 
cosmology, letters and teachings from Pope Francis. Gatherings for your couples to share their concerns and 
learn from each other. Offer opportunities for spiritual direction or support groups.” 

“Many may want to discuss married priests, liturgy, finance. These ae fine but we have to become CHURCH 
first. This begins at the local level where we get to know one another. We need to listen to what the person next 
to us is saying or not saying.” 
 

When we listen to people and their questions first, then they will not be defensive. We must help them in asking 
the right questions. We also must look at ourselves and be better listeners first. The Church is not perfect, and we 
must strive to be better. We must take the risk of listening and open to hearing difficult things if we want to 
become a better Church. We must be wise in our listening. How we respond is also important. Authenticity and 
non-combative responses are key. 
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We must be opened to listening first. Deacon spoke about his ministry to the sick and dying and how hard it can 
be see their humanity let alone Christ in these moments. However, if we can find Christ at those worst moments 
then we can find Him in anyone. We must recognize that we are all children of Christ. Get past the differences 
like conservative/liberal and truly see who they are as a person and Christ within them. We must listen to 
understand and not to judge. Faith Formation teacher spoke about the kids in religious formation and how they 
have such a deep understanding of Christ. We need to listen to them more and encourage them to remain rooted 
in their faith. We as teachers get so much from these children, their openness and their innocence. 

Be attentive. Talk to them, listen, body language.  

Active listening. Empathy. Ask them about their day, story, and listen. What are their needs? 

We have to be present to each individual we encounter. Set aside our preconceived notions. Focus on the person 
as a soul made in the image and likeness of God. Ask the Holy Spirit for open ears and hearts to actually hear 
others’ concerns. When active listening happens the individual feels like their voice, not just works or non-verbal, 
matter.  

We listen to the voices of our ministerial outreach groups (faith sharing groups, parish council, catechetical 
groups, scripture studies, catechetical education classes).  

Make sure to greet all people. Encourage people to put the phones down (especially during Mass and fellowship). 
Don’t listen like you are at a four way stop. We need to learn how to actively listen to each other. Different 
temperaments on ministry teams. We should invite people to Mass and offer to go with new people.  

Christ says “listen” repeatedly in the Bible. We need to follow his words. Everyone has something to say. Being 
open to hear and not being dismissive. Put one’s agenda aside. Asking questions to pull more out of them. Some 
do not feel comfortable in a small group. There are lots of ways to communicate. Important to realize that there 
are voices that may not be able to be heard. Some won’t or can’t speak up about their true feelings. Goal is to be 
open to the Spirit. “Once I have made my statement as strongly as possible and I ask you is it possible your 
opinion is wrong?” If the person says no, no communication is happening.  

Extending community to beyond just Sunday Mass. Community brings together all different Catholics. Having 
things going on all the time and different opportunities. Capitalizing off of everyone being there already on 
Sunday. Have everyone’s voice be heard, not just a handful of people (the loudest or angriest) sharing their voice. 
Selective listening is distasteful. Need to know one another not just stay in our group ! listen to the people who 
aren’t like us or don’t think like us !prevents division.  

Good at listening people. But keep out, not welcoming to groups (homosexuals). Listening is difficult in the 
Church and country. Problem with culture in US. Divisiveness and close mindedness. Transformation of Church 
and society. Heard above before, we are missing the boat - biases. Listen selectively.  

Open to “hear” and be “heard.” Open to act. 

Be bold to approach; listen; take time to invite; be charitable; don’t pre-judge; hear the voices of ministries and 
include LBGT and Black Catholics. Encourage a loving approach. Be aware this is difficult. Use respect and 
inclusion. Retreats that welcome all.  

What contributes to the broken world is that we don’t listen to each other’s minds and hearts. After walking in 
someone else’s shoes, we can more understanding. We must not pass judgments on each other. Listening actively 
for the voice of Christ may also mean giving people the benefit of doubt and understand that everyone is trying 
to do the best they can. The Lord works in everyone’s heart and we can find common ground by listening to 
where they come from even if they believe something different. Evangelization is not a word used much today 
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for many reasons and it is a big ask for people. Serendipity moments is when we find the Holy Spirit in others. 
We should be less concerned about if we are doing the right thing and open ourselves to others. Vulnerability in 
listening. Using things like CHIRP and Acts retreat had a big focus on listening to each other. What holds people 
back is not knowing how to respond to other people. Can be embarrassing or challenging when we don’t know 
how to react. However sometimes this leads to meaningful moments. Just a touch can be so helpful and 
recognizing we cannot fix everything on our own especially.  

Take the time to listen. Be willing to see Christ in others. We look inside and ask why am I not listening to 
someone. Practice in Homily. Open to change because of the other person. Christ has something brand new to 
say to me through them. The Holy Spirit gives us opportunities every day.  

Listening is so important and takes a lot of practice. Even practicing what to say means we aren’t truly listening 
to the person talking. Sometimes we need to allow people to vent before they are open to listen. Christ is in 
everyone even if we don’t like what they say. We also acknowledge someone’s human dignity when we listen to 
them. Putting listening into practice means that we must also listen to those who are not speaking what the Church 
believes. What format we are in is also important to know. Sometimes silence isn’t good because it may be taken 
as approval. We must speak up in these moments. When someone is only looking to argue then we should avoid. 
We must also think before we speak so we aren’t just reacting to the other person. Discretion is also important in 
the parish and outside. We need to let others know we are here for them as a parish when we speak to them. 
People just want to be heard. Mass may not be the right opportunity because people don’t stay long. Welcome 
meetings a few weeks after they join may be helpful to have new members speak their minds. Radical hospitality 
and open listening. Being open ourselves will encourage people to speak.  

Listen with compassion, interest and to learn rather than debate. Spirit of prayer, interior silence, contemplation, 
and trust. Be willing to see Christ in the other. Have knowledge of self, seek the gift of prudence and wisdom to 
know when things are not what they seem, aka the enemy is pretending to be the voice of Christ.  

Make friends and bring Christ with listening. Grief ministry, death, abortion, beyond the surface. Sometimes we 
wonder if we as leadership listen. Kind of like after confirmation we listen at sessions but is there follow through? 
Even priests need listened to prior to decisions and not just through Presbyteral Council.  

Intentional and deep listening to each other. Patience and time.  

Listen to each person. Every person has some truth. Put aside what I think the other person thinks or will say. 
Believe every person is the voice of God. Each person be aware of “leveling the ground?” Reclaim “why are we 
there?” “Why are we the Church?” Find points of unification.  

Not form an opinion without truly listening. Be relational. Truly listen and be silent and present to the individual.  

Model of church – Fr. Shepherd. No accountability among priests. Priests have their own theology and cause a 
lot of brokenness in parishes. Clericalism. Young priests are trained very differently.  

We can do it in small groups like this. We must picture Christ in them and then listen. We must be converted to 
the idea of seeing Christ in all people no matter how different they are. Everyone is in the image of God, but this 
is not a popular thing these days. So much division means the devil is at work. We have two ears and one mouth, 
and it takes conscious effort to listen. So many people can’t get beyond what someone is exuding to see Christ 
which makes it hard to communicate. When we aren’t sure what we believe then we are not confident in sharing 
our faith. Come to it with our mature faith before we can be opened to listen. We have to want to listen first. 
Those who truly believe will seek out more information. There is so many conflicts and competition these days 
that compete with our faith especially for our families. This is a question of priorities, and we must review what 
is really the most important. They are our relationships with God, family and community. 
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After we invite them in, we can then answer their questions. Listen to the voice of Christ during adoration. One 
person spoke about how when they were a young person if they disagreed with someone, they might put them 
down when responding. Now as an older person, they pray for them instead. We can judge other’s actions but not 
their hearts. Everyone is searching for something, and society today is not fulfilling them. When people say 
something, we don’t agree with we must pray for them.  

Do it through the eyes of Christ. We love them even if we don’t agree with them but love and listen to them as 
Christ. He loves us but not every idea and don’t have to accept every idea. To listen to the voice of people but 
only accept the truth. That’s the true love for that person. Love the people no matter what but not accept every 
idea. Respond in love but speak truth gently. We are responsible for that.  

We need to make sure we need to see Christ in each person first. A questionnaire included in the donation envelope 
to see what they want to see at Church or maybe have them ask questions about Church. I.E. Adoration, 
confession, benediction… What they need to do to come back to Mass. Preach more to the people about the 
Eucharist. With a more simplified explanation.  

Genuinely listening with the desire to learn/grow only not to listen to respond. Give people the dignity/respect to 
reveal their struggles/wounds in their own time and way. Reminder that every person is Christ in the world even 
though they might not always act life it. Like the gospel about sheep vs. goats Matthew 25. 

Sense of community. Welcoming all. Be where the people are. People are online.  
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3. "Speaking Out"   How do we speak with freedom and charity to communicate the truth 
of Christ in and to our community? 
The truth sets us free.  The truth is itself perfect charity.  Perfect truth, perfect love casts out fear.  
Speaking out cannot be about agenda; it ultimately is not about what we want, but what God 
wants.  Thus, before we speak out, we must know for certain that what we speak is the truth--it 
is the Word of God that we preach.  All too often we have a presumption of what it is that God 
desires; the direction in which he would want us to move.  This must be tested--something that is 
immensely lacking within the Church currently.  We (often incorrectly) believe that by virtue of 
our office, title or position we have cornered the market on truth, and so we are quick to answer 
and direct others.  Rather, our speech should be tested among our closest collaborators and 
engaged, most importantly, it must be taken to prayer so that the Lord himself can refine it.  
Only there will it become his own words, perfect love that leads to perfect freedom. 
We have to take for granted that people are of good intention to share their concerns for the 
Church and respond to each other with the hope that “axes to grind” attitudes take a back seat to 
these sessions.  Also, we have to speak the truth—with charity and candor.  And trust that each 
person allow others to do the same without being offended—even if there is much criticism 
which arises in the discussion. 
By being an example of Christ's love to others. 
First, we must form ourselves on vital topics.  Then we can share with others the truth and 
beauty of the faith.  This is done in cooperation with the priests and deacons serving the parish.  
Each person has to be responsible for their own formation, but the priests and deacons are key to 
awakening the desire for this formation in the laity. 
Taking the step of speaking out -more and more are beginning to open up-in our community I 
believe-however, there are some who do not wish to grow in their relationship with Christ. They 
are happy with their 'as Jesus called it 'dinky' faith.' 
As a Church, and as individuals, I think we're weak in this area.  We need to invest in 
professionals to help train people how best to use social media and have training sessions around 
the diocese to use social media.  It would also be helpful if we had professional people to give 
workshops on how to speak one's truth and how to write one's truth. 
Asking the Holy Spirit to help us speak only the truth regardless of going against the norm, 
whether it be within the church or the world. 
Actions speak louder than words.  
I think we need to listen, walk with and accompany others - the drug addict, the gay teen, the 
young couple struggling financially.... 
We try to live a Godly life, action speaks louder than words. 
There is a great tension between proclamation and listening.  There are times when Jesus is so 
kind and times when he is very stern.  I feel like we often get this wrong and are either too kind 
or too stern, depending on the situation.  Part of me would like to have the Church be heard and 
obeyed, for I believe the more we all respond in faith the better it is for all of society.  That being 
said, it may be a time for us to be quiet and focus on our actions, hoping that people will once 
again want to hear from us.  If people have the hunger, then our message might actually bear 
fruit.  If we keep talking to people about our faith who don't want to hear it, even if we say it 
well, we are probably wasting our time :( 
By telling all people the truths of our faith. 
Speaking with freedom and charity can best happen when a basis of trust and common 
understanding is established and mutually embraced. 
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Before "speaking out"  it is has been helpful to me to pray and listen for the inspiration of the 
Spirit .  Often times a passage from scripture may come to mind that adds to the dialogue or 
challenges me to look a situation differently. 
Standup for life and supporting our community. Let people know God loves them. Help with 
religious formation, confirmation, marriage preparation, evangelization.  
By asking the Holy Spirit for courage because this is difficult, sometimes most difficult within 
our own families - to speak the truth with love with our words and with our actions 
We have no fear. Christ is the way, the truth, and the life! We have the fullness of the faith and 
we should not be afraid to speak the truth in love and not hide it under a bushel basket. 
Sharing the truth that God has given us through our life experience. 
We need to speak the truth at all times.  There are so many prejudices, judgements that come 
from knowing only part of what is going on.  We need to speak from the heart of Jesus, letting 
everyone hear what is the truth behind the thoughts and actions they see from us and hear from 
us.  It is often too easy to voice ideas we have heard or judgements that others have made.  We 
need to speak with the love of others on our minds at all times.  For us to be able to speak out 
with charity and let others know the truth of Christ, we must first of all be grounded in the truth 
that comes to us through the Magesterium of the Church, which we have assimilated into our 
lives through prayer and participation in the Eucharistic Sacrifice of the Cross at Mass. 
Truth is available to all who seek it in the person of Jesus Christ 
Be prepared to support our words, via scripture and the CCC, and then our actions must mirror 
these truths.  We must not fall into the world wokeness of 'misinformation' that is really any 
truth that the establishment / world does not want to admit, share or propagate.  
Having the courage to speak the truth of our Catholic faith despite the backlash we may receive 
in doing so. 
Just a Jesus was the difference to all people, we need to speak out by accepting and helping 
everyone. Of course, it is important to show charity to our own parishes, but what defines a true 
Christian, is being hospitable to each person. 
By telling the Truth. 
First and foremost, ask the Holy Spirit's guidance in how to proceed. Secondly,  do not be afraid, 
as speaking the truth kindly and with the good of the other in mind can bear much fruit. It's a 
way to open further conversation.  
We truly do pray first and try to speak FOR the common good of ALL. 
   Charity always. Paradoxically, charity can be difficult when speaking about Christ's values 
because Christ's way is not the way of the world. Since he is a sign to be contradicted, our 
witness will meet resistance. But charity always, to a sacrificial degree. We should thank others 
for conversation even when we disagree.  
   Charity begins at home when we disagree with our own leaders. If the Pope and bishops are 
subject to cruelty and dersision how will anyone take our Christianity seriously? The listening 
we spoke about above can't happen if we don't show good will. No one listens to an 
unreasonable person.  
   And of course, if we are to speak to others about Christ, we ought to know who Christ is. That 
means catechesis of some kind.  
By living and dying for Christ (Romans 14).  No one believes a hypocrite.  Be virtuous.  Let the 
Holy Spirit speak through you, but ensure your actions support your truthful mission on earth - 
to get each other to heaven. 
We are welcoming to all; even when a person or group is difficult to understand or listen to, i.e., 
through St. Vincent De Paul Society; St. Louis Helping Hands Ministry, taking the Eucharist to 
those who are sick, in prison.  Listening to those estranged from the Catholic Faith. This is our 
weakest are. 
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We must respond and measure all by the Gospel and the message that Jesus preached. Do we 
treat all with compassion? Do we preach Jesus' message of love and acceptance? How do we 
respond to injustices in our midst?  
We especially need to listen to all who feel marginalized and outcast.  
Speaking of the truth of Christ is a very precarious road.  As a person of faith I can say what the 
truth of Christ has been for me.  I can witness (through my actions and words) what Christ's 
words have done for me during my life so far.  Actions will always speak louder than words-we 
must be a church of action welcoming all and talking with all no matter where they are within 
their life's journey. 
Speaking presupposes that we have listened to Jesus and to each other. Our words need to be 
centered in Jesus with respect and compassion for one another. 
Being kind in our interactions. 
Again, communication and opportunities to speak out are limited or non-existent. 
Our local Church is so divided many people feel there is no freedom and little charity to speak 
out. People are called evil and shouted down in our pews.  People who have known each other 
for generations no longer speak, families don't celebrate holidays. So much has been politicized 
in our Church from top to bottom, it seems politics is our religion now and not love of Christ.  
This division unfortunately has leaked into our schools. My teenage grandkids with concerns 
about social justice cannot discuss racism or immigration in religion class.  Instead of learning 
about how Christ wants them to change the world, they review dogma they've already learned 
the past 8 years.  
Actions not words. Jesus used actions and miracles. You don’t have to preach anything if your 
actions are living the life of Christ. People will want to live a Christian life if they SEE it not 
hear it. Touch means more than words. Help the immigrants, the poor, the unborn, drug 
addicts…anyone that needs help.   
The parish already does pretty well in this, with some individuals being exemplary!  However, 
some deacons and many parishioners would benefit from additional guidance, including how to 
evangelize.  Continue to offer courses in both virtue and the truths of the faith.  I believe there is 
a need to teach the virtues to adults. 
I wrote a book once prior to my coming back to the Catholic Church. I must say that it was not 
well received by a person of authority there and I have not been able to speak etc. I've tried to 
contact him, but no call backs have come. I have grown immensely since I wrote that book. I am 
post abortive and desire to help others, but doors are not open it seems. I heard from someone 
that they were told not to give away / promote my book. I rewrote a lot of it, and it is no longer 
published. The newer version is free online. Anyway. I hope that others who have been asked by 
God to serve the needs of his sheep get an open door. Feeding the needy has become my 
ministry now. Perhaps it was what I was called to do all along. ... The Catholic church is greatly 
misrepresented and misunderstood by people. I think it would be nice to have ways to clarify 
things with all. I love the programming on EWTN. I would like to be able to speak of why to 
remain celibate etc with our youth. I am not sure if I can. In that area I seemed to have been 
shunned by the leader. 
perhaps we need to go back to the basics of our faith 
See above answer. We may need to remind respondents that these are church surveys and not 
town halls - no meanness, slander or profane language.  
Almost impossible to do in todays Cancel culture climate.  Speak truth with love.  There is no 
charity without truth.  It would be nice if Bishop and ordained Clergy were more bold.  It seem 
like the laity are doing most of this.  
Speaking out is best done by being an example of Christ: For those speaking out against 
injustice, lead by example by inclusion.  For those who fight the horrors of our culture of death, 
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be at the RN home for the elderly, the crisis clinic for the unborn, or aid those who do choose 
life in this time.   

“We here have a real privilege being able to attend mass almost every day. How can we 
share that with others. Others during the pandemic really felt the loss of not being able to 
attend mass in person.” 

“I really miss the use of inclusive language, but we need to find a way to make language 
easy to follow as well.” 

We speak out by speaking in love, and going back to the old "If you can't say something nicely, 
don't say anything at all." We also THINK before we speak- is what we are about to say 
Truthful, Helpful, Inspiring, Necessary, and Kind? 
Knowing what things I have in common with others is a good starting point. Many of us are not 
as different as we think. Then we are able to work toward explaining our truths and LISTENING 
to their perceptions. All must be done in the spirit of love.  When we are communicating we 
must be sure what we say is truth, ask the Holy Spirit to guide our words.   
We must stand up for the truth even when we may loose money or respect from the eyes of 
society. Staying true to Christ's teachings we will unite our communities in love. 
Limited with our cloistered, contemplative life/“The Holy Spirit will teach us all things.” Calling 
on the Holy Spirit for phone calls, email or in public/Having confidence the Holy Spirit will give 
us the freedom to speak to others lovingly and to say what He wants us to say/Speak the truth in 
love  
Prayerfully speaking and allowing the Holy Spirit to flow through us after we have prayed. 
One way that we speak out is to get involved in one of the Corporal or Spiritual Works of 
Mercy. For me it is working to end the death penalty. For another it may be actively working to 
end abortion in our country. For someone else it may be to provide housing, food, or clean 
drinking water for a family or community, for whatever we do to the least of our brothers we do 
to Christ. 

(Redacted) stated that we must be identified more by what we do than by what we say. 
(Redacted) added that it is not effective when things are done without charity. 
(Redacted) encouraged others to not always shake things up or rock the boat, which is a tendency in society, but 
simply to act with love. 
Our culture is becoming cynical and it seeps into the church.   
Cancel culture is predominant and opposing views are often shut down. 
We need respect and charity. 
Ask questions and listen even when you disagree with people.  Don’t put people in boxes or make assumptions 
about them. 
It starts with prayer. If we are not at peace with God and others, we cannot communicate the truth in 
charity and freedom. Our divided culture makes it hard to speak the truth in love. Speaking out requires 
courage and prudence, especially when people can be accused of hate. It is important to not add to the 
anger and resentment that can be used to harm others.  

Stating the facts, truth, quotes from the Catechism, this is what Christ has said. 
God can put anyone in our path, pray before you listen to others for patience. This gives them the 
opportunity to give you gift back. 
Again, through social media, speaking the truth, utilizing the magnificat. 
The value of the Catechism, facts. 
All needs to be done in love and kindness. 
So many different opinions in the Church, we need to listen and educate ourselves to know what is right and 
wrong. 
Speaking out to the culture. 
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I grew up in an era of dignity and respect and we do not have that today.  We need to listen and read and 
have good Catholic speakers and authors.  Catholic Radio! 
Discordant voices in the Catholic Church, and what do we discern what is and is not in accordance with the 
Church. 
Important to state what is from the Catechism and straight answers from the Catechism as well. 
Do not attempt to take a person to task but let them express their views. Bring community back after Covid 
with ecumenical services. Find the “common” beliefs that are true.  

With mercy and HOLY BOLDNESS – saying it with an explanation for the GOOD. Building relationships with 
those you speak ! they can trust what you speak is true. Living “witness with JOY” of what is true, good, and 
beautiful.  

Through prayer, through our elected officials, political involvement, lobbying to refresh everyone’s minds to the 
truth. By our example, our ability to share our faith. Though knowing the faith well.  

Praying at restaurants before a meal. New ways to communicate through podcasts and social media. The man has 
to lead his family in prayer, to church and in the faith. Speak with freedom and clarity. People don’t know how 
to debate without emotion.  

Ask ourselves “why are we responding in this moment” and “how is the Holy Spirit using us.” We must be a 
friend with the patience of God’s word when we go out into the community and within the parish level. We must 
also ask ourselves what is more important:  being right or really connecting with someone. Being right is not as 
important as building connections. The best thing we can do is not to say much until we have built a connection. 
It is also important to show our faith through our actions and show our joy as Catholics. One person noted that 
the Millennials conference was very beneficial to his parish because it helped them understand that if a millennial 
or any person doesn’t experience Christ and joy in a parish they will go elsewhere. Also discussed was how 
Church authority in a parish can also drive people away. We are also losing the reverence within the Church and 
things are becoming only symbols to the faithful. By showing more respect to the Lord in our daily life and at 
Mass will bring more people in. The Mass is not a show but a meaningful experience of Christ. We must identify 
what people are not finding in the Church and address those areas. Also discuss was how not only are people are 
not connected to Christ but also the person in the pew next to them. We sit next to the same people every weekend 
but don’t know them. We should look at what Evangelicals do because they are very community based and show 
their vibrancy and speak about their relationship with the Lord in a personal way. This is something we need to 
do better.  

Our actions can speak louder than words when communicating the truth of Christ. We can show good will and 
our faith through ministry programs open to the entire community. We must show respect to all people no matter 
their situation or background because doing this is very Christ like. Listening first is huge in communicating the 
truth. Especially when the person feels “less than” or like an “outsider.” Recognize that we all have our own 
views, and we should let them share first before sharing our own view.  

Be welcoming, try to compliment them on their qualities. Celebrate our common faith and not our differences. 
Grace before meals. Baby steps. Quote the bible in everyday situations (at work and in the family). Do some 
reading on the topic, share a book that relates to what they think you are judging them on. “Let’s explore that 
together.” Pray for them.  

An understanding of “free will” and “charity” in an informed and formative manner is the foundation. The attitude 
taken when we communicate makes a difference in how others hear us. Desire to spread the love of Christ – the 
Good News – is essential 

We depend on the grace of the Holy Spirit to speak without fear openly. We are given a chance to do this through 
our pastoral leadership. 
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We don’t feel that Catholics do this as much. “Your faith is personal, shouldn’t be spoken about out loud” could 
come off as pushy. When we say “how are you” wait to hear the answer. Speak through our actions (esp. our 
love). When you have concerns share them but not in a confrontational way. Establishing relationships must 
always come first.  

The Pope does a lot of listening, discussion led to is he emphasizing mercy and forgiveness. If we can not hear 
then there is no progress. “If we can say we could be wrong,” then we have a conversation. We live in the world 
where people don’t have the same understanding and thoughts about anything. Even families disagree on the 
basics. Synodality is a process not a product. It is messy and ling. Freedom and charity opposing values in a way.  

The power of being genuine. Which is needed in order to evangelize and pull people into our faith. Being interiorly 
free so when approaching others it is not coming from a place of selfishness, pride or boastfulness. 

We speak and listen selectively. Worship community are male led. Sometimes speak defensively. How does the 
Holy Spirit fit? Sometimes communication takes the form of acts. Example: food kitchen. Need to see the image 
of Christ keeps away from judgements. Foundational piece – sense each of us is God’s own dwelling. All of us 
are made in the image of God. During the day be mindful that we belong to Christ. Acknowledge that God is in 
each other. Know in yourself all of creation and others. To see God in each person is key.  

We need to know that we can speak and know we are heard. Seuses fidelian(??) communicated how? Access to 
the daily life of the faithful.   

Bring all groups of people into proximity of Christ. Be bold and courageous to bear witness in a secular world. 
Stay flexible as pro-life church, accept the noise and confusion that comes with children at Mass.  

Speaking out can sometimes cause problems if it isn’t the right setting. We are afraid of opening ourselves up to 
judgement or misunderstanding. Speaking the truth can lead to backlash or people taking offense. For those who 
were raised Catholic but adopted the current culture it can be hard to show them how they are lost. Even in one 
congregation we are on different paths. Recognize the good in what someone else believes despite the difference 
then build on that. We don’t have to be the person to save everyone we can help and entrust them to God. Plant 
the seed. It takes a lot of discernment to determine if we are listening to the true voice of Christ and not something 
else. What does God and the Holy Spirit say? 

If you share your experience of Christ to others this is the best example. Its ok for people to disagree. Starts with 
being comfortable with one’s self. We need to receive first then give. People should feel God’s love from the way 
they are treated. Need to convey acceptance.  

 Listen first to see if they are receptive to hearing the Truth. Otherwise, it will go nowhere. Listen to their 
questions. If we are being aggressive with our message, they will put up walls and not hear it. For those who have 
left the Church the best thing we can do is to lead by example rather than just speaking at them. Growing up 
Catholic we didn’t learn about the Bible and couldn’t ask questions. Now there is a focus to learn more about this, 
however, we are hesitant about not knowing the answers to questions people may ask us. When we don’t know 
the answer, we should go find the answer. We can still have conversations while looking for answers. Faith means 
not having every answer but believing. Offer to pray with and for the person with questions. We must get past the 
urge to know all the answers. We are on this pilgrimage together so we must lift each other up.  

If we are rooted in the life of prayer and reflection, we can have freedom. Charity and humility. Knowing our 
roles. Provide opportunities to communicate and sharing. Understanding of Catholicism. Be bold. Lead by 
example.  

By participating in pir community organizations – more difficult to get people to participate. Question almost like 
speaking out in conflict. We allow people to speak out in truth without fear of retribution, being put down or 
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censoring. Taking leadership roles within the community. Being part of ecumenical councils or groups. Speak 
out for more involvement within the parish.  

Understanding that it my measurement of success is not necessarily God’s plan. Sharing our stories so they know 
we are human. Continuing on no matter what, go by the Spirit.  

Prayer before quiet pauses as each person speaks before any dialogue takes place. “Contemplative dialogue.” 
Speak with action. Stand on a corner for a cause. Be in the middle of the circle of conversation not higher or 
obviously the person.  

Pray, think before you speak. Be witnesses through example, not only what we say but what we do. If we don’t 
have the answer, check and get back to them.  

Afraid to speak out. Their experience is not always the truth. Learned how to listen and create a framework of 
where people are accepted. Truth is not a narrow thing rather very broad.  

What does truth of Christ mean to Catholics? In today’s world we don’t follow commandments which are the 
most basic form of the faith. There are mixed signals from society and even within the church. How does the 
media interpret what we say compared to what is actually being said about Church teaching? Context is so 
important. People who know us as Catholics will come to us with questions if we are willing to take the time to 
answer them and get to know them better. So many are Catholic but don’t know how to participate in the church. 
For so long being Catholic was cultural and not faith based. Our society discourages practicing our faith publicly 
and says that it is a bad thing to have faith. We need to get over government supporting our faith because that is 
not true today. We must practice our faith on our own. Lifewise Academy has 700 elementary kids in non-Catholic 
faith education. Kids really want to be faithful. There is a movement we just need to be better at it as Catholics. 
When you are in a culture that sanctions Christianity then it is much more important in daily and family life. 
Adults are not comfortable with sharing their faith and very few understand the Eucharist.  

Pray before encounters with people for the Holy Spirit to guide you in inviting them and explaining our faith to 
them. Encourage prayerfulness and being open to God working within you. Spoke about experiences with Right 
to Life at the downtown church which showed the community that we believe and our witness. First we must get 
people to pay attention before they are ready to listen by what we do. Outward signs and symbols of our faith in 
a public place like praying at restaurants. No fire and brimstone instead do things like the rosary sacraments which 
are comforting. We must instill this in our children. Problems with younger generations who have fallen away is 
that they don’t recognize how beautiful our faith is. Catechism must be brought back. We must ask what catholic 
mothers should be teaching their children. Traditions are being lost today which may be one reason people are 
falling away. Things that are challenging are more fulfilling and this is the same with our faith. When we are 
challenged it is so much more rewarding. We should not be cafeteria Catholics who pick and choose what to 
believe. RCIA helped opened our eyes about the faith and things he didn’t learn in a Catholic school. Catholic 
schools are doing more especially during Lent to promote our faith, but more can be done. Movement behind the 
rosary is growing.  

Know your catechisms and the Bible teachings tru8gh and traditions. We turn to Church for this. Educators need 
to know the truth and then we speak it in charity. Freedom living within the boundaries of Church – a slave to sin 
if not following the truth of the Church. Charity – our experiences – doing research on “rules” of the Church for 
better understanding of why then speak the truth. Not all may agree with you and that’s ok. It is our responsibility 
to speak that truth and share our stories which may help the listener hear and accept the truth in charity.  

Procession to show the community our expressions of faith, to be more visible in prayer. Praying the rosary, each 
month express a journey or pilgrimage and walk downtown. Have Our Lady or St. Joseph flags put somewhere 
in Findlay to show our beliefs in a charitable way. 
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Speaking through a place of prayerful reflection vs. speaking to hear our own opinions out loud. Can speak with 
freedom if we overcome the fear of rejection or causing offense. Charity when we speak to people, we shouldn’t 
be so quick to refute them. We should listen and talk through where they are now and speak through questions 
and listening. Today’s society is so loud and the communications are so constant there is always another news 
story/gossip headline, etc. that we don’t give people time to be listened to. Silence is a very rare commodity. We 
so fear losing control and we so want to be the one who controls how/when the evangelization but we have to 
trust God’s time/place.  

More being educated enough to speak about the faith. 
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4. "Celebrating"   How is our journey together based on and nourished by the celebration 
of the Holy Eucharist? 
We should be careful when we approach the Holy Eucharist as something external to ourselves--
something that serves as our foundation and feeds us.  Certainly, it is so much more.  It's helpful, 
then, to return to the Second Vatican Council's words of "source and summit"--beginning and 
end.  The Eucharist is our common starting point.  The Holy Eucharist gathers us together, from 
every nation and land, every tribe and tongue.  It unites us over time and space precisely because 
it is outside of both.  It takes us to a particular historical moment into which Jesus Christ reveals 
his divinity in the preeminent way.  If we do not start our journey at this moment, then 
"journeying together" ultimately means nothing--it is only through the Eucharist that we will 
achieve our common end, our summit.  Additionally, it is the Eucharist where we find the 
supreme form of what it is that Christ himself did: prayer, healthy teamwork, active discipleship.  
At the Sacrifice of the Mass, we are united in intense prayer, with Christ, to the Father in the 
Holy Spirit; it is personal and yet communal.  This unity in prayer draws us toward Christ, but 
also toward our neighbor: to realize that indeed, I am my brother's keeper.  We are there not 
simply for our own good, but for the glory of God and the good of others (just as the Cross itself 
is vertical and horizontal).  United in the one sacrifice that is offered for all, we will find a 
common life--that we are disciples of Jesus.  Sharing in the Lord's Supper, we are fed at his 
table, our eyes are opened to see how he works in and through our life... something that cannot 
be kept to ourselves.  Just like what happened at Emmaus, we have to run back and share what 
we've experienced, and so we become active disciples, who seek to journey with others--we 
bring them back to Mass to experience what we ourselves were first given.   
The Eucharist is everything—that which sustains, nourishes and encourages our faith life.  We 
listen to God’s Word and pray as a community the words of the Liturgy of the Eucharist to 
enable us to become one within the community.  The difficulty with this is that so many do not 
attend and perhaps because they don’t they are much apart from the community in their thinking 
and ability to participate.  They need to be drawn in—invited, dialogued with, and welcomed.  
The Eucharist is our Communion with Christ Himself, therefore the essential part of being in the 
Body of Christ.  
The Holy Eucharist is essential for Parish life.  Lay people can emphasize this journey by 
actively participating in the Mass, which teaches our children and youth how important it is.  
The clergy can emphasize the journey by preaching about the Holy Eucharist--Christ's Body, 
Blood, Soul and Divinity--and by showing reverence while praying the Mass.   
Our community is because of those who enhance our Liturgical presentation beginning to 
express joy and even that of embracing the Presence of the LORD in Celebrating.  We hear them 
talking of the Holy Spirit's touching them 
It doesn't seem we're doing a very good job in helping one another to see the value of being 
nourished at the Holy Eucharist.  Our churches are closing because of lack of parishioners and 
the churches that are staying open have fewer and fewer of the faithful attending the Sunday 
Eucharist let alone weekday Eucharist. 
We, as a Church, need to find out why people are starving, and they aren't even aware that they 
are.  (Was it St. Augustine who said, "We could live without the sun better than we can live 
without the Eucharist"?) 
Teaching what the true presence is, the reverence Christ's body commands, and the basis for this 
from the Bible.  
 I don't understand what is meant by "our journey together".  
Please take a good look at Old St. Pats in Chicago.  That is what Church should be like.  
Incredible music, wonderful preaching connecting what is going on in our world now with the 
message of Jesus, and outreach to all without judgement. 
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The old saying, the family that prays together stay together. we try to live our in our daily lives 
with GOD on our mind and actions. The last several months we have been going to daily Mass 
and confessions as least Monthly 
The editor in me is very disappointed in all of these typos in the questions :)  "the voice of Christ 
om each" "nourished be"   
 
Having a weekly rhythm of liturgy, ritual, and communion gives us something to look forward 
to, something familiar, something shared with a larger group.  I believe all this strengthens our 
faith that we are in the truth and headed the right direction. 
By celebrating the Mass reverently and beautifully.  This can most easily be done by celebrating 
the Mass in the Extraordinary Form -- the Traditional Latin Mass -- since this form is both 
reverential and beautiful by its very nature.  This mass explains within itself that the Holy 
Eucharist will bring us to everlasting life.  All we must do is give them a translation of it, and 
they will hear this explanation every time they hear this Mass. 
When we proclaim the Holy Eucharist as "source and summit of our Christian spirituality," it 
bonds us in unity and strengthens us for the journey of Faith. 
When we celebrate the Holy Eucharist  it binds us closer together as a family of believers and 
causes us to witness the similar desire in others to have a deeper relationship with the Lord and 
each other. 
Talking with and sharing our journey with others before and/ or after Mass. like at doughnuts 
with Deacons or book study or films after Mass. or the men’s fellowship Bible study on 
Saturday mornings. Tying these things together with the celebration of Mass.  
By attending Holy Mass with great joy and reverence and being inviting to all we encounter 
there 
Christ strengthens us with His nourishment each time we received His Body and Blood and then 
we are sent forth to share His word with those we meet. 
Very much so celebrating the Eucharist. 
I believe that I anticipated this question as I was thinking through the concept of communicating 
truth through charity.  I have spoken with our pastor about this.  We need to understand the 
whole concept of what happens at the Eucharist.    AS I speak with others, they do not appreciate 
or understand what the Mass is.  In the Eucharist we are present as Jesus speaks the words "This 
is my Body, This is the chalice of my Blood."  We have lost the meaning of the words "Do this 
in memory of Me."  The early Church was close enough to the Jewish Community to realize that 
their celebrations brought them into the presence of the events celebrated.  They were at the Red 
Sea, they journeyed through the desert, they ate the Manna.  AS the elders reminded the next 
generation, "I was once a slave in Egypt and God brought me out with His strong right hand and 
arm outstretched."  How did we lose the realization that we are present at Calvary, at the 
Resurrection, at the Ascension, at the Pentecost?  I fear that unless we get this back we will 
never fill the Churches again. 
Be like Christ. Love each other. Serve each other. 

“Do something about improving the Lectionary, removing violent readings and readings that 
have no relevance to people today. Use inclusive language. Focus more on the generous gifts 
God lavishes on people and less focus on sin.” 

“Encourage people to come every Sunday. The more you participate, the more it grows 
on you. Share your own example as a religious sister. Be willing to share why you go 
every day. Be a model for others.” 

 
In the Holy, reverent manner in which it was meant to be shared, especially via the sacrifice of 
the Mass. Not by incorporating pagan ceremonies or those that recognize various nationality 
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ceremonies / customs.  But the true Mass as outlined in the GIRM. We also need to explain why 
reception on the tongue is the true, preferred way to receive our dear Lord. 
It is the Holy Eucharist that strengthens and sustains us in our attempt to do his will. 
The Mass is so beautiful and should be accessible to everyone. There are many people who 
cannot make it to Mass and want to share in the joy of the Eucharist. While EWTN is a great 
option for these people, they truly want to be connected to their own church. Many churches do 
live streaming, but not all. I have family members who so want to be at church and join in the 
Eucharist, but due to health issues, they cannot be there in person. They want to watch Mass at 
THEIR church. This is something that helps them feel joined with their parish. Furthermore, 
visits from priests would be a great asset to these homebound parishioners. I know priests are 
overworked, but there is a time and place for these visits and there is no better time than when 
people are downhearted due to situations beyond their control. 
I don't understand this question.  Please define "Celebrate" 
It is the Source and Summit of our faith, deepening our Communion with the Holy Spirit. 
I find my community IS presenting the BEST of each person in the Eucharistic celebration.  I 
find my own personal CENTER in the Eucharist. 
Christ binds us together. We are made one. Our task is to "go" when the Mass ends and take him 
to others. Without the Eucharist our faith is just another system of ethics. Christ is real, Christ is 
the source and summit of our faith. Christ can change lives. Christ wants to change lives.  
By remembering the sacrifice of Jesus and that the Holy Spirit comes down like the dew fall 
through the priest to change the bread and wine into his body and blood.  Also, by gathering 
together as a community of believers.  You are here for each other. 
Closeness and Interacting with Jesus in the Eucharist bursts our Hearts and our Spirits so fully 
with HIs Love that we share Christ with other's naturally through our ministries and friendships. 
Our Eucharists must be vibrant and alive celebrations of our community as a community of 
saved sinners. All should be welcomed. We need to stop using the Eucharist or any sacrament as 
a reward for those who are considered good and worthy to receive it. 
In the Eucharist we discover what it means to be the Body of Christ, the very presence of 
God.We can help others uncover that presence in themselves. 
Eucharist means a coming together.  We share one common bond when we celebrate Eucharist 
and that bond is with Christ.  Christ offered himself to all people and did not make rules and 
regulations to follow before you were allowed to believe in him and share in his Body and 
Blood.  It is his Body and Blood that will change a person's life. 
This is the center of our lives, to be nourished by Sacred Scripture and the Holy Eucharist. 
We feed on Christ’s love for us and others. 
Often the Eucharist is simply said and not celebrated! 
The hymns do not express any diversity of culture. 
Youth are seldom encouraged to take a more active part. 
Petitions are somewhat rote and do not frequently include events of the world. 
The Celebration of Liturgy is beautiful in my parish! The music, decor, prayers, all call me to 
closer relationship with Christ. The Eucharist and Liturgy is a primary thing that keeps me 
Catholic. (I do frequent 2 local parishes with priests from India, where mass is difficult as the 
priests cannot be understood.)  
The Eucharist is central to weekly mass, and a source of constant grace. The presence of Christ 
in the Eucharist helps to carry us through the trials and tribulations on our journey.  
Coming together as a church family to receive the Holy Eucharist can give us the grace we need 
to be like Jesus because it is not easy because we are so human. We need Jesus all the time.  
We are now blessed to have holy priests in our parish!  Please continue with reverence, use of 
antiphons, and homilies closely tied to scripture readings.  Gratefully, a statue of The Blessed 
Virgin Mary is planned for the church.  We would benefit from different/more reverent music 
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and hymnals, and an overall intentional focus on making the novus ordo Mass more reverent 
(ref. Sourceandsummit.com).  I would prefer no congregational singing at the Collect, which is a 
distraction from my own prayer and offering.  
Knowing the wholeness of the Eucharist is needed by many. As one who used to attend a church 
wherein, I helped pour the grape juice into little cups and tear up loaves of bread for communion 
I also helped throw the leftovers in the trash. It was a representation of the Lord but not the Lord. 
The Catholic Church has many who cannot see that difference. The Eucharist IS THE BODY of 
Christ. It is Jesus entering your body to be a part of you forever. More teaching on this topic is 
needed. When Covid was going on I missed receiving Christ. I yearned for communion. I pray I 
never have to go that long without it again. 
The Holy Eucharist is our divine vehicle in this journey. We may need to educate parishioners 
on the meaning of the mass and reflect on the beauty of the mass. I'm surprised to hear others' 
stories/statements/opinions that negate the importance of the Eucharist - we NEED a nationwide 
revelation of the beauty of the Catholic mass! A great number of persons had little or very poor 
religious instruction when they were young and those are the people who aren't coming to mass. 
To ignore this problem is to be part of it.  
Not closing churches is the first thing.  Making sure Catholics and non-Catholics alike 
understand that we have the real presence.  Do not permit those who believe differently to share 
at the table - sorry. 
See above answer with current need for Hybrid (Televised) options for celebration as we move 
from this pandemic, to potentially other disasters.   
By celebrating the Holy Eucharist we come together in unity and renew our connection to 
Christ, to one another, and to the community that we create together- a community of love in the 
image of what Christ preached.  
The Eucharist draws all together at a great meal. This meal celebrates the gift of redemption God 
has given us through His Son. It is a uniting of His family. It should be shared thoughtfully, and 
as often as possible for the Grace we receive from it to live our Catholic life 
Reverence must be upheld to a great standard in every Church. Christ is worth of all we have. 
This includes the Tridentine Mass being available to the faithful. The Holy Spirit draws people 
to each celebration. Those in authority should promote reverence and beauty in the Mass. The 
celebration of the Holy Eucharist is not a point of division. The Novus Ordo and the Tridentine 
Mass can work hand-in-hand in celebration of the Holy Eucharist. Priests and those in roles of 
authority in the Church must encourage if not require reverence in the Sacrifice of the Holy 
Mass. 
The Eucharist is Food for the Journey to help us through the day/our Super Substantial 
bread/The Source and Center of our life/Source of our unity/We are all together liturgically 
many times each day/Living Tabernacles/strengthened by the Eucharist-only Jesus satisfies that 
deep longing in all our hearts 
The Eucharist feeds us. It is Jesus within us. Then we are united thru Him. 
Need to evaluate use of livestream for Mass - Do people know they need to come back in 
person? 
Mass is the predominant prayer of our communities. It is the powerful way that Jesus asked us to 
worship Him. "Do this in remembrance of me." 
Since the Eucharist is the source and summit of our faith it is essential that we feast at the table 
of Word and Sacrament. The Eucharist should unite us instead of divide us, as St. Paul criticized 
those who used the sacred meal as a pretext to sow division. (see 1 Cor 11:17f) 

 
(Redacted) spoke of the difficulty of looking at the Church as the people considering those who happen to only 
come to Church once a year.  
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(Redacted) added that Holy Hours in the presence of the Blessed Sacrament stimulate a love for the Eucharist at 
Mass. 
(Redacted) cited a book that he had read by Fr. John Riccardo which spoke of our complacency in the 
celebration of Mass. He also added his own thought that churches should be clean. Our celebrations of the 
Eucharist should attract people from the outside. 
(Redacted) spoke of the example of faith that he witnessed in a person who had been counting how many days it 
had been since they had received Holy Communion during the course of the pandemic. 
The necessity of understanding the Eucharist.  There is a lack of understanding of the True Presence of Christ.   
The sacred liturgy is the summit and the source of our faith and people don’t understand it. 
It is essential. Beauty leads people to the Church. We need to spend money for good liturgy. We need to 
craft homilies well. Are we celebrating the Holy Eucharist or just trying to get through the Mass? If we 
believe it is the Good News that we are celebrating, we should show that joy as we pray the Eucharist. We 
need the energy and courage to make hard decisions to celebrate liturgy well. Prayer, catechesis, and 
fasting are critical even when we are tired and challenged. Good preparation for Mass and the upkeep of 
the church for the liturgy is necessary.  

Step into faith, the Eucharist, always brings things forward. 
The kids, first communion and confirmation, do not grasp that is Jesus they are receiving! 
As an EMHC, I do not think the majority of people in the pews do not get that they are going up to receive 
Jesus, they are in a rush and it seems like a production line. 
Adoration helps us to appreciate Christ more. 
People in nursing homes and home bound love the gift of the Eucharist, they light up when it comes. 
“Unveiled” on YouTube, shows what is invisible, very powerful. 
How many times do people pass by and not know what we have in the gift of the Eucharist, Christ! 

Bread of life – the critical and essential part of Mass. The Church family feeds our soul. Share the “angels” that 
are on the altar.  

Need the basics of what the Eucharist is re-catechized. Before or after Mass? Typologies of the Old and New 
Testament ! to know is the richness.  

Everything we do should be based on our celebration. Within out Diocese, everyone has to align then reverence 
and respect for the Eucharist and consecration.  

So many people not living Jesus’ true presence in the Holy Eucharist. Everything leads to Sunday Mass where 
we bring it all to Jesus. “The Veil Removed” share with others so they see the true meaning of the Mass. How 
does the priest shortage play into this? Parents not taking kids to Mass even those in Catholic School. How does 
father in the confessional respond to a child crying because their parents do not take them to church? Educate 
parents people don’t prepare them for heaven.  

The Eucharist is everything and the core of all we do. It is important to keep people in the faith and show that we 
are pondering the divine. We use our five senses to experience our faith including the Eucharist. All of the bells 
and smells of the Church and Mass help us celebrate the eucharist. Fun and community-based things bring people 
in, but Eucharistic Adoration will help remind us of what is most important. Introducing Adoration in the schools 
is very important. Spoke about how silence is initially hard for the students, but they all come to find they need 
and enjoy it because they cannot find this silence in society. The Mass is beautiful but mysterious and must be 
explained better. Adoration is an easy way to start and incorporate this in our daily life. Most people say Adoration 
is the most powerful experience they have as Catholic, especially young people. Fr. Kramer spoke about his 
experience at the Shrine and how this gets people out of the rhythm of the daily life to bring them closer to God. 
One suggestion is to combine adoration with community events to invite people to adoration and the silence we 
cannot find anywhere else. This can teach people to come to Jesus for help instead of outward things. Discussion 
on how to address the challenges within the Church and teach current Catholics the importance of adoration. 
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Discussed reviewing homilies, bulletins, and other communications on how to be more reverent and communicate 
our faith. Also discussed are the difference worship styles between priests and the challenges this brings for 
parishioners. There should be a focus on being better pastors including the Pope and bishops.  

Go out and live the Gospel by our actions! The Holy Eucharist is central to everything we do as Catholics. It is 
important for us to be together for family celebrations, but it is just as important to gather to celebrate the 
Eucharist. This has been especially hard during the pandemic. Many are celebrating the Mass online and on tv 
but the Eucharist is so much more nourishing in person. It is a challenging time and having a family makes it 
harder to get to Mass. The pandemic is still happening, and we must be respectful of those who are concerned.  
When it ends we can come back together and throw a big celebration and celebrate the Eucharist together.  

The Eucharist is the summit of our faith. We can go to any Catholic Church and experience the same thing.  

Daily Mass – encouraging people to go to daily Mass. Be enthusiastic when inviting people to Mass. Gather 
together in communion. Offering Jesus back to the Father at Communion. More teaching on the Mass. 

 The Eucharist is the source and summit of Catholic life. So it is essential. It makes the motor go! A new emphasis 
on the celebration is needed. Our attitude needs adjustment -  on what we wear, how we come to the Mass. Joy is 
needed. Not just a box to check or a somber quiet event. All members from smallest to oldest should feel 
welcomed.  

We have the greatest liturgical celebration with definitively exceptional music and participation. 

Most Catholics aren’t even coming to the Eucharist. Becomes a liturgy more of the Word than of the Eucharist, 
especially where priests are scarce. We are expecting too much of our priests/religious. How can we make the 
Eucharist more accessible? 

Eucharist is a matter that separates us from the fellow Christians. Eucharist joins Catholics together. A full 
celebration of liturgy (readings, homily and eucharist). It is difficult to be a synodal church. Comments scope and 
sequence in each question is absent. 

“It’s everything.” Love and respect he demands ! we can do a better job ! confession: receive in the right state, 
proper disposition. The amount that don’t believe in the real presence is disturbing. In great people you see their 
love for the Eucharist. Its sacred and set apart. We learn how important it is from seeing those people. We need 
to get back to devotion to the Eucharist ! GIVES LIFE. Being an active participant in the Mass and not a passive 
spectator. We’re not celebrating just because we’re all together and we love Jesus. We’re celebrating what is 
taking place at the Mass ! better catechesis?  

Celebration, adoration, daily Mass – words of faith. Need to see God in each other. Part of the challenge in US is 
mindful(?) the celebration of the Eucharist. Hesitancy of coaching(?)/addressing who can celebrate Mass. Married 
priest, sisters, laity? 

Eucharist is and must be the “source and summit of our faith.” Christ’s presence is in the Word, the assembly and 
the Holy Eucharist.  

After returning from Covid shut down, people were so happy celebrating at Mass. Challenge in teaching the 
Eucharist and true presence. More home studies to learn.  

This is the first sacrament but not something we take as seriously as it should. We can’t expect a person to respond 
to something that they haven’t been taught. Jesus is in the eucharist but the actual belief in this is low even among 
Catholics. Eucharistic ministers see the misunderstanding of the eucharist firsthand. Very few people recognize 
the greatest miracle which is the eucharist. Before we can speak to others what the eucharist is before sharing it 
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with others. Constant reminder of how important this is so we can be authentic witnesses. Long ago people were 
honest when they did not take communion for whatever reason. Now we are too self-conscious to not take it. 
Jesus is waiting to love us when we receive the eucharist. The celebration of eucharist has been diminished over 
the years. Bishops are not united which is confusing to the average lay person. If we all are connected to the Holy 
Spirit as we should be we would all recognize the importance of this. 

Through our Liturgy. Sense of community refreshes us. Christ’s life wasn’t easy, so we need community to help 
us. The Eucharist makes us unique! Relationships become part of us.  

Eucharist is so important and yet there are number of Catholics who do not believe it is truly the body and blood 
of Jesus. So many are receiving who are not in a state of grace and believe that it is just a symbol. We are truly 
nourished by Communion, and it hurt not being able to receive it during the pandemic. Receiving the Eucharist 
gives us courage and strength for the journey. This is the center of our faith. Parishes must do a better job educating 
the importance of the Eucharist with parishioners. Sacramental theology. Younger generations don’t have the 
respect necessary for this sacrament. It is helpful when the priest explains before communion at a wedding or 
funeral the importance of the Eucharist. We need to use scripture more in a way that all can understand the 
importance of the sacraments and go back to the basics of the Eucharist. People need the basics to remember why 
this is so important and how to be reverent. The foundation of our journey is being together and being shepherds 
for each other. So many believe the Church is just rules but there are reasons for these rules. These rules help us 
show the respect to Jesus and help us understand why we do what we do at Communion. Discussed how many 
people truly believe in the real presence and how many are just going through the motions. So many are no longer 
reverent when receiving the host. We should also share what we know about the Eucharist outside of the Mass as 
we are instructed to “go take this with you” at the end of Mass.  

The Eucharist is the center of our life. Continue to invite people in. Proper catechesis. Substance of RCIA. Not 
wishy-washy. Authentic, reverent liturgy. Strong community to dive into the Catholic identity. Traditions of our 
faith informing our belief – Latin Mass.  

With so few priests and so few being ordained, it is more difficult for the priests. Getting to come and participate 
at Mass. Getting people to participate emote(?). getting people to be involved in adoration, stations of the cross, 
etc.  

The best of ourselves connected to the Universe – the Eucharist is everything. “Thanksgiving” it is the core of 
our faith. Reciprocal gift of self. Transformative power.  

If the Eucharist is the center of our life, why not make it available. Want more catechesis on the mystery of the 
Eucharist. It’s the community celebration together and the faith of the people who bring the Eucharist to a deeper 
meaning. A good conversation- what experiences of the Eucharist have people had which have not taken place in 
the Church. 

You are what you eat. Improve on getting people to adoration. Different times. Temple of the Body of Christ. 
What draws us back for more.  

Celebrating both/and – mystical: how God is present – corporal: how this body operates. Keeps some people in 
the Church. Lacking accountability.  

More catechesis is needed. Suggested having a Mass that stops to explain each part of the Mass to help educate 
laity. This will make it more personable instead of the pastor just talking at them during the Mass. Clergy must 
think about how they celebrate the Eucharist because Mass is no longer active. Today we can say that we attend 
Mass just by walking in and not doing anything. There is so much misunderstanding about what the Mass is. 
Eucharistic adoration is not well attended because people do not understand what it is. Some parishes do it well 
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because they have the people who want to sign up. Homiletics and homilies should be more involving of the 
parish and community. Start with the human experience like Jesus, then share a message and then ask for a 
response. Call forth and response. Make the homily more engaging and ask for participation. There are parishes 
in the diocese who are very successful, and this is one reason why are they so successful. Parish success all comes 
down to the pastor and changes in pastors can really make the parish go in a different direction. Pastors have too 
much authority in parishes for good or bad. Pastors should not have the ability to shut things down without the 
involvement of the parishioners. Protestants have councils to prevent this.  

By focusing on Jesus, who we are there for, and each other in this celebration. When we walk into the church the 
Eucharist should be front and center and not the music or decorations. Our focus should be on Jesus. Going to the 
temple in the time of Jesus was a very reverent thing and we need to bring that back. Church should be sacred 
and we need communicate this more. So many people don’t believe in the true presence. We need to bring this 
back into the Mass. We should bring back the kneelers at the front of the church to receive the Eucharist. They 
feel not welcomed to kneel because others will judge for it. We should be kneeling to receive the Eucharist to 
show respect. First communion is the happiest day of our life. Full and active participation in Mass does not mean 
that everyone gets a job. Instead it means we are united in prayer. This is an interior celebration and Mass isn’t 
about the priest. The priest doesn’t have to make everyone happy or entertain them. Just lead us in prayer and 
focus on Jesus. The school isn’t the heart of the parish because it is the Eucharist. The school needs to teach the 
importance of the Eucharist. They hope that the USCCB conference bares fruit for the Eucharist. They like that 
the young priests are bringing traditions back and are worried about the lack of tradition in older priests. Smells 
and bells bring us in but the joy and celebration in seeing Jesus at Mass keeps us. Very hard during covid to not 
have the Eucharist.  

Our celebration is worshiping God and giving Him the praise and glory. We are there to worship God and not 
each other. It is a miracle to have bread turn into His body. Celebration? Its Communion or Sacrifice? We don’t 
agree. The celebration goes in a vertical way for us honor and worship Him. Its not circular with others. Its about 
what’s happening on the alter and that’s where we receive our strength and take that out to the world to celebrate. 
Nourish is a better word to celebrate food for our soul. That makes us strong to celebrate them in the world.  

It is our foundation and it unites us. We need to help people understand the Holy Presence of God. Possibly a sign 
reminding people about being silent before they enter into the Body (main part of the church). 

We have a God who so loves us that he is willing to come into our brokenness/grossness that it sets an example 
of mission in the world (how we are to act). Each person has Christ within them and on the journey together we 
journey with Christ. We are journeying on the road to something greater than ourselves (Christ). Celebrating is 
something done together. When we are excited about something we desire to share it with others. Source and 
summit of our faith – summit of a mountain – transfiguration happened at the top (like it happened at every Mass 
we are transfigured) then we come back down the mountain and bring others with us (mission). Personal testimony 
of how the Mass/Eucharist has changed them. 

We are held together by the Eucharist. It makes us unique.  
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5. "Co- Responsible in the Mission"   How is each baptized person called, formed and 
empowered to be a missionary disciple? 
Responsibility, and more so personal responsibility, is not something that our world delights in at 
the present time.  We are often seen pointing fingers and blaming others for the ailments of 
society.  This illness, sadly, has found its way into the Church as it has everywhere else in our 
communities.  The remedy is to first return to our roots--our common baptism.  Renewal begins 
through a more perfect understanding of what the Sacrament of Baptism gives: not simply 
forgiveness from original sin, not just the grace of becoming a child of God; but a share in the 
mission of Jesus Christ--to bring the Good News to the world; to open our ears to receive his 
Word and to proclaim it to the glory of God.  This is the responsibility of the person who has 
received the great dignity of baptism.  What happens throughout the life of the baptized person is 
part of their responsibility in the mission of Jesus Christ.  They were created for this particular 
moment in time and history--vital to the success of the mission among those people whom they 
will encounter.  Only a correct understanding of this initial moment, whether at infancy, 
childhood or as an adult, will allow the individual to take seriously the formation offered to them 
by their parents and the Church, empower them to be disciples among those they encounter on 
their journey, and take personal responsibility for the success of the mission. 
This question is immaterial.  Rather what should be asked is: “How does a baptized person act as 
a missionary disciple?”  The calling, forming and empowering is already present by Baptism 
itself within each one of us.  The ability to use this background however is not always engendered 
or permitted.  This is the issue which needs to be discussed so that everyone, laity and clergy and 
religious participate completely as one in our Church. 
We are called to a mission for the Lord from the time of birth. Christ empowers us to carry out 
our individual missions and making Him known to the people around us.  
Each person, at some point, is responsible to take ownership of his/her own faith.  This is most 
evident when he or she joins in the missionary activities Christ asks of us to proclaim the Gospel. 
Here again the idea of engaging with the community in these activities is HOW each baptized 
person does this.   
Many called few chosen:  Scripture tells us that some remain as infants in their faith walk and we 
are encouraged to mature and go forth. This area needs to be focused upon 
By virtue of our baptism we are called into the priesthood of Christ as well as his prophetic and 
kingly role.  How many baptized people are even aware of this?  Without an understanding of 
these three roles as a baptized person our people will not even know they are called to be 
missionary disciples.  More education in this area is absolutely needed beginning now. 
The Gospels state this, the Vatican councils reiterate it and the Holy Spirit helps us to achieve 
this. 
None of these questions make any applicable sense.  
We all need to listen "to that still deep voice within" and follow God to bring love to others.  It is 
a mission of accompaniment - not one of preaching.  Shine the light and walk together.  Our 
parish used to offer a wide variety of program - now everything we have is from EWTN or 
University of Steubenville.  There are many good and enriching programs out there.  Our parish 
used to have lay led Parish Retreats twice a year but those stopped.  That essentially ended lay 
leadership development at the local level.  How sad.  Now we only get programs that mirror the 
spirituality of the pastor and priest. 
Baptism onto Christ makes us disciples of Christ. We are called to live our lives in a holy and 
prayerful life. Our life is a prayer to others who are watching us. 
I don't think most Catholics are formed very well at all.  But to the extent that we are evangelized 
and catechized, we are missionaries.  The more we know Him, the more we live like Him and call 
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others to do the same.  The more we know our gifts and charisms, the more we use them, and 
thus the more effective we are in our missionary efforts. 
Again, we need to be able to explain the truths of our faith to others.  If we cannot, then the 
priests and deacons should be instructing us in the faith during their homilies.  What better 
chance will they have of reaching the greatest number of people? 
By the teachings of Jesus, made real through the course of time by the "one, holy, catholic, 
apostolic Church." 
Our baptism is just the beginning of the life long faith journey .  Taking seriously as adults the 
baptismal promises we  renew periodically can prompt a longing to pursue a deeper 
understanding of our beliefs and to begin to share that fledgling faith with others.  Through bible 
study and faith sharing groups  we become empowered to go out to others.  
Calling seems to be a bit lacking.  Seems to be a bit more expressed of late, but the reception by 
fellow Catholics is wanting. This needs to be stressed and “taught” more, maybe by more 
modeling by the leaders of our parish. Going out into the community.  
Again we need courage, wisdom and grace from the Holy Spirit to ask God what He is calling us 
to do; to mentor others and walk with them; relationship is so very important 
This is our mission taken on at our Baptism to be Christ to others and share His word with the 
world through the Holy Spirit! 
Help each other to strengthen our faith and not lose heart in our journey. 
At Baptism we become priests, prophets, and kings as we are adopted into God's family and we 
become participants in the divine nature.  We assume the responsibility of proclaiming the 
kingdom of God by our lives, our works, our speech and the way in which we love and 
communicate with those with whom we come into contact.  We are to evangelize those around us 
by the way in which we live our new life with Jesus.  We may not be called to preach in words 
but we are called to preach by the way in which we live our lives.  We must show that the 
Kingdom of God is present by the way in which we live our lives.  Whether we are at work or 
play we are the ambassadors of Jesus and we are viewed as such by those around us.  We may be 
leading other to God or into temptations by our lives.  
worship—enthusiastically praise God, give thanks for their many blessings and hunger for 
opportunities to encounter Jesus through the sacraments. 
pray—have a personal prayer life. 
serve—look for opportunities to help others, both within the Christian community and outside of 
it. 
As outlined in Vatican I and Vatican II.  It's about evangelizing to bring the truth of Christ and 
His Kingdom to all.  Not about focusing on today's misguided  world needs(eg 'climate change', 
the inappropriate illegal immigration that is supported by Catholic Charities, etc.)  but the 
salvation of souls for eternity.   
We are all called to spread the good news of Jesus Christ. 
We can be Christ to others by accepting each person where they are at in life. Spreading His 
Mission can only happen when we show empathy and truly represent Christ to everyone. If we 
truly try to see Christ in each person, we will be able to love as He does. 
i don't think we are Co-Responsible to be a missionary but individually Responsible to Proclaim 
Gods Kingdom.  
The Lord calls us to be missionary disciples as well as all the saints who have shown us by 
example. Being formed is accomplished by  catechesis and the will to learn more and more about 
the faith which will empower us for the mission.  
Our love for each person speaks TRUTH and Love for and to each person we encounter.  All this 
love is through and in the Spirit of God. 

“We need to adopt an attitude of openness and welcome. How do we get priests to reach out? 
We need some sort of meetings to bring people out.” 
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“Lay groups need to take responsibility to be open.” 
“We need individuals in the parish to welcome LGTBQ individuals. They have just as 
much Christ in them as I do.” 

 
  Our cooperation with grace is key. Baptism doesn't end at the font. God gives us the grace to be 
priest, prophet, and king, in the spheres of mission we are each given. We can help others into 
God's grace by inviting them to Mass. By encouraging them to marry at the altar and baptize 
children. By having life conversations with them which demonstrate the power of grace. By 
giving them purposeful mission to participate in. By stepping aside when a newbie wants to get 
involved.   
   There is a misconception that Catholicism is for the fully formed holy ones. We do a disservice 
by not admitting our every day need for God. Others are searching for a God who can make them 
whole. If we pretend we have no need for God because we are "already there", we are not being 
honest, and others will not identify with a god who is for the holy.   
Through baptism, we become a temple of the Holy Spirit.  To know that we are wanted by God 
even in times when we don't feel worthy.  To know that GOD wants to change our lives, not just 
"fix" us.  We must say YES to his calling and then rely on the Holy Spirit to lead us where GOD 
is wanting us to go. 
We are called in Baptism, by the Holy Spirit, to be Christ to each other therefore we are 
responsible for "the other" and their journey towards Home as they are for us. We are formed 
through prayer to be receptive to the Holy Spirit within us and in "the other." 
By the mere fact that we are the Body of Christ and participants in the Communion of Saints, we 
are and have been empowered to be God's presence. 
The church is made up of all types of people, performing all sorts of duties during the day.  We 
are called to treat others with respect, kindness and love, just as Christ met every person on his 
many journeys.  This treatment of others empowers one to show what Christ can do when he 
becomes the central part of someone's life.  We will never be able to force our beliefs on others, 
we need to SHOW them. 
While each person is called, the voice may be muted by life's distractions. I believe we are called 
as a Christian community to foster adult faith formation to enable others to listen to and respond 
to God's call. 
Filled with joy at God’s love for us, we can’t help but share the good news. 
Programs are offered and made available. 
However personal encouragement or excitement isn’t promoted. 
I love "a missionary disciple!" The Church has taught me that is God's most important call!  Not 
just attending Mass -- but taking from Mass the wisdom and courage to "Go Forth" and make the 
world a better place. I've learned this primarily from my 6 children's (and now 8 grandkids')12 yrs 
(some 16 yrs) of Catholic education. They are all missionary disciples. Two daughters, actual 
missionaries (Detroit inner city and S. America); 2 in health care; 2 strong Christians in the 
business world. But only three are still practicing Catholics.  The reasons are many, but to list a 
few -- the Priest Sexual Scandal and Bishops' response; the politization of the US Church 
leadership in recent years; and a Church that does not see or empower women. Still they are 
Missionary Disciples! 
When Catholics are baptized as an infant they do not know this. But as we grow and learn and are 
confirmed we make this decision to love and respect everyone.  
In addition to existing educational opportunities and committees/volunteer opportunities, 
acknowledge and communicate that every baptized Christian has charisms to be used for the 
building up of the body of Christ!  Help all to discern these charisms.  One excellent way to do 
this would be to make known and promote the Siena Institute’s Called and Gifted program (now 
available online for individuals) for all parishioners. 
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We are all part of the body. We need to work together to have a complete picture.  We are 
designed to have special abilities and carry out special missions. With only a small percentage 
serving we cannot fully achieve what God has planned for us and our faith communities.  
Bringing more into serve if even in the smallest way will grow the church and God's plan for our 
future. 
Ideally, we were taught by our elders and church mentors to reach the status of a missionary 
disciple when we were young. Unfortunately, many of us had very poor faith instruction and 
therefore, we have limited faith to share. I have sought to correct this myself, but I had the time to 
do so. So many were told that once they were confirmed, their instruction was over - but it 
shouldn't be that way! It's a lifelong journey!  
Be not afraid to live your Catholic life/identity even if it is uncomfortable or makes you an 
outcast.  We are in the world, but not of the world. 
Missionary by action,  Lord may we lead lives that when people get to know us that they can 
truly see Christ's love for others in how we treat the world around us.  Having the ability to use 
our talents we have all been given to serve our neighbors, as the Gospel today noted those who 
desire to be greatest in the Kingdom must be like the servant to others. 
First and foremost, we are all called to be missionaries in our actions- if our actions are not those 
of unconditional love, acceptance, and compassion, then we are not carrying the message of 
Christ. We have to focus on our own actions first, or what others will see is the hypocrisy of the 
church and her members not acting in accordance with what they call others to follow. We have 
to "practice what we preach" and if what a majority of us practices changes from what we are 
preaching- and the practice is not going against the Bible or Christ- then we may need to revise 
what we preach.  
we are the Church. Locally we represent the Church by everyday behavior.  We represent Jesus 
on earth,  our parish to each and every person who sees us.  Not just those we personally 
communicate with us. We are given graces to live a Catholic life an we must at all times. We 
must also support missions who carry our faith to others by financial support to media both oral 
and written. Pray often for them. 
God creates each person uniquely with unique gifts and experiences, forming us for His mission, 
His call for us/Initially formed by the sacraments of initiation/Formed by prayer-life of intimacy 
with the Lord, be open to Him, be in tune with Him, give God space-allowing Him to work, He 
will impel us- Love “presses us”/essential element, heart must be disposed and attentive, deep 
prayer life important/”Sow the seed”/ frequent and continued reception of the sacraments and 
spending quiet time with Jesus in the Eucharist/continued formation/Liturgy of the Hours, 
Adoration, Mass, personal prayer/as cloistered nuns through our prayers we can go where no one 
else can (streets, alleys, etc)/our consecration to Our Lady empowers us to fight the good fight 
and overcome obstacles/our vow of chastity “bestows on the human heart freedom, availability, 
and richness in all human contact” from our Constitutions on Consecrated Chastity 
When we are baptized, we are called to the Mission of Christ. We are baptized into the family of 
God to do the will of the Father and bring all people to "know, love and serve" the Lord and 
become members of the family of God. 
Personal invitation to participate in Mass and other formation offerings, need for continued 
formation in living as missionary disciples, offering of parish missions to nourish and strengthen 
faith 
The best way a baptized person can become a missionary disciple is to live a sacramental life. 
As I teach my fourth graders, Jesus came to show us what God is like. Now that same mission is 
ours--to show the world what God is like. God is love, and when we love one another we are 
showing others what God is like. There is no age limit here: we are never too young nor too old 
to be missionary disciples.  
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Homilies are, and need to be, solid and helpful. There are many groups in our parish that invite 
individuals and empower them to share with others. Meetings begin with prayer which 
encourages conversations about faith. There is a new understanding of missionary disciple as a 
call to spread the faith through words and works. We must live in such a way as to peak the 
curiosity of others who will want to know more about our Catholic faith. 

 
(Redacted) reflected that this is essentially all of the ministerial works of a parish, all that a parish is doing. 
(Redacted) gave the example of Saint Vincent de Paul, other forms of parish outreach, and even parish festivals 
as opportunities for evangelization. 
(Redacted) added that this could take form in the invitation of someone to be a lector or an extra-Ordinary 
Minister of Holy Communion.  

We don’t always understand our baptismal call 
Always called by the Holy Spirit through the sacraments and by the authority of the church.  The pastor’s 
guidance, homilies and teachings are the best way to form Catholics in the pew.  Homily is key to 
explaining to the people our role.  It’s personal but not private. 
If someone were to describe you or speak about you at your funeral what would they say about your 
spiritual life 

It is through the family and the Church. We do this by helping parents and godparents recognize 
their responsibility to teach their children the Catholic faith as they promised they would do for their 
children. Friendship is key to empowering a missionary disciple. Evangelizing is based on 
relationships already established but maybe Jesus has never been a part of that relationship. Jesus 
chose twelve and discipled them. People recognize the Catholic faith at work when Christ is witnessed 
to them in a home they are invited to enter.  

Called at Baptism. 
Should “Go forth and spread the Gospel” 
Being formed with Catholic Radio, and empowered, we need to offer our power to the priests to lessen their 
burden, we can help educate others. 
Bring back the word evangelization, this is not a private faith, it is more than God and I, we need to go out. 
We have been afraid to go out and “evangelize” because we are not trained.  We need to have continuing 
education for parents.  We need to encourage them to come and love Christ. 
Family Catechesis is becoming more popular, learning together. 
We are living in a culture that is “too busy” should move toward family catechesis. 
Adoration is important.  Family adoration offered at our parish on a monthly basis.  Loud, but so beautiful to 
see the kids praying and imitating their parents movements.  

We are all different with different gifts.  “We as the Body of Christ” share in the responsibility of sharing the 
message of the “mission.” Offer different approaches to different groups. 

Different events happening within the parishes (CHIRP, WELCOME, other retreats). Making a COMPLETE gift 
of ourselves in all we are called to do. The lives of the SAINTS. Call upon the Baptismal graces/the Holy Spirit.  

Greatly misunderstood – every baptized person is called to be a missionary disciple. But the laity doesn’t 
understand their evangelization mission. Called through the Holy Spirit. Developed in the family. 

Lay people don’t know the power they hold. Laity need to step up to help. Don’t expect someone else to do it. 
Faith/Sacraments never a priority for some. Adults are afraid themselves to go to confessional.  

We need to be disciples in our daily lives and not just on Sundays. How are our conscience formed? Through 
teachings and building communities which is what the disciples did. Discussion on missionary discipleship in 
history beginning with the disciples and saints. Our faith is a gift we have been entrusted with and we must share 
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it. We are a small part of something much bigger. We must live what we believe because people are always 
watching. Missionary discipleship is the mission of the whole Church, but we must review what this looks like in 
a parish. We must review how we communicate our values and priorities as a parish. We should also look at 
where we spend the most time and money and determine if these things are truly promoting the faith and parish 
mission. Many parishes have mission statements so we must include it in every aspect of the parish and do goal 
setting for our sharing faith. Also discussed was how to use technology for good when sharing our faith. We must 
also examine who is getting the message out in the parish. Pastors where many hats and cannot do it all. This is 
where parishioners can help their pastors. Pastors’ homilies have the most power to get the message out because 
they are speaking directly to parishioners for 10+ minutes.  

Most don’t know that they are called to be missionary disciples. We also don’t expect others to do this. Because 
of this they will not go be missionary disciples. We must be better at promoting this with the faithful. One 
disadvantage of baptizing young children is that as they get older, they don’t understand what they are called to 
do. We can use confirmation to help encourage kids to take part in ministries. However, we must also encourage 
parents to participate in this. We missed a generation in this education and now the parents of today’s kids are not 
receiving this education. Discussion on what parishes can offer for each generation to encourage them to be 
involved ministers.  

Empowered by the Holy Spirit, by our actions, be the best Catholic we can be. Education. Walk the talk. 

Missionary disciple ! Paul went out to share the Good News. Lay people are the most important in this. 
Stewardship month – sign up for an activity in the parish. “What are your talents?” You are a child of God at 
baptism. Receive the Holy Spirit and all the gifts you receive will help you be a missionary disciple. We need to 
be open to the Holy Spirit.  

We sometimes fall short in the “formed and empowered” area. Our formation falls short. Our gifts and calling 
may not coincide. We need to help people discern gifts. We have to allow others to develop their gifts and get out 
of the way. Each person is the Church in microcosm. We have to be aware of the Holy Spirit’s promptings and 
act on them. 

Through the sacramental life of the parish shared by the community by the invitation of the pastor. Example: 
baptism at liturgy with the community – family participation in Eucharist, reconciliation, and confirmation for 
children. People are encouraged to fulfill their baptismal call.  

By virtue of their baptism (but do they know this?). Empowered by affirmation. We take each other’s gifts for 
granted. Invite people. The importance of the role of the parents in initiating this. When people come to join us 
! “thank you for praying with us”  ! emphasis on our joined prayer.  

 All who are baptized in every religion out to be considered the faith. This is a nice question but beyond anyone’s 
scope.  

We are all responsible for being an ambassador of Christ to our friends, family and neighbors. Modeling the faith 
in seemingly mundane, day-to-day encounters. Long-term evangelization is through friendships and 
being/showing face of God to others. Open doors to openly speak with priests ! opportunities to ask questions 
and have genuine conversations. Engage young people – drinks & other events to break down walls to have 
genuine conversations. Not watered down but more genuine practical conversations (confirmation classes). Give 
priests more time, can lay people manage instead?  

Challenge co-responsible. Need education to embrace that the Real Presence starts with Baptism. Tole of the 
parents to have roots grow. “The Amazing Parish” encourages and empower parishioners to teach that we are the 
Church. St. Charles of Lima. Some at table not familiar with this. To go beyond our parish.  
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Life long formation beginning with the family and leading to the Church and faith community. Development of 
small faith communities to empower people to live the faith. Continuing formation from cradle to grave.  

Ask, encourage and empower people to go with them. Remember our baptism, we were called from that moment 
on.  

This is a mission from our baptism and sealed by the Holy Sprit in confirmation. Today it is so hard to be an 
empowered missionary disciple because of the culture and lack of education. This starts with the family and then 
goes outward. Communicating the missionary sprit begins with baptism prep, however, parents are not engaged. 
With unengaged parents children will never know who Jesus is. Only so much we can do if people have not 
encountered Christ. Percentage of active disciples is probably dismal. Hard to answer. More catechesis as a person 
becomes an adult? CHIRP is an option for parishes. Personal testimony is very powerful. There are not many 
ways for us to share personal stories within the church. CHIRP was so powerful because it allowed people to do 
this in their parish. Hard to argue against a personal testimony and the most important way to evangelize because 
how can you discredit. Why are we Catholic? We need to bring this more into the church. Danger of outdoing 
testimonies and keeping the focus on Jesus. TEC weekends were also important but not done today for teens. 
Some of these initiatives are starting to grow in Toledo. 

Listen and discern the Holy Spirit. Through each other, the best version of ourselves. Looking for opportunities.  

Formed is the real question because our baptism gives us our purpose which is to get closer to God and to invite 
others to reconnect with Him. Today people in secular society have no purpose in their lives other than getting 
stuff. We have the narrative but now need to share it. We must first really understand our faith before we can 
share it. To do this we must keep learning after confirmation in 8th grade. There is a real struggle to do this when 
parents not providing this education because secular things are more important. If we truly believe and feel Christ 
in our heart, then we will be empowered to go out and share this message. People are uncomfortable hearing this 
message and talking about faith. Talking to children is easier because they are so open to learning while their 
parents are closed off. Empowered is important. People do not feel empowered when they don’t see a place for 
them in their family and the Church. We must find a way to empower all people. Pope Francis said we must be 
full of joy, so people see it and be attract to it. We must be authentic because that will draw people in. Our faith 
is a privilege and blessing and everyone will want it if we are joyful and kind. We must lead by example. Daily 
reflections on how to be better sharing our faith and growing our own faith. How can we see Christ in every 
person we see?  

Gather together and be strengthened by the liturgy. Then go out and spread it to the world. Learning the love of 
Christ to understand how to serve. Offering our actions for the glory of God. Have constant recourse to the 
sacraments – Eucharist and confession.  

Empower the laity to do more and supported in doing so to do things that the priest or deacon don’t have to do. 
This is important especially now there are fewer priests. Look at using catechist role. Take seriously being called 
by God, formed by God and empowered by the Holy Spirit. Better job following up with students after 
confirmation to encourage and empower them to practice faith and lead. Better catechesis and train parents so 
they will show children that our faith and Mass attendance is a priority.  

Issue in not recognizing the importance and necessity of every person’s call. Every person needs to be empowered 
to actively live out. A circular Church – everyone is important. People need to respond to the Holy Spirit. Our 
call that we receive at baptism. How do we break the barrier when people want to contribute but don’t know how?  

Missionary Church has much to teach us. Do not have a priest so have other ways to worship, to celebrate. Do 
not favor communion services, however, that does allow other persons the opportunity to “preach” and share the 
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Word. Do people know they are called by baptism to be a disciple? For people in families people may be forced 
to live a life of duality – e.g. if divorced, LGBTQ . Church will change from the bottom up.  

Remind godparents, parents, grandparents of their role. Education and life long learning. Adult faith formation. 
Has to start with us.  

Baptizing as babies is not exactly helpful. They get tired of talking with no one listening and so they walk away. 
Still goes back to relationships. Micromanaging! Calls, forms and empowers. 

Personally, reaching out to people. Baptism is where we “join the club.” But formation and empowerment never 
take root because it isn’t offered to families. What is a missionary discipleship? How we are called to discipleship 
is different for everyone and up to us to figure this out on our own. There is no magic formula to help form all 
people, just hard work and time to bring people back. We need to pray about how we are called. We have an 
opportunity to do this every day and we must show our faith in our workplace. Being joyful is so important and 
gets people interested in our faith. Christendom to Apostolic Mission – there is resistance within people to get 
people involved in the missionary church. We first must understand who we are before we can call others. Most 
of our experience as Catholica are things done to us like baptism, confirmation and anointing of the sick. When 
things are done to us, we can be turn away. We must be called and engaged in every way. Spoke about charismatic 
churches and how that spirit is in us. Some people don’t like charismatic churches but it can be so powerful. The 
Holy Spirit is not alive and well in our parishes. Life in the Spirit program can change lives in the parishes. 
Catholics are so private so having a community who do this is important. The homeschooling community really 
live the faith together. How can we capture their spirit and enthusiasm? We are not going to get everyone because 
we all have free will, but we need to share our joy to get them involved.  

We all have different gifts and purposes. Families are important callings as are different ministries. We must share 
the faith within the family first. Listen to God about what we are called to do. We must live the life of the vocation 
we are in and show our faith in that way. As we grow in our faith, we grow to be more empowered to share our 
faith. Most important to pass on tradition to family and then share that with those outside of the family. Solid 
family foundation passes down through the generations. Prayer throughout the day used to happen with farmers 
but now we don’t do this. Lay people need to make more sacrifices and pray for priests and bishops because they 
are our shepherds and leaders. We need to work harder on this and be more prayerful. We have to live our faith 
and pray and fast outside of Lent. Penance must be more important. Fasting is not as strict as it used to be. We 
are called to make sacrifices all year and learn to live our faith practically. Don’t be hypocritical in our lives. 
Celebrate the saints because they show that we are not alone in the journey.  

Our mission is to be holy. To help be holy: 1) education from the Catholic Church catechesis. 2) exercising the 
sacraments. This is our empowerment. 3) be open to exercise that and take those gifts to the world. Don’t put our 
light under the bushel basket. 4) holy seminarians. 5) traditional education – its clear and specific.  

Through the Sacrament of Baptism we are empowered by the Holy Spirit. In using our free will we need to be the 
Body of Christ. Talking to others, using our hands to serve, hearing others needs, praying for each other but most 
especially our leaders (bishops and priests to help lead us). Being more inviting in offering people to join Mass 
and study groups (bible study, etc.). 

 So many different formations and paths – need to respect each person. Did not feel formed in faith or empowered 
a lot by the Church. We are supposed to be tolerant and understanding (and we are) but almost to a point of 
sacrificing the truth. Personal invitation to share story of formation will help with empowerment. Having a 
relationship with Christ and allow Him to be more than just a story in our lives. The question could read “how 
could each person…” because I did not feel well formed or empowered in the first 25 years of my life.  

Support learning more about our Catholic faith. Catholicism 101. 
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6. "Dialogue in Church and Society"  In dialogue and collaboration, how do we encourage 
the gifts and charisms of each person in our local Church and society, knowing we are all 
members of the Body of Christ? 
Dialogue cannot be separated from listening.  We live in a world where many talk, but few 
actually listen.  Many want the glory or spotlight, but few want true collaboration.  Fewer still 
want to encourage the gifts and charisms of others, fearfully thinking that what others do may 
diminish our own gifts.  Dialogue, therefore, must have the virtue of humility at its root.  It 
necessarily must recognize that the gifts and charisms of each person have been given not for 
their own benefit, but for the good of the body as a whole.  God's benevolence is never outdone.  
The Apostles were surprised that God incorporated the Gentiles into the covenant.  We, too, 
must recognize that his generosity is not confined or limited to those incorporated into the 
Church by baptism.  Indeed, if we catch a glimpse of the gifts given by God to someone, and we 
recognize that truth, then we are much more likely to invite them into the Church, into the 
mission of Jesus to build up his kingdom. 
We have to get away from a hierarchical, top-down, administrative attitude and reality which 
suggests to lay people that they simply “pray, pay and obey.”  I think this dialogue and 
collaboration occurs to some degree—even to a high degree—in many parishes.  Yet, not so 
across parish boundaries or throughout a diocese—or even universally.  And it’s not only the 
encouraging of the gifts and charisma which count, but the passing on of an attitude from on-
high that such is welcomed and appreciated and accepted.  This is totally missing from the 
equation. 
By encouraging others to have a personal relationship with Jesus so each person knows the gifts 
he or she is given and and how these may be used to further God's Kingdom.  
We should encourage gifts and charisms of each person by giving opportunities to serve and 
allowing the person to utilize these gifts WITHOUT micromanaging.  Asking others to join is 
the first step.  But it is essential to allow the Holy Spirit to lead the development rather than 
trying to force the development by specific individuals.   
Again, the a small church and community -this happens more on a positive note:  sharing Christ 
in a small community is much easier than the larger communities. We work together more 
readily  
Great question, but I don't see much encouragement for dialogue and collaboration within the 
Church.  We, the people in the pew, still don't seem to take seriously that our voice counts.  
Perhaps this is due in part to the history within our Church, as well as the present, that the final 
answer resides with the pastor or bishop.  Have we ever experienced before this worldwide 
synod a call from the universal church for input on important issues facing the church?  We've 
had synods within a diocese, but not something on this scale.  We are being called forth and I 
believe by this very fact we will begin to see more people take ownership and will begin to 
believe that through baptism they have been called into the threefold role of Christ: priest, 
prophet, and king. 
Pray for the gifts and ask the Holy Spirit where He wants them to be used. 
we need to focus less on everyone around us and more on Christ.  
First we need to acknowledge that each of us images God as much as the other and then we need 
to learn to listen.  What I am seeing now in our local church is a mean and judgmental God who 
tries to limit others.   There is so much pain in the world - adding to it by condemning those who 
die from depression (suicide) or who struggle with identity issues is just plain mean.  A very 
wise woman once told me "God did not make any junk!"  Everyone is a gift to us from God.  We 
need to take care in how we unwrap it and cherish it.  I don't see that happening in our local 
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leaders.  From the music of our former Director of Worship (Felix Goebel-Komala) to female 
servers being rejected, we are having a on size fits all Catholicism imposed on the parish. 
Living a Godly live becomes an example for our children and adults to follow. 
Most Catholics wouldn't be interested in learning about their spiritual gifts, because most 
Catholics haven't been evangelized.  As more and more people are evangelized, parishes should 
have regular spiritual gift inventories available.  But right now, the emphasis should be 
evangelism. 
Asking a person what he is good at, and finding a way for him to do that for the Church. 
Love and respect for each other; kind openness to hear the Word and continue to grow. 
Dialogue and collaboration seem to make progress when those involved acknowledge that the 
Holy Spirit is present in each of us and that the Spirit of love that is the hallmark of the 
community of Jesus will help us overcome the barriers of competition and division which often 
arise. 
Dialogue and collaboration are two different and distinct things. Dialogue is conversation/ 
communication to find out more about each other. Collaboration is working together for 
common goals. There is a lot in this question. Must open up to the Holy Spirit to open up the 
charisms of each person. The Body of Christ and society at large are different, but overlapping 
groups of people. Listen to the scriptures shared by (redacted).  
The power of personal invitation - by recognizing the gifts in our parishioners and asking them 
to step forward and get involved and witnessing that with our own involvement in our parish and 
community 
By creating relationships with those in our parishes we can begin to know them and help give 
them courage to come forward to share their gifts and talents with those in our Church. 
Show by the actions of our church in our local community our love and concern for our 
community. 

“Encourage each person through an invitation. Identify their gifts and invite them to share 
them in a specific ministry. For example; if the person behind sings well, invite them to 
consider singing in the choir.” 

“Clergy also need to have and open mind and encourage new members.” 
“We (the parishioners) should take ownership. We should take equal responsibility. We 
should remember that this is “Our Church.” 
“ Many people want to be asked to participate because they feel afraid to say anything.” 

 
First of all, we must realize that each of us is given gifts and graces, charisms which are to be 
used in spreading the Kingdom of God in the world.  Each of us has gifts that we are expected to 
use.  We need to encourage those around us to use their gifts by encouraging them by supporting 
them and by using our charisms to help them as they use their gifts.  Paul has said it best when 
he said that not all are...and he added we are all parts in the Body of Christ.  We must work with 
each of the parts of the Body so that the whole Body may grow and mature so that as we say in 
our prayers that we show a mature Christ to the world. 
Find your gift and use is for God 
By seeking the Holy Spirit, as in 'Life in the Spirit', 'Seeking the Gifts of the Spirit', 'Discerning 
Charisms', etc.  Also keeping in mind that the Holy Spirit equips us with the gifts we need for 
the task at hand. 
By giving each person a chance to be heard and respecting each person’s input. 
We know that each individual has something different to offer, my talents are not the same as 
yours and vice versa. We need to respect the ways people go about accomplishing something, 
even if it is different than our own way. Having an open mind about a new concept can bring 
about change that can often be positive.  
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I can't answer this question since not everyone is in the Body of Christ, only those to follow him.   
When noticing gifts or charisms in another person be sure to point them out and encourage them 
to enhance them by being part of a parish ministry.  
 
We have to first "Smell" like the sheep and not think nor act in any superior sort of way.  I hope 
we work with the people who are in need out in the margins of our society so much more. 
Gratitude. Appreciation. Letting others take recognition and praise. By practicing admiration 
instead of envy. By rejecting the zero sum game approach. We should acknowledge that 
another's talents, gifts, and accomplishments increase the kingdom of God rather than detract 
from ourselves.  
By first, reminding ourselves of, or determining our own gifts and our charisms.  So many of us 
do not recognize our gifts or charisms and it is difficult to encourage others when we do not 
understand our own.  We need to focus on determining our own gifts & charisms and understand 
the goodness of other's gifts & charisms.  We all need to let go of our ego and let the Holy Spirit 
work within us and through us.    
Through our prayer, reading Scripture and sharing God with our Society as a whole.  We 
Journey together, day by day and night by night. 
I see very little of that happening in our area today. The parish leadership is male dominated, 
with women playing supportive roles. Lay ministry seems to be a program of the past. 
I think we need to re-imagine ourselves as a servant community, stressing the equality and 
dignity of all, recognizing the gifts that are present, as we encourage each other to understand 
where God's Spirit wishes to lead us. 
Offering all people a chance to serve in some capacity of the Church and society is vital.  A 
personal recognition of someone's gifts or a person invitation to help in a certain ministry goes 
much farther than a general announcement in a bulletin.  This takes time and the time spent 
would help build relationships-much as we build a relationship with Jesus and he with us. 
This is also an invitational moment. We need to model our activity on Jesus who called forth and 
recognized his disciples, and moved them to use their gifts. 
By supporting and encouraging them in their sharing of their gifts. 
Stewardship is promoted during a certain month and surveys are distributed. 
It is planned and scheduled but there isn’t a personal outreach or communal discernment. 
Our church doesn’t often encourage persons to participate.  Persons seem to respond because of 
their personal commitment rather than because others have encouraged them to do so. 
Efforts toward collaboration are lacking. 
My love for the Catholic Church began with tremendous opportunities of dialogue and 
collaboration with many giants of our church. I am not a cradle Catholic but was drawn to the 
liturgy by teenage girlfriends. (redacted) was my catechist and (redacted)  gave me my 1st 
leadership job with RENEW. I completed the 5-year Lay Ministry Leadership Formation 
Program learning from (redacted)  and others. I had the great privilege of working for (redacted) 
at the Diocese for 5 years with so many formation opportunities. All these opportunities were 
founded in dialogue and collaboration. Today they are not plentiful and readily available to all. 
In today's Church I feel not all are seen or treated as members of the Body. Dialogue and 
collaboration are limited. Doctrine is primary and discernment not trusted. I am not sure my gifts 
and charisms would be encouraged and welcome today.  
We can encourage the gifts and charisms  of each person in the church by fully accepting the 
gifts that God has given to us and to our fellow Catholics, and by not putting constraints on 
those gifts. When the church is open to the gifts of all people, the gifts of the spirit will flourish.  
By personally inviting ALL the different societies in our church and then accepting their 
suggestions even if they are different from the so called normal ideas or ways done in the past. 
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Everyone’s normal is different and just because a some people may not like it and complain it is 
EVERYONES church. Such as music etc 
First, we need to identify them (see previous question/answer re: Siena Institute’s Called and 
Gifted program). 
I am very happy that my husband and I can serve at our church. In the past at Protestant 
churches, it did not happen. We had not gone to Bible college etc. I yearned to help. At St. 
Peter's in Mansfield, we have been welcomed and both of us help now. It took a while, but that 
is okay.  Why so long? Well, to be honest a new priest saw in me what God had planted years 
ago and opened the doors. Others had not seen that. To be able to see in each person their 
uniqueness is not an easy task. At times we are not open to it. At times we want to be in charge 
and simply don't give that chance to others. As I grow in the position I am in at church now there 
is a definite learning curve. I am learning how to allow others to help if even in a tiny way. I see 
their desire to donate to a cause if even just a box of sandwich baggies or some home bakes for 
the needy. I see the abundance of love if only we are open to it. Yes, it makes more work to take 
in the offerings of blankets etc for the poor but to do so blesses so many. It blesses the givers 
and well as the recipients. Having opportunities for people to serve one another is important. In 
years past, the Protestant churches we attended took missionary trips. Serving on those was 
amazing. I would love to see more of that in the Catholic faith.  There could be local helping 
missions to fix a roof, or paint a house for an elderly person etc. To be the church and love 
others is the goal, not the location so much. I also appreciate that a man who have been in prison 
is able to serve at our church. It brings him great joy to be welcomed as one who can serve. I am 
glad to see him treated as one of the fold in such a capacity. That does not happen everywhere. 
We are God's hands and feet on the ground. All should be welcome to serve him as they can. 
I'm a poor person to ask this question, as I continually struggle to reach past the personality 
quirks of people to see the real person and their gifts.  
Remind everyone that God placed us in this time and this place with a certain purpose.  He gave 
us the gifts to accomplish our purpose.  We must have time in silence and prayer to hear God 
speak to us.  
By taking into account the time and talents that the individual parts of the body of Christ poses 
and utilizing them to the fullest.  An example a physician could be partnered with an insurance 
agent and lawyer to staff a health clinic.  By knowing what the interests and background of our 
christian family we can fulfill the healing mission of Jesus. 
We do this by being encouraging and loving- supportive of others' endeavors and looking not to 
fit them into a mold, but to find a way to put the gifts each person has to good use in our 
ministry and community.  
Each of us is a child of Christ. Each has something to contribute regardless of gender, wealth or 
education we must include them and not just so say we are all inclusive but to truly listen and 
see things from there perspective.   
We have the Holy Spirit and grace/expressing gratitude for someone’s help/encouraging and 
inviting/opportunity to see gifts of others/recognition and acceptance of other’s gifts 
Praying to the Holy Spirit to guide us to know our gifts and to share it with the community in 
our daily activities, with our family and friends, in community projects, reaching out to our 
neighbors. 
Desire for hosting another Called & Gifted workshop, encouraging and affirming gifts of 
individuals, desire for an offering similar to Walking with Purpose for the men of the parish 
Live out 1Cor12:4-11. 
If we look for God in one another we will recognize the gifts he has given to each person. Then 
we can encourage (place courage into) them to use those gifts for the building up of the 
kingdom. The key is we have to first LOOK for God in others.  

Listening and acknowlegement 
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There was a suggestion that we host a type of "human library" at the parish, inviting individuals 
to tell their story.  We could then learn their gifts and charisms and encourage them to share 
these. Living out of the gifts and charisms is directly related to the gifts of the Spirit received in 
Baptism and Confirmation - we need to emphasize this. We could better help people understand 
their charisms and give them the language to speak about sharing them. 

(Redacted) mentioned the power of encouragement, instead of bringing someone down, building them up. 
(Redacted) added that we should help, guide and encourage others to be a collaborator in the mission. 
(Redacted) noted that some people do not recognize that they have gifts and charisms. Helping others to see the 
charisms that they have is very much needed today. 

Good to discuss the reality that priests have feelings, about grief re: priests leaving and that our priests need 
prayer. Priests asking for prayer at end of masses, seen in positive light  
Some people feel barriers to entry…new people try to enter into ministry and they are not always 
welcome… ‘we’ve been doing it this way for years’ and new ideas are not always welcome 
Personal invitation is key.  Sometimes parish staff is capable of doing things or used to doing it themselves 
and they don’t ask others to participate. 

We do not always have to do everything ourselves as a priest. Be direct and ask people. People want to 
be asked and empowered. The personal ask is vital and affirming to those asked. Look to empower 
leaders in our local communities and form them, such as lawyers, doctors, ethicists, and business 
leaders. 

Following the (Redacted) conference, everyone thought they didn’t do anything, but really everyone did 
their little part, and it all came together.  We are all small parts coming together.  It all becomes a part of the 
body. 
People need to know they are a gift, and they have gifts to offer.  There is a bit of humility in coming 
forward.  The people need to know they are being called by the Holy Spirit for their talents. 
COVID hit our parishes hard, groups disbanded and not have gotten back together, which is tough for those 
who need community. 
The more people got involved in things, the more the care about things.  Many people need to say no 
because they are doing too much.  "Belonging leads to believing.”  
We need to pray, ask the Holy Spirit, identify, and encourage those to volunteer where they are comfortable.   
Identify the appropriate gifts for others and find the right calling for them.  
Praying for the Holy Spirit to guide us to “ask” those whom the Holy Spirit has put in our path. Asking for 
them and telling them the Holy Spirit has guided that choice. 

Getting to know the other person, building communities. Learning from those living religious live – they are 
living heaven on earth. SAINTS childlike faith. Be who you are meant to be. Stereotypes need to be broken – just 
trust God – be original.  

People need to be invited to use their gifts and charisms, the invitation likely needs to be one-on-one or in very 
small groups of some kind. We are struggling with ways to reach out to people.  

Many hands make light work. People are so afraid to step out of their comfort zone. How often do we say “its 
easier for me to do this then to ask someone else?” We give up to easily. People have to be vigilant on what is 
going on hi the culture. Helping each other along – too much of “that’s what other kids get to do.” Know what 
“real men” and “real women” do! Be brave. Prayer life – pray for strength and courage. 

We all have unique gifts, and we must help identify areas that we all can excel in. Pastors must be able to delegate 
responsibilities to those who can best do them. Through good leadership we can put people where we need them 
most. Pastors must be willing to go beyond just the parish staff. The laity is alive with Christ and can help assist 
in promoting the message. Faith formation can happen within small groups. One person responsible for something 
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is paralyzing but a small group can accomplish much. Discussed how prayer meetings in homes as a way to 
promote faith and use the gifts of members.  

First, we must ask if we ever identify those gifts in our parishioners. Most people don’t realize their own gifts. 
This is a part of our issues with hospitality and getting to know our parishioners. Social justice is very important 
to younger generations, and this is where they can get very connected to the faith. We must also recognize the 
faith and talents of our gay children and be more welcoming to them within our church. We must get past the 
taboo-ness of this subject and talk about it and then welcome these people and their families back. We should 
also ask why people have left the Church and then address those reasons. We must show them that we are working 
on becoming a better Church. If we fail to make people feel welcomed, then we will miss out on their gifts and 
love. The Eucharist is what keeps us together and the main focus of our faith. However, nobody is free until we 
all are. There are no resources for this in our Diocese. All of this makes gay Catholics and their relatives feel 
isolated from the body of Christ.  

Get to know people we go to church with. Do not envy other people.  

Stewardship Month – encourage each person’s gifts. Let people know they have these gifts because they may not 
be even aware. If you see a gift in someone, let them know. Start on a younger level. Have them write down gifts 
of their classmates in 4th-6th grade.  

In small towns everyone knows everyone. Setting aside our preconceived notions so we can have fresh ideas and 
different eyes. Who is asking the new people to participate? Make ministry opportunities more accessible.  

By being open to the uniqueness of each individual by accepting them without judgment and are open to dialogue.  

Teaching us to recognize the gifts of others and help us to cultivate them. Point out the gifts of others that they 
might not see themselves.  

Pope Francis’ intentions say “in a culture of dialogue, listening and mutual respect prevail among all people.” 
The whole discernment of charisms is a challenge. A person may believe that they have a charism which all 
evidence denies.  

Understand what your spiritual gifts are. After you know what you have then we can apply them to the parish. 
What does God want to do with me? ! pray about your gift. Catholic Church is so big ! it is easy to for the 
people to hide ! these hidden people can create inertia. How can we build community on a large scale? ! be 
faithful to Christ by living out the Gospel and Church teaching, “if you build it, they will come.” Everyone should 
have a spiritual director. Be educated on what it is and why you need one ! more people need to be trained.  

Knowing we are all members of the Body of Christ. Non-denominational bible study. Partner with other churches. 
Share their faith. Need to be welcoming. To initiate to have leadership.  

How to recognize and utilize and identify the gifts and charisms of the faithful. Encourage engagement and 
involvement in building the Kingdom.  

Community announcements; ministry fairs; acknowledging people especially young people. Dialogue between 
diverse groups. Stay charitable and don’t criticize.  

Different programs that have been successful should continue. People need to recognize their own gifts and talents 
first. Charismatic renewal needs be more mainstream because they are a beautiful expression of faith. Beauty in 
the differences of each person. Everyone likes different ways to experience God. All are good if they work for 
you. We need to look for the good and encourage them to use their gifts. Ask ourselves how we can serve and be 
open to have someone point our what gifts we have. Currently not an environment to point this out to people. We 
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need to encourage this dialogue. Harder to do now that parishes are not localized centers for a community. Parises 
are no longer the center of our lives.  

Acceptance of differences. Look for gifts and charisms. What is Christ calling us to? Allow Christ to change us.  

Encouraging gifts means we must point them out to people because often they aren’t aware of their own gifts. 
Watch people in the parish and encourage people to use their gifts to help the parish. By pointing out their gifts 
these individuals often become the best helpers. Self-confidence or lack of it is critical so it is good to point out 
gifts to encourage them to use it. We must always build people up. Just this simple encouragement will inspire 
them to go out and continue to good work. Sometimes people are thinking about doing something but don’t think 
they can. By asking them to participate this will encourage them to use their gifts to benefit the parish. We may 
feel unworthy to do something, but others know we could excel at something. When Pope Francis was elected, 
he said he was unworthy, but that humility was a sign he was. “Lord I am not worthy” is the right attitude to have. 
Discussion on the gifts of the Holy Spirit and how that differs from regular gifts.  

Start in prayer, interceding for people every single day. Maintain dialogue and collaboration. Sit in the midst, 
hear, and draw out/recognize the potential gifts/charisms in others. Form intentional community, relationships to 
win them over, build them up and send them out. Personal invitation. Provide authentic community, opportunities 
to pray together, live alongside each other and hold each other accountable. 

People need to have a way to learn charisms. There are programs to learn charisms. Invite people to participate 
and use charisms. Empower laity and give them parameters to work within then let them function.  

We need to form others and get to know others.  

To listen to each person. Affirm and invite participation. Accept each person. Notice people’s gifts and invite or 
if I sit back and try to put myself forward. How can we bring community really alive? 

Personal invitation. Point out qualities and compliment them. Building relationships.  

Dialogue in Church and culture. Holy Spirit changes culture. Grass roots movement of growth – women, LGBTQ, 
etc. Inclusivity -  dialogue with everyone. Why are we accepting and education? We want men who are docile 
and obedient.  

Getting people involved means we must personally ask people to do a specific thing that they will enjoy, and 
hope people try it once and then come back. We need to put arms around people to bring them in. Bulletin asks 
will never work as well as personal asks. Observe people to find their gifts. This means we must get involved 
with their lives. Catherine of Siena Gifts program. Knowing and identifying gifts then asking. Same with asking 
about vocations.  

 

 
We must be grateful for all our gifts and blessings. Priests can encourage individuals to grow and use their gifts. 
We all can’t be at church every day but there are ways we can use our gifts for God. Giving people a little push 
outside their comfort zone is helpful. Treat people with dignity and respect no matter their situation. If we are a 
missionary, we must be living our faith and respectful of traditions. We must pay attention to those who need our 
help. People see things we can’t see in ourselves or in our families. Some gifts, like our faith and families, has 
been devalued by our society. Bring good values back into families. Discussion on the role of women in the 
Church and how the secular is creeping into the faith.  
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What does the Church teach? “I can’t determine if some has been given a gift/chrism.” Guiding them to discern 
those gifts according to the Church. How can they help discern and spiritual direction? This is difficult because 
it is so broad.  

Have informal groups to offer what people may have gifts in. Maybe reach out to people to express their charisms 
they feel they can offer to the Church. In a welcoming way to ask or identify someone’s gift (public speaking, 
reading, etc.).  

We shouldn’t be afraid to ask others to use their gifts for the glory of God. Should be aware of what others’ gifts 
are. What does our parish so well or where are we failing? That knowledge can help us be useful to others. We 
won’t know unless we ask and get to know them. If you see someone with a gift, go empower them to share it in 
charity not forcibly.  

Become more comfortable with Christianity. Reach out to others. Step out of your comfort zone.  
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7. "With the Other Christian Denominations"  How do we live out our relationship with 
Christ and share in His Mission  with our brothers and sisters of other Christian 
denominations? 
The divisions which separate the Christian faithful are not of Christ, but rather are marks of the 
one who seeks only to cut-off and separate.  In the same way, unity among Christians will never 
truly develop if the methods of unity ignore or attempt to diminish the truth revealed by the 
Father through his Son.  The house must be built upon rock if it is to withstand the storms that 
will buffet it.  Thus, collaboration with Christian churches and Ecclesiastical Communities cannot 
be constructed upon that which is not stable, and equally so, must not be a pleasant facade that 
lacks interior structure and substance.  The practical ways in which we encounter and cooperate 
with other Christians--mostly through charitable efforts these days--necessarily must continue.  
At the same time, we must engage in healthy teamwork with them, the foundation of which is 
good and productive conflict--not shying away from what separates us, nor compromising or 
diminishing the truths that we hold.  In short, this involves both dialogue and listening, but also 
deciding and acting. 
Continue shared prayer and community participation and service.  Dialogue—pulpit exchanges—
social get-together—would be helpful.  Serious discussion with The Anglicans would also help to 
lead to unification.  As for the Orthodox, we need to settle our issues.  Separation has been too 
long.  We need to be one. 
By being examples to others and keeping open communications and conversations with other 
Christians.  
We try to collaborate with other Christian denominations to work toward showing others the 
Love of Christ.  Focusing on common ground helps foster these relationships.   
Again, we work hand in hand with some-there are some who do not wish to work with Catholics- 
there was a time in my community that this wasn't an issue but recently it has become more 
difficult.    We continue one on one to fellowship with our Christian brothers and sisters. 
For the most part, very poorly.  Here and there we have prayers together and some Bible studies 
together. 
Continue to lovingly focus on the truth. Invite others to healing services, Ignite, etc. 
"other" denominations?? As catholics, wouldn't we call them "protestants"? Do we now consider 
Catholic a "denomination" ? You folks are so confusing. 
Some lay persons work very well with other denominations in social service organizations and 
community programs.  The local priests not so much.  Please stay out of politics.  Take the lead 
of (redacted).  Preach of what you know then listen to the laity. 
We try to help other people in need, food, cloths, shelter, visiting sick and lonely, and share our 
mutual beliefs 
We are associate members of the Word of Life, an ecumenical, charismatic, covenant 
community.  It is a beautiful thing, and there is so much Christians can do together.  We have a 
prayer Gathering that normally takes place 2x/month.  There are annual men's and women's 
retreats.  For those who are formal members, there are men's and women's groups that meet 
regularly for prayer and accountability.  In order to be effectively ecumenical, one must not focus 
on differences and making every conversation about becoming Catholic.  An ecumenical Catholic 
must believe the Catholic faith is the fullness of faith, and be able to see how someone might see 
something differently.  For me, there are certain Christians I would not feel comfortable being in 
fellowship with, because they wouldn't be able to see my perspective, and I wouldn't be able to 
see theirs.  But, for many Christians, I am able to see their perspective and they are able to see 
mine, and we are able to get along quite well :) 
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If we tell our Protestant friends of things that our faith has that they are lacking, that may spur 
them to seek the Catholic faith for its fullness and so they can have it, too.  For example, Jesus 
present in the Blessed Sacrament, Jesus forgiving us our sins in the sacrament of confession, our 
praying with the communion of saints for a good. 
Openness to dialogue and collaborative witness to the teachings of Jesus. 
When we listen deeply with our hearts attuned to the working of the Spirit in our brothers and 
sisters of other Christian denominations it opens opportunities to share with gratitude our beliefs 
in Christ and witness his presence in our Catholic communities. 
Involve them where possible in our activities, invite to our missions, attend theirs. This is where 
dialogue and collaboration can and should be expanded, all in truth and openness, not be fake or 
false to each other,but all in truth and respect guided by the Holy Spirit.   
By loving and engaging in dialogue and also good works with them; by finding what we agree on 
and respectfully discussing our differences as led by the Holy Spirit - above all by love 
By being the best Catholics we can be. I struggle seeing how we often do not take pride in the 
fact that Our Church has the fullness of the faith and we tend to be shy about showing that to 
those of other faiths. I find many times we want to make their faith equal to our Catholic faith and 
that is not possible. We must share with them all that the Catholic Church has to offer and help 
them to understand our sacraments and bring them to understand our faith and if they are open, 
God will then lead them to His Church. 
Participate in ecumenical activities such as a local homeless shelter. 
In our daily lives we are with others of different Denominations.  Do we show our faith by the 
way in which we live our lives?  Do we say grace, to we pray with them, to we support them with 
our charisms?  We have a deep influence on people whether we realize it or not.  Again as Paul 
says "I will not eat meat if one is scandalized."  He adds if one is hurt we are all hurt, if one is 
scandalized all are scandalized.  We can not comprehend the impact that our lives have on others.  
The smallest act of kindness has and impact upon the whole Body of Christ.  Do we ever speak 
with our friends about their faith?  Do we ever explain our faith to them?  Do we ever speak 
about the Scriptures with them?  Do we live our faith or do we keep our light under a bushel 
basket? 
Being passionate about Christ and serving others 
Strive to learn and understand Scripture to a much greater degree that what most Catholics do 
now - and put those principles into practice.  Invite others to participate in Bible Studies, Catholic 
Conferences, Mass, etc. with us.  Invite them to participate in RCIA (even if only as a learning 
opportunity) and attend with them, and let the Holy Spirit take over. 
By living our Catholic faith the best we can, and allowing non-Catholics to live their faith the 
best they can as well. 
In my heart of hearts, I do not believe Jesus likes church divisions. As the hymn goes, "we are 
one body, one body in Christ." It does not say the Lutheran's are their own body and the 
Methodist's are their own body. It does not say the Catholics are superior to the "other bodies." 
As someone who is a cradle Catholic, went to Catholic school, and has raised my family in the 
faith, I now look back and see that it was instilled in us to think like our religion was best. This is 
not all bad, as I am faith-filled because of my upbringing and all my parents taught my brother 
and I. However, we are so far from being unified that it is very sad. Perhaps focusing upon the 
commonalities will help bring together the opportunity to overcome the differences. 
We shouldn't' pander to them, Christ never chased people down when they rejected him.   
By being willing to be a part of interdenominational gatherings and stepping out in faith, to be 
friendly and engaging in conversation to share our faith in understandable ways. 
share the pulpit, bring women into leadership much more, consider ourselves not above or having 
more of the truth than the other denominations. 
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Honest and charitable conversation. Joint mission in the community. Respect for persons even 
though we don't share their beliefs. Inviting those who are wandering from church to church to 
come to The Church.  
Be humble. Take the attitude of Christ (serve the poor, meek, etc.) - do good works.  Educate 
yourself on your own faith through Holy Scripture, tradition, and the magesterium. Share your 
experience with Christ through communion and adoration. Share the stories of the saints and 
martyrs.  Share the Good News and let the Holy Spirit fill their spirit. 
Our Church tends to fall short in this area - possibly listening with the Holy Spirit speaking to us 
in our Hearts we will hear the Spirit in the other Christian Denomination.  We ARE different in 
our beliefs and we need to admit that to ourselves in the Roman Catholic Church so we can 
confidently be guided by the Holy Spirit to embrace other friends of Christ in other Christian 
Denominations. 
We could meet together with other denominations for prayer; we could share pulpits 
occasionally; we could invite all faiths in to share their religious traditions and experiences; we 
could also join together to respond to issues of social concern. We could listen to them as they 
help us understand what it means for them to believe, worship, and be God's presence. 
Sharing in the work of loving, respecting and being kind to all no matter religious affiliation is 
vital in sharing in the Mission of Christ.  Coming together in ecumenical groups would help 
further our relationship with God.  As quoted in the Gospels, just because a denomination doesn't 
profess its faith as we do, but does good things in God's name--it is OKAY!!!!  We must never 
belittle another group or exercise the idea that we are the Only Way. 
We need more ecumenical activities including shared worship experiences. We need to build 
bridges of understanding, not walls of exclusion.  
By supporting and encouraging them as they share their gifts. 
Our local church lacks in outreach and sharing with other denominations. 
There could be connections  with youth of other denominations-a combined service project or 
sharing a speaker on pertinent topics. 
This same connections could be made with adults of other denominations-a shared speaker, a 
shared retreat, a shared fund raiser, etc. 
In my time at the Diocese, I learned so much from the collaboration of the Catholic church with 
the Lutheran, Jewish, and Muslim faiths. How closely we were tied by that faith and the ways we 
could collaborate on issues of community importance. Catholic Social Teaching and the Bishops 
Letters on Economic Justice and Racial Justice were so widely admired by leaders of other faiths. 
When serving in leadership in my own community, I was so proud of the Catholic leadership in 
our dynamic partnership of the local Ministers Assoc. It led community services at Thanksgiving 
and Days of Prayer and at crises like 9/11.    
We live out our relationship with Christ and share in his mission with our brothers and sisters of 
other denominations when we make an effort to gather for ecumenical services, and when we 
perform acts of service together as one body of Christ.  
Not act like we are the “best” or the “only” church. Just be loving, accepting happy Catholics. 
Not frustrated, complaining, demanding Catholics. By our actions, again you don’t have to say 
anything…just do things like work together on projects etc.  
We participate in community pro-life and charitable activities with organizations of other 
denominations.  This could be extended by parishioners personally inviting non-Catholics to 
parish events. 
I share our events on Facebook. In fact, I started a page for our county where all churches can 
share their events that are free or of low cost. It has been well received. Many who come to the 
feed the needy event look to FB and other social platforms. This tool is one that people tell me 
helps them find us.  Other denominations are really just others in Christ. We look too much at the 
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differences and not the commonalities. Coming together to serve God is a focus that will help us 
alleviate some of the misunderstandings. 
Education of our people - often we Catholics are asked questions about our faith and we can't 
answer appropriately. This leaves the non-Catholic to continue to believe the fallacies spread 
about by a few denominations.  Our living the faith shows other denominations that we are a 
loving people (but only if we are actually loving).  
Hard One.  I am a convert and love my brothers and sisters in faith.  I think we have become 
afraid to state that Christ created the Catholic Church and all other demolitions are separated 
(protestant =protest).  I'm a little puzzled at the wording of the question which almost implies that 
out Catholic Church is one of many Christian denominations.  The Catholic Church is not one of 
many equally valid Christian denominations.  
Focusing on the similarities to build bridges is the best way to start.  It would be very difficult for 
collaboration to begin if it starts with focus on what divides us.   
We do this by recognizing that the "right" path is the path that brings someone to Christ. If that is 
through our church, good. If not, it's still good because that person found a path to Christ! We 
can't control the outcome of our actions in ministry or mission work, we can only do our best and 
have faith that people will join in our community as they see us doing good work and putting 
faith and love in the forefront.  
We are to love our neighbor as ourselves not just the neighbors we like. Find our common 
ground. Where appropriate have ecumenical services to unite us in prayer for common causes,  
fellowship so we meet people as another of Gods children. 
Be faithful to who we are as Catholics, not compromising but always presenting the Truth with 
love/Show love and respect/openness to share/Apostolate of Prayer/invite them to pray with us, 
come to Mass in our Chapel, etc. 
Sometimes people of other denominations have questions about my Catholic faith. If we learn 
about our Catholic Faith, study scripture, then we can have a dialogue about such things. Most 
people I encounter learn from my actions and detect God within me. We also must be open to 
others and be loving and understanding but holding firm to our faith and Catholic teachings. 
Need to better equip Catholics to know Church teachings in order to be able to speak to 
misinformation and fallout of the abuse scandal 
"Whoever is not against us is for us." Mark 9:40 This does not mean that we change our faith for 
the sake of ecumenism. 
Growing up in a community that was only eight percent Catholic, I learned at an early age that 
we can learn much from our brothers and sisters in other Christian traditions. How great it would 
be to pray and work together for the glory of God! When (redacted)  was pastor at (redacted) in 
the 1970s people from all the churches in town gathered on the Wednesdays of Lent to pray 
together. In Perrysburg today the Perrysburg Christians United operate a food bank for those in 
need. There are so many ways that we can work together to build up the Kingdom of God. 
We need to look for similarities between denominations and start from there. Our Catholic 
schools serve many non-Catholics and provide for them an appreciation of the Catholic faith. We 
can participate in service opportunities with people of other faiths. We might stretch and ask 
others how they perceive the Catholic faith. 

(Redacted) said that we begin by holding hands with others outside of the Catholic faith, and not by talking 
about doctrine and other differences. 
(Redacted) spoke about the importance of living life with others in your particular community who do not share 
the same faith. 
(Redacted) encouraged the elimination of working in one’s own silo. He gave an illustrative example of how he 
cooperated with a municipality so as to assist a family move into a home. Due to effective communication, the 
family home was able to be furnished with furniture and even desks for the children for their home study. 

Development of Ecumenical Councils in your area 
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Put ourselves out there and be vulnerable 
Show your Christianity in public.  Say, “God Bless You” when you encounter people…it’s okay. 
Look for opportunities to serve together alongside Christians of other faiths. 
Find common beliefs that you can celebrate together 
One community has Lenten Lunches that are hosted by different churches 
Use Christian words and phrases… “Jesus”  is a powerful word that opens doors 

Observe the week of Christian unity. Invite Protestant pastors to share in the mission of sharing the 
Good News. Building relationships with pastors of various denominations can be enlightening in 
fostering respect and fraternity amongst the churches. Sometimes focusing on what we can agree on 
amongst various churches is the most productive, such as prayer and the care for the poor.  

Witnessed giving to the poor, food drives, Thanksgiving baskets, helping those in need. 
Appreciate the ecumenical prayer services, efforts made, accomplishments made, how powerful would we 
be if we all came together. 
There should not be a fear to participate in other faiths.  Ecumenical group that the pastor attends.  How do 
we outreach to everyone around the community?   
At our parish on Good Friday there is a joint walk with other churches to bring everyone together.  It has 
been a help to bring Christians together, taking down barriers. Enjoy music in the Park together. 
We need to be honest and truthful with those around us, including in our family.  

Be rooted and know your own faith before going out. Recognizing what we see eye to eye on. Understanding 
what they believe as well – be FORMED.  

With the other Christian denominations, we must establish friendships and relationships representing the Catholic 
and Christian faith. Do joint things like food pantries, habitat for humanity. Catholic Radio.  

Ecumenical groups in Putnam County. Know your faith first and be brave. Surround yourself with people who 
will make you better. We are more alike than we are different. How can we work together for Christ? Is Habitat 
for Humanity working side by side with other faith traditions? Our duty is to live Catholic faith. People are 
watching so we must always represent the Catholic Church. Do not only live your faith at Church. 

There is more to the Mass and our Church than just praise and worship. See answers from #1. Mission projects 
for young people that include other denominations are powerful encounters. We need to engage with other 
denominations more and we can learn from each other by walking in their shoes. Finding connections and building 
relationships is important. We are united by the fact that we all praise God just in different ways. We shouldn’t 
be threatened by the differences but learn from them. 

Jail ministries was a great way to do this because we minister to those of all different faiths. We felt all connected 
in this ministry. When we show respect to other faiths, we are all better for it. If we work and play together why 
not pray together too. Community faith events are so important. Suggested community walking of the Station of 
the Cross. We must be very welcoming and hope that others are as well. One parish sends flowers to the local 
Lutheran church on the day of the Reformation. The also occasionally hold joint staff meetings.  

Keep conversations about Christ, not how we worship in different churches. Discuss common threads in worship, 
relationships with Christ. Be respectful of all people. Keep the doors open. 

Ideas/Things we do: Weekly meetings with area pastors. Monthly themes of thanks to various groups. Sent over 
100 letters of thanks to various pastors. Thank yous and donuts to the police department. Thank you notes and 
gifts for teachers, coaches and librarians. Collections for special causes.  

We need to get over our fear of other Christian denominations. Focus on the common beliefs and mission. Then 
build our own relationships and be open to opportunities to share the fullness of the faith.  
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We have a lot of outreach outside of St. John XXIII. Examples: trips to Guatemala, soup kitchen, Together 
Women Rise, PCU(?), clothing drives, outreach groups that help the needy during Christmas/Thanksgiving/Easter 
to the poor and needy. St. Vincent de Paul accepts and helps needy at any time.  

We are greatly inspired by the faith of other Christians. There are a lot of African American Catholics that white 
people assume are protestant. We need to be more inclusive. Make people more aware of multi-faith councils and 
help them participate (more activities in general). Having more inter-faith and inter-generational. “We don’t know 
one another because we fear one another. We fear one another because we know each other” – Martin Luther 
King Jr. Look at figures who are good models for ecumenism. “Religion is the skin. We all have the Spirit.” 

 Live Christ. Do service. Start with commonalities like we both love Christ, believe in the word of God.  

Start with common ground. Win people over with genuine conversations and charity. Try not to debate or “win” 
an argument. Plant little seeds with relationships. Can’t share truth if you don’t know it ! need good catechesis. 

With the other Christian Denominations - Different Dr. Jim Baciak?? Open to everyone. Disasters – open 
community, Old St. Patrick’s. Nursing Home – Ash Wednesday.  

Recognize the impact of Covid on the ecumenical efforts within and among Christian communities. What about 
non-Christian relationships (Muslim, Jewish, Hindu)?  

A real challenge. Money is an issue for promotions. Pray together; reach out and stay open.  

Ecumenical diocese commissions we had a lot of dialogue with Lutherans. Created documents that brought us 
together and was a very enlightening experience. Praying together as Christian people. Church has gotten away 
from ecumenical work because of its own issues internally. Don’t want to get into argumentative dialogue. We 
disagree on such small difference we forget how similar we are. We should have dialogue on the difference but 
in a good way. Our conversations together can be very beautiful. We as Catholics must be grounded in our faith 
so we can be secure in these discussions. Analyze our conversations and reflect on what they are sharing so we 
can learn with each other. Listen and not preach about what they are doing wrong. Conflict of Communion 
document never got put into practice like they wanted. This is so hard to get two faiths together. Good effort. All 
goes back to listening to where people are at. Recognizing where we are the same and our threads of commonality 
is a celebration.  

The Lord gives his children a way to return to Him. Study circles ! different faith communities meet once a 
week and are spiritually oriented. Foster more faith sharing groups. We are different but we are all on a search. 
Explain why this is what we believe. The Church is authoritarian with rules. Other faiths more grass root efforts. 
100 women making a difference? Scandal in the Church, clergy is afraid to take ownership. What is a woman 
supposed to do if she is called to the priesthood? On scandal other groups have not really dealt with abuse. If we 
are serious about the Spirit moving in our Church what is the message of the sex abuse crisis.  

We are bad at this as Catholics. One person spoke about their experiences with Al-Anon and how 12 steps based 
on faith in a higher power. Importance of sharing our higher power and how our faith carries us. The St. Vincent 
de Paul Society in the parish helps people of all faiths. Our relationship with God helps keeps a graceful heart and 
brings peace and non-Catholics have the same experience. We may not agree on church rules or beliefs, but we 
all have the same goal of knowing God and getting to heaven. Interfaith Bible studies have helped us get us closer 
to God and learning more about our own faith. The invitation to join this bible study group was something that 
she was yearning for that her parishes weren’t offering. We must go where we find God.  

Step out with the missionary spirit and hospitality. Respect and build trust by listening. Approach people as 
equals/brothers and sisters in Christ. Build trust to be able to talk about hard topics. Life lived by example. If we 
live as authentic and unapologetic Catholics people will be drawn to conversion. Offer all the Church has to offer.  
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Being part of ecumenical groups, Martin Luther King Jr. events, Right to Life groups, prison ministry and any 
group that does corporal works of mercy. Communicate and live out the Catholic Christian faith and communicate 
with others. Work with college students to bring them back to the Church by living out our faith like non-
denominational churches. Be more proactive in bible study groups for all ages.  

As humans we are naturally ordered by our broken nature to selfishness. We need grace to order ourselves to 
receive His Grace and then act selflessly. Flexible to receive others and to hear them. Continuation of RCIA after 
people enter the Church to help support and build community.  

One person who has served in Mexico says it is harder to share/participate in other religious services. Although 
there were some ecumenical services. Persons who grow up or later experience more than one tradition household 
sometimes find shared services/faith traditions easier.   

Ecumenical services – seek out existing opportunities or start them. Church tours.  

“When celebrating special occasions: weddings, funerals, anniversaries, baptisms, welcome all to come to 
receive communion as a sign of unity with the persons being celebrated. All are welcome.” 

“People of other denominations come not to just visit. They have gifts to share; not just there to attend. 
We need to create opportunity to come together genuinely for purposeful prayer.” 
“Not just Christian denominations, but Islamic, Muslim, and Jewish as well. We need to be open to 
hearing that they have things to share with each other.” 
“People need to take the time to learn about each other.” 

 

Learning to find commonalities in different traditions. New movement of apologetics who want to defend.  

Not sure we do this well or at all. The key is to look for common ground between faiths and get education on 
them. Catholics often think we are better because we have the sacraments but that is not true. We must get beyond 
non-Catholic churches as being false churches. Some local communities do this really well and we should follow 
them. We must get beyond the ignorance that only Catholics get to heaven. We all have baptisms. Catholics must 
be open learning about other faiths and comfortable in our own faith. We must dialogue to learn more about each 
other. Lutheran & Catholic document Hope In the Eternal Life was 20 years of work that resulted in friendship 
and relationships. We must know what we believe and be not afraid to have these conversations with other faiths. 
Mixed faith bible studies are good for building relationships. Finding common ground is so important and finding 
things we can do together. We have more in common than differences.  

Goes back to speaking to and inviting people in. We must pray for them because they don’t have the fullness in 
truth. Not in full communion with other faiths despite our commonalities. We must be welcoming to them and 
show them our faith. We must be careful with what we say to others. Some Christian churches want the 
resurrection without the cross. But there is value in suffering. Renewal of Catholic teaching for adults will help 
us know our faith better so we can answer others’ questions accurately. We often only have one chance to make 
these connections with others. We have continuing education for our jobs so why not have it for our faith. Invite 
other faiths to join these educational groups. People at Mass don’t know why we do the things we do. Having the 
priest explaining things during the Mass is very helpful because it reminds us why this is important. Priests can 
be afraid to teach this sometimes because they don’t want to offend.  

Answering their questions about the faith (some have misconceptions). Inviting them to attend things like 
adoration. Infusing(?) apologetics within our Church.  Teaching within our Church for us to know how to defend 
our faith in love and charity. Living our daily life is our vocation and answers most of these questions. Living our 
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life with our Catholic beliefs and others are watching. Be the best Catholic person we can be and live out our 
vocation. Society values so many things rather than what’s most important like motherhood/family. Sacrificial 
living being a witness. Listen to everything through our actions and sharing our faith and love.  

We have an outreach ministry program in our parish. We also are involved in Christian Clearing House and 
provide food and non-perishables with our Christian denominations in our community. In all these ways we focus 
on our similarities, also City Mission associated with Charities. We help all people not just those from our parish.  

Gospel in Mark where Jesus’ disciples ask if they should stop the guy driving out demons etc. in God’s home and 
Jesus said no. Start with understanding where we have a common foundation and celebrate that. How we welcome 
them into worship or other activities – are we welcoming? Do they feel like they have a place? Our bothers and 
sisters in Christ can teach us about a relationship with Jesus. Being united in charity work is also huge.  

Ministerial association between churches – ministers, religious directors, office personnel. Service projects.  

 

 
 
 
8. "Authority and Participation"   How is authority exercised in our particular Church, 
such that it promotes the responsibility and collaboration of the laity? 
Authority is never given for its own sake, but is bestowed so that it can be placed at the service 
of all.  The first shall be last, and the last first.  The first must become the servant of all.  This 
question returns to the topic of responsibility and brings greater clarity: authority is about 
responsibility for the good of the whole, and for each individual.  Because it is focused on the 
good of all, it must be exercised in a way that involves all who are touched by it.  This is not 
translated as "democracy" or "simple majority rules."  Those given authority in the Church must 
participate with all people in discerning what is best; they must hear and engage with others 
where appropriate and under the circumstances that are prudent for making good decisions.  
They must realize that they are not islands unto themselves, but feel the weight of responsibility 
on their shoulders, and come to understand that this cross of authority is carried principally by 
Christ--with whom we join on way.  As a result, authority is the intersection of prayer, healthy 
teamwork and active discipleship.  If the individual who has been given the responsibility of 
authority in the Church does not do these things well, then the effectiveness of the authority 
exercised will be diminished. 
The present medieval model of wielding authority in our Church today is long past.  It promotes 
neither responsibility nor participation nor collaboration by the laity.  Authority comes to laity 
for funding or announcing diocesan changes but not to ask what should be done—or how to 
respond to some issue, eg. diminishing clergy numbers. 
Through our Pastor and the members of the Church's ministry team.  
Those in authority must constantly pray for wisdom and guidance of the Holy Spirit to use their 
office to promote growth.  Stagnation comes from always doing it the same way, which doesn't 
allow space for the Holy Spirit to work. 
We are grateful for those over us-however, our community for many years have been left to 
manage through the laity in most areas.  Once again, the pandemic and new persons of authority 
-we are starting over.  Getting to know one another and doing our best to cooperate and work 
together 
Centuries of top-down leadership isn't changed overnight.  We're still far from promoting the 
responsibility and collaboration of the laity.  Lay councils are a start, but only a start.   
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We could use a lot of help here.  Some parishes are open and others are not.  Some give too 
much authority to the laity that can be harmful when the focus is not on absolute truths. 
I'm betting 9 out of 10 people in any Catholic pew in the country would have no idea what kind 
of answer would even be appropriate for this question. Who wrote these questions? This makes 
no sense, whatsoever. Where is CHRIST in any of this? 
Again the Redacted limits a lot of collaboration and perpetuates old church hierarchical 
structures.  We were headed in a more collaborative direction but the new set of leaders at St. 
Mikes seem to have a more black and white mentality.  Our children are being taught a warped 
"theology of the body" that being homosexual is sinful.  My understanding of this theology is 
that it is based on Pope John Paul II's letter on Women.  That document cites 110 celibate male 
sources including St. Augustine who taught that women did not have souls and St. Thomas 
Aquinas who taught that women had souls but "their intellect is lower than that of a worm."  Let 
me answer this with a question of my own:  How valid and reliable would a treatise on male 
celibacy be if written by a married female citing only female sources?   
With less priest and religious, the laity are being called to fill to gaps, to step up and help where 
needed based on our God given talents. 
I think a major place that Church authority elicits a good response in the laity takes place in the 
homily.  A good homily, in my opinion, explains the readings and suggests practical ways to 
apply the teachings to our lives.  The key for us (laity) is to see the clergy practicing what they 
preach.  We are all tempted to hypocrisy and sloth, but the more respect the clergy earns by their 
love and integrity, the less excuses we (the laity) have for making excuses and being sloth full :) 
It is not exercised very well of late.  Pope Francis's severely and unilaterally restricting the 
Traditional Latin Mass in spite of the innumerable people who derive spiritual nourishment from 
it tells the laity that he does not care about all of them.  How can suppressing Masses be good 
for the laity? 
 Representative constituencies are established to advise the Bishop in areas of specific expertise. 
Since Vatican II the church has strengthened the laity to participate in visible roles in the liturgy 
as readers and eucharistic ministers.  The RCIA process offered parishioners the role of sponsors 
who accompanied inquirers on their faith formation.  While we still acknowledge  the leadership 
and pastoral care of our clergy it seems that the Holy Spirit is calling all baptized to carry out the 
mission of Jesus. 
Lacking! As a priest said to me, we are starving spiritually, particularly in spiritual leadership 
which has let us down. Teaching and modeling of the Christian life needs to be clear and 
demonstrated in the lives of our leaders in the Church. Also, to teach, and share - clearly express 
expectations what our leaders; pope, bishops, priests, parish staff and parish leadership, expect 
from the laity, our schools and others they shepherd.  Hold leadership as well as laity 
accountable for what is expected of them.  
We need our priests to be excellent examples of holy lives and leading by example so our 
parishioners also step forward, but we need our priests to always to faithful to the truth and not 
water down the Church teaching to be popular 
I don't think we have a problem with the authority of our Church allowing the laity to share in 
the responsibilities and collaboration in the Church. In fact, sometimes I think the laity needs 
more guidance and more understanding of our faith because at times their opinions and ideas do 
not always coincide with the teachings of the Catholic Church. Why would you allow people 
who are not very well formed in the teachings of the Church, help make decisions that affect the 
Church? 
It's about Team  
We are very fortunate because we have a parish that is active.  We are encouraged to be an 
active part of our community.  We are invited to share in the decision making to participate in 
the Liturgy by being active lectors, servers, greeters, extraordinary eucharistic ministers, to take 
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communion to the homebound, to be gift bearers.  Our parish council is active and invites others 
to be a part and to help guide the direction in which we should go. 
Act in the name of God 
This is currently not very effective.  The clergy, the USCCB and the Pope are not abiding by the 
CCC, and many are caught up in supporting the sex scandals and threatening those who are 
calling out evil.  They 'cave' to the world in many instances, e.g., climate change as a manmade 
phenomenon, supporting illegal immigration, the 'coronavirus pandemic' response of closing 
access to the Church and Sacraments, vs focusing on saving souls, which is what they are 
primarily called to do.  Many laity are ostracized for wanting to practice according to the 
orthodox truth, or kept from doing so.  I would encourage the clergy to be open to the laity and 
support them according to the mission of the Catholic Church. 
There are multiple opportunities for the laity to volunteer their time, talent and treasure at the 
local level via lectoring, serving, ushering, cantoring, etc. 
This is a fine line. Authority is often thought of as a harsh word. A better approach would be of 
an open invitation to the laity by the pastor, a collaboration so to speak. I remember several 
years ago when a particular priest was our pastor and he had set up gatherings in homes where 
the host could invite other parishioners, their friends and families, for a meal, prayers, and for 
our new pastor to hear and discuss openly what could best impact and grow our church. Our 
home was opened to people for one of these evenings. Our church grew by leaps and bounds, 
Mass attendance increased, and people came out in droves to attend programs. There were more 
baptisms and weddings, which was so important for growth. Sadly, this priest was taken to 
another church and our church lost parishioners when he left. Maybe it was the way he was 
brought up by his family, but in my lifetime at the same parish and my parent's lifetime there, 
there has never been a pastor who did what he did, all because of his approach with the laity. 
Sandusky is now a three parish cluster run by a pastor and various lay persons.   
The pastor, along with the laity,  are involved in planning  the liturgy in all its aspects with each 
having responsibility and collaborating to make Eucharistic celebration special.  
Through advice and hopefully in most parish through widely participative Councils but also that 
the leadership will get out with the people and shares personally the leadership of the parish. 
The Church is not a democracy. While a wise pastor values the gifts of the whole people and 
invites their collaboration, laity is not given democratic powers in the Church in a secular 
fashion. And to attempt otherwise leads to chaos. Trusting in the Holy Spirit, we ought to 
recapture respect for the legitimate authority of our Pope and Bishops. Much of current lay 
involvemenet is flavored by modern American individualism unfortunately. And that's politics, 
not genuine responsibility.  
On the local parish level, it depends on the respective Pastor.  Each Pastor has a different skill 
set when it comes to communication with the laity in these manners.  The usual communication 
is that the laity have all the responsibility but none of the authority in non-theological matters. 
Pastoral Councils and other Church Groups are only Advisory.  This makes it difficult for laity 
not to have a voice in the decisions that will affect the parish long after the Pastor has left.  The 
same point could be made at the Diocesan level.  Bishops have ultimate power.  I can't 
remember at any time, when the laity had any real involvement at the USCCB.  The USCCB can 
not even agree on matters of Eucharist and needed to produce the The Mystery of the Eucharist 
in the Life of the Church (not unanimously approved) which still has not been published.  It is 
frustrating to the public that Bishop's actions are seen as political and not pastoral.   
Authority is exercised in our particular Church in many ways.  Promoting responsibility and 
collaboration of the laity requires those in Authority to increase their awareness of God's calling 
to be Servants which also includes the laity as servants of those in authority.  At times 
collaboration struggles to occur due to this recognition in each other as Servants called by the 
Holy Spirit. 
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Very little is being done to promote this right now. Authority is a top down approach. 
Jesus sent the apostles out two by two.  In my particular parish that is not followed.  The 
authority is exercised by the pastor.  Activities and ideas are put forth by many members of our 
parish, but if not "liked" by the pastor, the ideas and activtieis go no where.  We have very few 
volunteers and no altar attendants because there has been no relationship built between 
the"authority" and the people of the parish.  It is very sad to see that many young people have 
strayed away from our parish because of this. 
We need less emphasis on the hierarchy and more respect for the God-given gifts in each person. 
Humility, equality, and encouragement by authority promotes responsibility and collaboration of 
the laity. 
Authority comes from the top down.  It is hierarchical and patriarchal. 
Collaboration with laity is not a top priority. 
In my experience of 45 years being Catholic, in the recent decade, Authority is taken a higher 
place and laity participation of the laity.  Though it varies from parish to parish, as a whole the 
Church is becoming less collaborative and less trusting of laity to take on responsibility. At 
times it feels that we not only are being told what to think, but even who is good and who is evil. 
My experience of Jesus is that all are created and loved by God, and yet we all fall short.  
Authority in the church promotes responsibility and collaboration of the laity when there are 
active parish councils, and when there is transparency from the leadership. The church runs into 
trouble when hierarchy promotes secrecy such as with the church sex abuse scandal.  
Our parish church works extremely well with our laity. Handing out responsibilities when 
needed and keeping our parish family well informed. I feel the pastors should have more say in 
their individual parishes. The Bishops don’t really know the daily needs of the parishes and each 
parish needs are so different. Especially those with schools. You need to personally know your 
parish and know what will help that parish grow. The bishop makes rules for what will work for 
one type of parish but that may be detrimental to another size/type of parish. Parish/school 
decisions need to be left up to the pastor in charge. Bishops should be there for advice for their 
pastors not to rule over them when they aren’t in the day to day to day operations. Also we need 
to listen to our Pope…follow his advice and way of thinking all the way done to the little church 
level. Seems the Bishops do as they want.  
Ministries/committee leaders report to the pastor, and parish staff members, who are accessible 
to parishioners, report to the chief of staff.  All parishioners are informed through bulletins and 
the parish website and emails, and parishioners are encouraged to communicate directly with the 
pastor re: ideas/suggestions/concerns/questions.  The pastor and staff are readily available and 
responsive.   
In any profession you have a wide variety of personalities that come into the picture. Some are 
outgoing and beam with the light of God. Others are more focused on the rules and being sure 
things are done correctly, which is fine. We need that variety to draw in all types of peoples. 
Collaboration is not an easy thing. Personalities clash and opinions vary. This occurs within the 
congregation as well. For example, there are those who believe in feeding the needy and there 
are those who feel we are babying them. I can see both sides. Yet, are we the ones who should 
judge whom we assist? Leaderships mindset should set the tone for all we do. They are alike 
parents and if their opinions vary the children can flounder not knowing what is right or wrong. 
Leadership needs to have commonalities just as parents do. Setting the tone for all we do and 
coming to an agreement that focuses on the ways of the church is important. 
In our church, the priest calls the shots. We have committees for this and that, but often the 
priest exercises control over the laity, which isn't always a negative thing. But there are times 
when good ideas die too early.  
First, our Church is hierarchical.  2000 years of Church teaching and Vatican II make it clear 
that hierarchical priesthood of the consecrated is different from the universal priesthood of the 
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baptized.  Priests may need help with administrative and operational aspects of the Church and 
should welcome that help.  Priests should not blur the distinctions.  
Building on the prior question as these are very intertwined utilizing the talents of individuals is 
critical.  Utilizing the talents our brothers and sisters posses can help us build.  These talents 
include learning from leaps and discoveries of science.  The spirit has given us the give of 
wisdom understanding and knowledge.  When a new discovery is made in our revelation we 
need to take into account the experts in the field in conjunction with the church scholars as to 
how it may impact our understanding of church teaching.  Example; Suicide was believed to be a 
choice, when we learned more about mental illness the church teaching was adapted to this 
knowledge.  In addition the discovery of the heliocentric model of the solar system.  The laity 
involvement should be taken from a diverse background as well as this can help with the 
inclusive church.   
It isn't as yet. The church functions in a very top-down approach, which is part of what has led to 
the decline in church numbers. People want to have a voice and be heard. This synod is a great 
example of finally doing that, and I trust that the church leaders will LISTEN to what is said in 
these meetings and adjust accordingly so that we can again grow together in Christ instead of 
stagnating.  
There are opportunities to serve as usher, lectors, choir, sacristans, and organizations that can 
work with the administration and contribute ideas and suggestion for the betterment of the 
church community. 
(Redacted)-fatherly figure shows humility/continued transparency has to be present/teaching 
truthfully and gently/must be based on love/affirming by his presence, showing his concern 
builds confidence/invites thoughts/various listening sessions to hear concerns (different councils, 
parish communities, etc.) ultimate decision based on Truth 
Thru the clergymen and programs. Thru the example of those in the priesthood and religious life 
and vocation. When we are called to  participate in things like this synod and other activities that 
gets the congregation involved in church activities and evangelization and reaching out to the 
poor and other ways of physically living out our faith thru the help and encouragement and 
programs found at church and thru the church. We are a team together in the ministry of Christ 
Jesus - the clergy and laity.  
Pastors need to both lead and encourage participation. Difficulty with some pastors who 
micromanage. Need to find ways to relieve pastors of administrative duties so they can pastor. 
Encourage lay leadership including paying a living wage. Need for the Bishop to truly dialogue 
with the people. Find ways to empower women, Blacks, Latinos. 
The ministerial priesthood is a means by which Christ unceasingly builds up and leads his 
Church. CCC 1547     Without priests we have no Eucharist! 
There is a sense of mutual good will built on relationship and trust, so parishioners readily 
respond when asked by leadership to serve. Some expressed that while this is true on the parish 
level, they would not know how to get "plugged in" on the diocesan level. People have 
ownership in the parish, so even though pastors are changed, they stay as part of a vibrant 
community. There is a sense of collaboration between lifetime members and new members in 
the parish. There is an intergenerational spirit of sharing. There is a desire to see less pyramidal 
structure on the diocesan level, more input from people in the pews. Pastor does well at tapping 
the expertise of parishioners which in turn frees him from some of the administrative tasks. We 
need to insure that our pastors are able to provide for their own self-care.  

(Redacted) stated that goals must be well articulated by the leader of a faith community. 
(Redacted) encouraged effective delegation so that others may have an open path to spreading the word. 
(Redacted) spoke of the importance of the bodies within the parish being given the freedom to do the Lord’s 
work. When people understanding their responsibility they spread the word in larger webs. 
(Redacted) noted that listening is very important here. We must be open to listening to new ideas and to move 
forward in new directions. 
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This exercise that we are currently engaged in 
Concern for pastors who might be feeling the weight of responsibility.  Having our priests assess their own 
gifts and be supported by laity who may be strong in areas where the priest is lacking. 
Sherry Weddell’s spiritual gifts program 

By accompanying people and journeying with people, they see in the priest someone who brings 
people together. We need to be careful to not micromanage. When we give people the responsibility, 
we should let them exercise that responsibility. We should also give people the tools and resources to 
grow. It is okay for them to make mistakes. Ask the question, where does our authority come from 
and are we using it in the proper way? We should use our authority for that purpose - to promote 
responsibility and collaboration of the laity. The exercise of our authority does not work without 
empowering the laity more and more.  

I would love to unburden our priests, but Canon Law saws the priest must do it.  It is difficult since there are 
limits.  There are many lay ministry groups that people can participate in. 
There are many groups and ministries, Knights of Columbus, that do great work for the parishes.  They need 
to be guided by authority.   
If the authority in a particular church is well done and strong it is respected.  When there is not strong 
leadership, people struggle with their parish staffs. 
“Have greater participation of women in positions of authority. Pastors should consult with parishioners 
before making major decisions within the parish.  Encourage more participation of teenagers and people in 
the 20’s and 30’s. Provide services that relate to their age group.” 

“Welcome and encourage members to participate and take part in the liturgy.” 
 
Our priest relates well with young people. He asks for input from different groups that provide services 
in our church. From the “top down”. If the pastor is very transparent. Living streaming Masses funerals 
have allowed access. Online information has helped the members of our churches know what is going 
on.  

Gentle strength in conveying the message. They see the gifts and reach out to delegate. Open to hearing and 
listening to the thoughts and concerns of the people.  

The Church is doing better in organizing pastoral councils and laity teams.  

Disrespect for those in authority. People pick their priest to “entertain” them. What about listening to God’s word? 
Make clear and speak with conviction. Broaden the groups (those stuck in their ways). 

We have a long way to go on this as parishes on a whole. Some parishioners have too much power and control 
which can drive people away. It is hard to address this issue because no one wants to upset people or change 
things. There are a lot of things happening within the Church, like declining number of priests, which force the 
laity to take more responsibility. Parents must be more involved in the Church because what is happening in the 
secular world. Parents need to be more involved in their children’s faith. We must ask if the family unit of the 
Church healthy. How is authority exercised in the parish family and how does this vary within the Diocese? Some 
pastors are more authoritative and less willing to include the laity. Discussion on the Church’s long history and 
how hard it is to make changes. 

New pastor/leadership always brings new rules. There is not a lot of consistency from one priest to another. How 
much the laity is asked to participate is all based on the priest’s personality. 
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We have had wonderful, understanding priests. Important to have faithful laity. How can we relieve our priests 
of some of the problems in the Church. Finances, building needs, etc. More responsibilities to the laity: 1) 
administration 2) Pastoral Council 

Bishop, Priest, Deacons and Councils various ways. Intentional planning. All the committees that Bishop looks 
to.  

Pastors need to delegate beyond the parish staff or core group so parishioners’ gifts are utilized and others feel 
included and want to serve. Laity need to take ownership of parish activities and this helps with participation.  

Our pastor lives by Vatican II and invites the community to come with him and live by those precepts. Delegation 
starts from the top. If you talk the talk you must also walk the walk. Vatican II has a wonderful declaration on the 
laity.  

Encourage members of different ministries to speak about how they cultivated their own gifts and encourage 
others. Does the hierarchy itself promote the work of the Laity? We are not sure they do. “The shepherd should 
smell like the sheep.” Pastors should get to know their flock. But we recognize that they have differing 
temperaments.  

Look at the past which was just the priest and parish councils. Now there are a lot of collaborative leadership. 
When you open it up to the laity there are problems but also when they are not involved there are more problems.  

How do we get people to care about parishes? When something needs to be done, are you stepping up to the plate? 
Authority is about caring for the people under you. Listening genuinely to what the flock needs. Be like a goof 
father, it might not be what the children want but listen and understand what they need.  

Authority and participation. Openness to shared responsibility depends on the leadership of the pastor. To involve 
the congregation to bring forth their “gifts,” talents, time. Priest shortage: need to look into options. Need 
openness to other ways of doing things. Need transition and orientation of new pastors coming in to get a reading 
of the pulse of their new parish. Make assessments. Presbyteral model. No bishop but conclave of pastors. Need 
to have laity/parishioners. We are moving away from Vatican II and need to revisit those documents.  

Authority is not better than but “part of” promoting responsibility, engagement of laity indecision making and 
collaborations.  

Keep open; share; remain charitable; reluctance to trust. 

There is inherent authority within Church. Bishops descended from the apostles. Discern our differences with 
bishops in a fruitful way. The nature of the local church is also important. What is more important is what pope 
and our bishop is thinking because he knows our flock by God. Outside bishops less important. Many priests are 
good at leaning on their parishioners. The more we use parishioners more collaborations and vibrant parish. Invite 
more people in instead of just leaning on the same people. Some people who are flaky, but others are willing to 
work but have never been asked. Can’t help if they don’t know help is needed. Pastor can only do so much, so it 
is also on the laity to engage others. There is a variety of parish spiritual cultures in our diocese. Pastors need to 
be open to say what people need to hear. People today are pastor shoppers which means parishes are not receiving 
the gifts from that person. 

Laity is still relatively new. It takes time. Latin Mass. Early Church was only the laity. 1950s vs. now and the idea 
of disregard of authority. We have to own the Church we inherited. In Catholic education with laity.   

The last pastor and current pastor are very good at asking for parishioners for help and involvement. The new 
pastor invited people to come and share what they like and don’t like so he could help fix problems within the 
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parish. Pastors can and learn from parishioners. We need more outgoing priests who reach out to all people 
especially young people. We must make the church accessible to encourage people to come back. Getting input 
from parishioners is helpful for collaboration. The word authority is confusing. Authority without responsibility 
means nothing because they must go together. Final authority lies with the pastor but when things are delegated 
out it isn’t full responsibility because he has final say.  

Work together. Authority comes from God. Recognize leadership. Servant leadership. Utilize delegation and 
resources. Help laity to help leaders lead. Nobody should have to leave a parish because of who the priest is. Laity 
should know their place in the hierarchy. Let priests lead their parishes. Respect and reverence their authority. 
Delegate administrative roles to people who are trained to do the job so that pastors can be pastors. Pastors seek 
feedback from well-informed, faithful people then pastors have the final decision.  

With hierarchical nature, the pastor is the authority, and he determines and promotes responsibility and 
participation of the laity. We place so much on priests in a parish and expect them to have all the charisms needed 
to lead a parish, yet they don’t have all of them. This leads them to burn out. We need to help priests delegate and 
empower the laity who have the needed charisms. Need to find a way to allow them to exercise their charisms. 
Need to address the need for healing of priests, laity and consecrated religious to better promote involvement and 
empower it. The Church needs to recognize that people are hurting, and needs are great which makes it difficult 
to participate.  

Similar to #5. “How do we break the barrier when people want to contribute but don’t know how?” I do think 
women already support that process. Women shouldn’t be priests, but they are still important and structures within 
communities need to support them and one another.  

Experience people participate as much as the pastor “allows.” Sometimes difficult when the pastor is changed. 
When pastor is changed and in reality, it is the people who need to change.   

Different lay communities that offer feedback. We have communion services, pastoral council, RCIA, wine 
gatherings, deanery meetings. Suggestions and input.  

In parishes. In Defiance we invested millions in both churches but now we are twinning them. This is just one 
example in how laity should have been involved from the beginning. The pastor did not allow involvement from 
the parishioners. He then forgot to include handicap restrooms. This led to so much discouragement in the laity. 
Opposite experience in Attica where parishioners were involved every step of the way of their renovations. People 
were so excited because they were involved in the process. Parishioners should be able to go to the Bishop to 
express their concerns. Then the Bishop should take action after those discussions. People are often discouraged 
from participating. Pastors are trying to include people in decisions with varying levels of success.  

Saint of the day included in the bulletin by pastor. Pastor’s homily speaking about saints. Special Mass to explain 
the parts of the Mass on Sunday afternoon.  

Our pastor is our authority. We have authority in our Church. God designed this for a reason. That I fall under the 
proper authority of our Catholic priest. With this under the domestic Church. The husband is the leader, prayers 
always when making a decision. Listen to members of the family and gather information and makes a decision in 
a prayerful way. The same with the Church. Our pastor and bishop listens, acknowledges and prayerfully makes 
decisions. Not a lordship but they have the power and authority to hear and communicate with the members of 
the family. Engage outside of mass and really know all members.  

It is dispensed through authority – our parish priests but we also have lots of people and ministries and apostolates 
that determine volunteer responsibilities. We think we need a communication (tv) with parish points in the 
narthex. We know that people don’t read the bulletins.  
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The authority is not dictated but explained/taught and invites questions and challenges. The authority invites 
participation and taking responsibility for one’s own faith. It also invites questions from the laity. (Redacted) 
pastors from a place of prayer and wields authority from prayer. The pastor invites prayer and beautiful worship. 
Bishops get so bogged down by the administration (like CEOs) vs. getting to be a pastor to his diocese. 
Ministering to his flock and being there for the other shepherds.  

Communicate with congregation. Promote volunteerism – working with teams. Ownership of faith. 
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9. "Discerning and Deciding"   How do hierarchically structured communities promote 
discernment and participation, with transparency and accountability, in communal 
decision making in obedience to the Spirit?  
This question goes hand-in-hand with its immediate predecessor--the topic of authority and 
participation.  In essence, they are the same.  Modern society condemns decisions made in a 
vacuum and takes no responsibility for decisions made communally.  This is the principle 
reason why true leadership is lacking in society.  The world, in fact, seems to be trending 
toward communal decision making not by structure or order, research and truth, but by whim 
and opinion, personal advantage and agenda.  In short, discerning and deciding has become the 
responsibility of individuals, and then only for themselves.  It ultimately leaves the community 
in confusion and chaos.  We should also note here that in a properly ordered society, including 
that of the Church, no decision is purely communal or purely resting with a single individual.  It 
may be that one person has the authority to make a final decision, but everyone relies on others 
to gain the necessary information to make a prudent and just decision.  To do that requires, 
again, to follow the path of what Jesus Christ did with his own apostles: prayer (individually 
and communally); healthy teamwork (listening, dialogue, productive conflict); and active 
discipleship (sharing vulnerably the way Jesus Christ is working in your heart).  This is 
obedience to the Spirit. 
At the diocesan and national levels—even universally—such discernment or participation is not 
presently promoted to any degree that the laity would come to think they are part of the make-
up of the Church.  Changing the structure may lead to better participation by the laity 
This structure gives order to the Church which helps to better discern our direction. 
Hierarchically structured communities promote discernment and participation by making it a 
norm.  Prayer and discernment are essential parts of the community.  Being transparent about 
this expectation is the first step.  Then they must continue to pray, discern, discuss and disclose 
to the organization (parish, community, etc) what happened during the process--what is the 
concern, what options are prayerfully discussed, and what concrete action has been taken.  
Then, if others want to join, the norms are not foreign nor cause division.   
 
If the hierarchy is not open to the Spirit, they will not live in obedience.  In the words of author 
and Protestant preacher John Maxwell, we are subject to the the Law of the Lid.  The 
organization will only grow as much as the leadership is growing.  If the leadership stops 
learning and growing, the organization dies. 
May Holy Spirit be truly our directive -transparency is sometimes questionable, actually, all of 
the above might leave one pondering.  I pray we are not using Holy Spirit for another agenda? 
I don't have an answer because I haven't witnessed true discernment in the parishes where I've 
worked.  The pastor called his 'voting' system for Parish Council as discernment, but he only 
put on the ballot the names of the people he wanted on the ballot.  I know this for a fact because 
he asked me to count and tabulate the nominations.  My experiences, as you can tell, are limited 
to one so called discernment. 
Through prayer and cooperation. 
I cannot with you people. 
Listen and make course corrections.  Don't presume there is only one right way of doing things.  
Accord each adult the responsibility and privilege of being an adult.  And please learn to listen. 
Jesus chose 12 men, many fisher men to become his disciples, were all sinful people and we are 
all called to be humble, caring for others, and Jesus said the first shall be last and wash each 
others feet. 
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In my experience they don't.  We simply do what the priests want to do.  They are accountable 
to no one.  I think the Amazing Parish program provides a way for collaboration and 
accountability, but sadly, in my experience, it is still at the mercy of the priest.  In my 
experience, our leadership team was unable to hold the priest accountable.  In the end, we only 
applied the Amazing Parish principles that he wanted to.  Prior to this, the priest I first worked 
for could be very mean and verbally abusive to me and others on the staff.  I believe he was 
later investigated by the diocese, but I don't know that anything ever happened to correct 
him/help him.  This is all very upsetting and sad.  Our priests are under a lot of stress and need 
a lot of support, but staff workers are also under stress and need support.  Perhaps it's because 
of the priest shortage, or perhaps it's because staff workers aren't believed, but it doesn't seem 
like anyone holds the priests accountable. 
By the authorities asking for input and sharing the results of that input.  Pope Francis's not 
sharing the results of his survey of bishops about the Traditional Latin Mass (such as which 
bishop said what) is certainly not transparent and it does not promote accountability.  It smacks 
of arbitrariness and capriciousness. 
The Diocesan organizational structure clearly defines the prime authority as being with our 
Bishop, who hears the voices of many representative constituencies to inform and advise.  It is 
then his great responsibility, with Divine direction, to meld all the input in order to best  
shepherd his flock. 
Prayer anchors all communal decision making.  Hierarchically structured communities could 
share the responsibility with the faithful through community dialogues and discussions of 
problems that need to be resolved, trusting that since all drink of the same Spirit good 
communal decisions should arise.  If all are working for the common good with no hidden 
agendas then decisions would become transparent and accountable. 
This question is based on an guidance (obedience) of the Holy Spirit. See answer above from 
lacking of leadership in development of creating a relationship with the Holy Spirit. 
Discernment is critical and the tools and teaching or utilizing the tools of this is lacking. We 
have some tools to help with participation of decision making (parish council, some 
committees), but these are limited, and are it shared ( publishing of minutes etc) it appears all of 
this ( most?) is behind closed doors. Does not appear open or transparent to the parishioners 
generally. 
By much prayer! Being open and honest and accountable and again leading by example and 
inviting others to follow 
Maybe by not placing so much emphasis on promoting discernment. Teach the basic faith.  We 
can't discern if we just keep talking about the faith but give little instruction OF the faith.  So 
much vagueness has been given on what our faith teaches that many of our Catholics do not 
know what the Church teaches anymore. 
The hierarchy provides the ground rules and the community responds. 
The real problem we need to understand is how we can discern the spirit's guidance for all.  As 
individuals we need to discern four ourselves where the spirit is guiding us, then we need to 
share this discernment with the parish through our participation in the parochial activities and 
work.  This gives transparency to all involved.  The pastor then guides the activities to show 
accountability to the entire community.  The parish uses the deanery  representatives to help 
communicate the parochial activities.  From the deanery to the diocese and from the diocesan 
bishop to the national and then to the Vatican. 
Pray 
Full transparency and accountability are very important and so much of this is not happening in 
many dioceses as well as within the Vatican. Financial books and statements must be available 
to the parish laity.  Financial support must not be provided for organizations that support or are 
tied to actives against Natural Law (e.g. The Rice Bowl /Catholic Relief Services that are tied 
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to organizations that support abortion; Campaign for Human Development is also tied to 
organizations that support abortion), the support of illegal immigration and human / sex 
trafficking (as is currently happening at the US border with the support of Catholic Charities), 
Peter's Pence funds that have been diverted to financially inappropriate activities, etc.  These 
types of activities should not be supported and need to be disclosed such that they can all be 
investigated communally, so that funds are directed to appropriate organizations / activities. 
By making decisions in accordance with the beliefs of the Catholic faith.  By holding 
individuals responsible for their actions when they stray from the beliefs of the Catholic faith, 
and then helping them return to living in accordance with the Catholic faith. 
This comes down to what is best for the overall church. However, it is not that simple because 
what is bet for one person is not right for the other and therefore this is complex. Allowing 
people to express their ideas and opinions in a respectful way can show transparency. Being 
held accountable is a step-by-step process. The heart needs to be open to hearing the Spirit for 
all of these things to occur in the correct manner. 
in our parish through meetings and small groups to develop ways for members to participate.  
I can not answer this question as I don't know the complete structure of our parish and what 
makes it function so well. I am sure it involves lots of prayer and many ministries working well 
together.  
This question is truly hard to answer since the less hierarchy is humbly practiced or at least 
shown, the better "communal decision making" will become real. 
By being good listeners, to each other and to the laity. By accepting the charism of authority 
given to them and remaining loyal to it, even if it leads to persecution of some sort, or financial 
loss, or derision in the press. Communal decision making does not relieve a leader of the grave 
responsibilities that are given to him or her.  
Clearly define problem/issue to be resolved.  Seek input and participation by all. List what 
person(s) will be making decisions. Publish process.  Summarize all issues for discernment.  
Ask for solutions.  List all viewpoints and responses.  Produce documents for all to view.  Make 
another round in the respective communities to educate all on summarized data and ask again 
for additional input.  Make sure that there is trusted laity that are part of the communication and 
decision making process.  Through it all ensure that prayer and study are integral parts and ask 
the question... is the Holy Spirit working through me, the laity and the Church hierarchy.           
Hierarchically structured communities promote discernment and participation through this 
mindset of being Servants to the communities they belong to. The Holy Spirit has called us all 
to be in certain communities / and parishes / and the world.  It is not by accident that we are 
placed where we are.  An increase in discernment would assist us to be servants to each other as 
the Holy Spirit calls us to be. 
Let us re-imagine our leadership style. We are a servant people. Let us stay away from the 
trappings of power. Let us spend time being with people and listening to them. Let us truly be 
ministers, getting out of that building and becoming more a part of the life of our communities. 
When we develop a deeper relationship with Jesus and God, our leadership style will reflect 
that relationship. 
Not being afraid to make known what is being discussed and decided within a parish and its 
place in the community is vital for discernment and participation.  What should the church be 
afraid of publishing or talking about if things are done in Christ's name?  Again in our parish 
this is not done.  There is hardly any transparency.  We have no minutes from meetings or 
discussions.  Our parish school does not open itself to the community for participation with 
students etc.  We don't know the finances and where the money goes, but we are always be 
asked to contribute.    Be Open-Be Honest 
This is a particular challenge to any group. I think it is essential that those in positions of 
responsibility are accountable, and when they err that they are humble enough to apologize. 
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Without this model of humility in our church leaders, we can all become more hardened and 
resistant to the Holy Spirit. 
Continually demonstrate personal humility and confidence in the Holy Spirit and a willingness 
to listen to all manifestations of the Spirit. 
There doesn’t seem to be a lot of transparency or accountability. 
For example,  with finances, a  
Finance Committee meets and a financial report is published. However there is not input from 
members at large. 
Members at large are not asked for input on liturgy or youth activities or any 
concerns/suggestions they may have on by parish life. 

Trust in the Spirit. (Redacted) said it in our discernment.  God leads us all the time. Jesus 
showed us the way. There seems to be far more fear than faith in today's leadership. The 
Catholic Church hierarchy is not well practiced in "Transparency and Accountability."   We 
must see the Spirit working in those with whom we disagree. Teach us to talk and respect one 
another.   Reject the notion that the louder voice is the only one that counts. Or that some 
people are not holy enough. Recognize that there are people of good will who hold different 
beliefs and that the Spirit is speaking to them too. The concept of a smaller, more pure Catholic 
Church has not served us well.  
Hierarchically structured communities can promote discernment and participation and 
communal decision making in obedience to the Spirit by being open to what the Spirit is telling 
each individual person; by listening carefully to the voices outside the hierarchical structure, 
especially those voices on the margins.  
With some matters, the pastor communicates what is being considered and invites further input 
from parishioners.  Financial information is explained and shared.  Would possibly appreciate 
something such as parish discussion forums with parish council members, but am not sure how 
that could be done well.  If done poorly (without obedience to the Holy Spirit), this could be 
harmful. 
God and his word are the boss no matter what. That needs to be recognized. I know not much 
on the hierarchy just that God needs to reign above all. 
In recent years, there has been some transparency improvements, but the curtain still remains. 
More involvement by the laity would build more trust - as long as the laity isn't just a smoke 
screen.  
See answer above.  I think the question is confusing the roles of the consecrated priesthood and 
universal priesthood.  "Obedience to the Spirit" almost implies that everyone can have his/her 
own opinion as to where the spirit is leading.  That is dangerous and wrong.  The church is not 
a democracy. The Clergy and prayerfully consult with the laity, the the Church/Clergy makes 
the decisions on matters of faith and morals.  
The current hierarchical structures of the church are dominated by men at this time.  There fore 
we have a limited point of view on several topics.  A diverse background of input should be 
sought before making decisions.  Knowledge and wisdom from other scientific fields shows 
that diverse leadership encourages better outcomes and more adherence to recommendations.     
We do this by those in power remembering that they are only in power by the consent of those 
over whom they have power. By not listening, by ignoring, and by refusing to change those in 
power put their short term power and their self will as more important than the church and than 
the word of Christ. We need to be open to being wrong, and be willing to get "back to basics" in 
our teachings. Teach what Christ taught- love and compassion- not judgment, arbitrary rules, 
and conditional love (which is not love). 
The hierarchy in the Church promotes unity by concentrating teaching authority to men of great 
faith. The Church must be honest in the evils that lie inside the hierarchy. They must not be 
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covered up. Being transparent will restore trust and allow for a renewed unity in the Catholic 
Church throughout the world.  
Deep humility - open to hear what others have to say/accept “I don’t have the answers”/accept 
wholeheartedly and make it your own/listen to the whole to hear the Spirit/further discernment 
can only come through prayer and time 
Perhaps rooted in prayer 1st, then proceeding forward. Also, thru scripture - Jesus' word 
speaking to us. Having many options open to participation in various ways so that all members 
of the church can participate thru mail, Zoom, the computer programs like this website, and live 
participation at the church for those who are off work or those who can make it physically to 
the church to participate. With shut-ins, busy families and those with varied work schedules, it 
is good to have many options open so that all people are given the chance to participate in ways 
that they feel comfortable and in ways that accommodate everyone's busy schedules. 
Find ways to seek input from the parishioners. Music needs to be prayer rather than 
performance. Further exploration of what we mean by "reverence" and how we can live this. 
Smaller parish communities work better for communal discernment.  
I am reminded of the dream of St. John Bosco with the two pillars. The Pope steers the largest 
vessel (the Church) to safety in the midst of a great storm and many attacks by mooring to the 
pillars representing Jesus in the Eucharist and Immaculate Mary, Help of Christians. 
These Synodal meetings are an example of seeking the input of all. We need to continue to 
communicate when decisions are being made AND invite all parishioners to pray for guidance 
and then circle back and share the results. An example of asking all to pray are the regular 
established prayer times in the parish for the purpose of praying for our new pastor.  

(Redacted) gave the example of the 360 process that is practiced in the business world. Employees are 
evaluated, but a return evaluation is given to the hierarchy in a business. 
(Redacted) noted the importance of openness and honesty. 
Our priests have to know that we have their backs.  We need to show them respect. 
Parents helping young people to discern their vocation.  Openness at the family level. 

The Church in the United States does it well. As Americans, we are accustomed to working in solidarity 
with others and collaborating. We understand shared governance. We depend on each other and our 
people. We must be accountable and build trust with people. And yet, each of us trusts and builds trust in 
different ways.  

The pastor has a finance council, pastoral council…. I also think they are sidelined a little with being 
stretched thin. 
We get no feedback or communication to the parish from the pastoral council.  We have no idea what they 
do, they need to be more transparent. 
With other denominations they hire their pastor, it is more of a democracy that is something that, we as a 
parish, should not do and this is where the hierarchy comes in to play.   
With transparency and accountability, not every parish publishes this or that, do we talk with our pastors 
and ask them why we do not have this in our bulletin?   

Individuals need to give input. The “chain of command” has promoted “the message” that we hope is from Christ 
and the Holy Spirit.  

“Seminarian training should focus on how to lead others in a discernment process, how to listen to women 
as well as men, deeper understanding of documents of Vatican II. Include women as deacons, priests, 
bishops. Have married priests. Work to eliminate clericalism especially among some of the newly ordained 
priests.” 

 “How are religious being represented in the diocese? Are only religious with leadership in the diocese 
being represented? What about large groups of religious without leadership in the area, like Mercy 
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Sisters, how are their voices being heard? As religious women, we hope that the hierarchical Church 
would see us as equal. All orders should be represented in dialogue and decision-making.” 
“This is a loaded point, a challenge for laity to call for transparency and discernment. The laity have a 
obligation to use their voice.” 
“Young, newly ordained priests and seminarians seem much more conservative and clerical. They need 
to be taught to be pastoral in seminary.” 

Prayer is huge. Opportunities to Adoration. Given a toolbox for understanding where God is calling each person. 
Concrete confidence in the call to be radical. Need for spiritual direction/mentorship. Committee within the parish 
to reach out 

No response.  

Be open and honest about our feelings. We are all at the table searching for the best for all. Tell kids they would 
make a good priest/sister and let them know why. 

We are in communion with one another when we receive Communion. We need Eucharistic grace, but we must 
keep in mind how we are spreading Jesus’ love. We often make things harder than they need to be. For example, 
some of the terminology we use is too complex when Jesus was very simple. Faith is meant to build communion. 
How are we building communion in families, parish, and community?  We should always start with prayer to the 
Holy Spirit for guidance. Inviting conversation in the parish like we are now will help pastors and their councils. 
If parishioners are invited to share their thoughts, they will then take greater responsibility for their church and 
faith. This is key to being a member of a church. Some parishes are very closed and not inclusive depending on 
their pastor.  

This does not exist and is getting worse. Younger priests coming out of the seminary are too clerical and it is 
harder than ever to have lay people get involved. They believe there is a movement to go back to pre-Vatican II 
today. This is often due to conservative bishops. Participation in our faith and parishes can be very political which 
is disappointing. Some priests are so conservative that their parishes become very unwelcoming, and people are 
turned away by their style. There is a real lack of pastoral care in some parishes because of the leadership. We 
need more high touch and welcoming pastoral leadership and not having this is disappointing. True pastoral 
leadership means knowing our flock and not standing behind the hierarchy. Pastors must attend to our people 
compassionately. There needs to be a focus on outreach from pastors. Also discussed was the lack of discussion 
on the Bible compared to other faiths. We need to allow ourselves to find things that get beyond the hierarchy of 
the Church. There are so many rules that can turn people away especially when people feel they are not being 
heard by those in leadership  

Be open and transparent. Spirit driven. Directed through and to the pastor and bishop through prayer.  

This is a wordy question and we are not sure what the question is asking. Feedback from committees. Doing what 
we are doing here tonight.  

First parish objectives must be stated and promoted so every parishioner knows the goal. Ultimately this is to 
share the love of Christ in unity with the Holy Spirit. Flexibility is needed. 

Key word “hierarchical” = autocracy. They don’t promote this if it is hierarchical. It is autocratic and very difficult 
to encourage communal decisions and transparency. Following Vatican II would promote discernment and 
participation.  
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Hierarchy vs. Synod ! are oppositional or meant to work in tandem? Speaking up about things that matter. 
Pastoral council should be more visible and accessible. More transparency about who is on certain councils and 
who we can go to.  

Each diocese is different depending on the bishop and local laity. If Bishop is open to collaboration, it will look 
one way. If not, it looks another way. Is the person in authority trying to collaborate or not? Transparency is 
difficult. There must be tryst. Discernment is also difficult. Who tells all? Is it even healthy or normal to bare all 
in all our institutions (family, pastor, not just bishop?) We cannot presume all understand process in the same 
way.  

Transparency and accountability is lacking. Lay people are left in the dark. Lay people don’t want to feel betrayed. 
Even it is horrible news, we would rather know. Example, don’t want priests to up and leave without a word to 
the people.  

This is an oxymoron! Table was unanimous. Leaders must subscribe and “be” servant leaders. We need respect 
and fundamental to this is transparency and accountability. Lack of large segment of Church population of what 
“discernment” is. Observation: the seminarians education need to be open to alternative as do instructors. 
Communal decision making disheartening that large donors may effect decisions of the Bishop and Diocese. 
Money stifles dialogue. Beware of power adage. Power corrupts but power corrupts absolutely(?).  

There needs to be more openness and transparency as to how the advisories membership is decided. Are all 
constituent groups representative of the larger community?  

Discerning comes before deciding. Be aware to remain charitable. The laity has been betrayed through the priests 
scandal.  

Pastoral and finance councils are structures involve people coming together to discern and decide. Must always 
start with prayer rather than self directed. We must listen to the Lord then other people. Many parishes do not 
have engaged pastoral councils. Each pastor leads differently which may be a reasons for this. When these groups 
are engaged then the parish knows what each group is doing. Pastor styles can differ in transparency levels in 
parish. Getting a diverse group together and being open about those conversations with the whole parish is 
important. Some pastors love getting parishioner input and others struggle with this. Each pastor brings their own 
gifts and parishioners must recognize this especially during transition. The average parishioner are not on these 
groups so there must be a way to get open dialogue between all within the parish. We all have different 
experiences.  

They don’t. Pastoral Councils could be this. This depends on the pastor. Let the parish operate to the extent 
possible. What does it mean to collaborate?  

This question is very challenging for the average person. What does hierarchically mean? Discussed the org chart 
within the parish. Communities need leaders who are discerning and open to participation and input from 
parishioners. How receptive are parish leadership to new ideas and parishioner input? Discernment involves both 
individual discernment and involvement from the pastor. Pastors and their leadership must be open to change and 
new ideas otherwise parishioners feel they are not heard. Communication can be lacking within parishes 
depending on the pastors. Be open to feedback and then follow up so everyone knows what is happening within 
the parish. If there is no feedback then people feel like their voices are not heard, progress isn’t happening and 
then they will leave. Being able to share their feedback means something and makes people feel valued. In 
communal decision making we must be careful because we want things done our own way which might not be 
for the best. We must be more collaborative and recognize the Holy Spirit. It is not our will but God’s will.  
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Seek input of others, then take it to prayer. Everything centered in prayer. Promote active community based on 
truth, goodness, and beauty of Jesus Christ and the Catholic Church. Work together. Allow younger generations 
to have a voice. The young are thirsting for tradition, authenticity, and stability but are usually not able to enact 
change due to older generations enforcing their preferences.  

Parish – pastoral council and finance council. Consecrated religious – have processes via elections to promote 
transparency and participation in in various offices and promote accountability. Prayer and the Holy Spirit guide 
discernment, participation, etc. there needs to be open communication and processes that lead to open discussions 
and a genuine effort on the part of the leadership to listen, make, and communicate decisions.  

How would we know this? This is above our pay grade. Making it easier for parish communities to enter into the 
details of the “comings and goings” of the parish. Liaison position that’s involved with PLT that’s connected to 
outreach groups.  

Become less hierarchical. Engage the people. Contradiction in terms – if hierarchical how can there be communal 
discernment? Only change can happen if the pyramid is inverted.  

Prayer, being open with opportunities. Educate people on discernment or discerning on where God is calling. 

Hierarchy promotes control and not much discernment and participation. Obedience to the Spirit or to the 
hierarchy? Hierarchy and communal discernment don’t work together. Need to change organizational structures. 
Be willing to change! 

Most Catholics would say they are not asked when decisions are made that affect them. The laity often knows 
more about the parish than the pastor. Disconnect between parishes and the Diocese in Toledo. More information 
from the Diocese to parishioners is needed. ACA materials show once a year where money is going. But that 
communication is just once a year. There is too much Toledo focus. Communication is lacking from the Diocese. 
The Diocese of Allentown communication is done so much better than our Diocese, especially on their annual 
catholic appeal. Bret asked for concrete examples about what kind of communications they want from the Diocese 
and there was no response. The Chronical was so much better than the new magazine because it shared what was 
happening in the Diocese. Some wants the Bishop to make statement on the President and the Eucharist and not 
be afraid of the hierarchy. They asked that we publish raw data on all projects going on to promote transparency. 
Electronic is not best because not everyone has it. They also asked for clarity on what parish funds are being used 
for and invested in but did not receive a response from their pastors or finance council. This is not transparent.  

Top down management. Pastoral Council doesn’t have much control over the pastor’s final decision. Discussion 
is good and helpful for priests. This means from the Pope down to priests. Ultimate authority is important for our 
faith and health of the Church. A structure for authority is important. Laity can give their opinions but final 
decisions are up to pastor. Jesus listened to the disciples but ultimately it was God’s word. Our church has a 
hierarchy like the Holy Spirit. Ultimately, we can’t change the universal apostolic Church because it is what it is. 
The Pope’s infallibility is not 100% because he is not Jesus. We must pray for all in authority because we are all 
sinners because we are human.  

Unrelated to question: No dancing around topics. We would like to have had the freedom to discuss outside of 
the box rather than these formulated structured questions. Authority is top down – “lordship.” Our Church doesn’t 
change. I’m not looking for renewal. I’m looking for restoration. Our Church was formed perfectly. Jesus doesn’t 
make mistakes. (This is my feelings that the Holy Spirit is saying to me.) We are losing church members. When 
considering change let’s look at numbers. In the past we had a stronger Church. Change is not going to bring in 
more people. Going back to our traditions like the Latin Mass. Don’t need new things just need to understand the 
beautiful gifts we have such as adoration and education.  
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Let the laity have some input around a table like this. With others to help express their ideas, questions and 
problem solving ideas. At least let them be heard.  

Ask not what your church can do for you but what you can do for your church.  
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10. "Forming Ourselves in Synodality" How do we cooperate with the grace of the Holy 
Spirit to be formed into disciples more capable of journeying together, listening to one 
another and engaging in dialogue? 
The other questions in this survey, just like this one, use words like "together," "cooperate," 
"communal," and "share."  If these are to become a reality, then we must follow what Jesus 
Christ did--he is, after all, the "way, the truth and the life."  If we examine closely what it is our 
Lord did in gathering his disciples together, we'll find that he worked with them so that they 
would cooperate with each other, he encouraged them to live in communion; he constantly 
wanted them to share their life in him.  This can be summarized: prayer, healthy teamwork, and 
active discipleship.  This is the framework for synodality among the Christian faithful. 
We need to allow the movement of the Holy Spirit which is within many Catholic people today 
to be accepted and fostered in order to elicit change and encourage participation within our 
Church.  Presently the leadership at the national level seems to be thwarting the Holy Spirit, or 
at least suggests that such movement occurs only within the hierarchy.  Structures need to 
change. 
Ask the Holy Spirit to speak to us and show us how to have a better spiritual relationship and 
friendship with fellow Christians.  
The first step to cooperating with the grace of the Holy Spirit, it to actively engage in the 
formation process.  Forming ourselves is not passive.  Encouraging involvement and dialogue 
only makes sense if people are willing to work on their formation.   
Holy Spirit is the GOD Triune- grounding ourselves in the WORD of Truth -We have been 
given those who are to lead -however, we must be listening to the Truth of Apostles, Pastors, 
Prophets, Teachers, Evangelists,   -since we all are vital members of the One Body of Christ we 
are to work with mature leadership and ability to discern the gifts and lead with the Power of the 
Holy Spirit' -the mandate of the Living God and not the ideologies of mankind. 
We will do this by attending the area gatherings. 
Prayer 
I'm trying to cooperate with the Holy Spirit to be a good Catholic. I fail to see what all this other 
word-jumble even means.  
Again - eliminate the (redacted).  That severely limits the Church in many respects.   I don't see 
or hear of much listening going on in our parish.  I do know of some individual priests in the 
diocese who try to do that.  They also try to stay off the bishop's radar.  How sad.  Parish 
Retreats and programs that develop lay leaders who learn to listen to God in their own hearts and 
then act on that.  But then you need to be ready to accept what comes of that and I don't see 
leadership locally willing to do that.   Please stay out of politics.  The Palo Alto Group and Opus 
Dei folks are not the majority of our Church.  Making friends with people like Trump and Steve 
Bannon simply tell us that you value money over integrity.  Again - how sad.  I have worked 
with the mentally ill and struggling my entire professional career and now we have a pastor who 
tells people that dying from suicide condemns you to hell!  The Code of Canon Law changed in 
1983 - please stop teaching seminarians how to say the old mass in Latin and learn how to 
compassionately read Canon Law and help us to love one another rather than sitting in 
judgement. 
When I'm called to listen to others, I  want to hear humility and Love in their voices, not pride 
I suggest that the diocese promotes the "New Leaven" program.  I also suggest that parish 
workers are given clear guidance on what to do if they find themselves in difficult situations 
where they see their priests and deacons acting poorly and unprofessionally. 
Since we are journeying together to Heaven, we should listen to a person who can guide us 
there. 
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Our disposition must be to follow the will of the Holy Spirit as informed by guidance of the 
Word and ongoing prayer.  
The goals of Communion, Participation, and Mission that are the bases for our gatherings should 
be the foundation that enables diverse persons to journey, listen and engage in dialogue as we 
acknowledge that God is inviting all to participate in guiding the Church into the future. 
This depends on each person individually. With their relationship to God through the Holy 
Spirit, and each person’s desire to submit to the will of God. We need to be engaged and be able 
(have the desire) to do the work of God. The formation and relationship building between God 
and each person is needed to achieve the mission of God and His Church. Leadership, preaching, 
teaching, and providing the tools and resources to make this happen is needed. In the end, what 
is God’s expectation to be a believer, a member of His body, the Church?????  Are these the 
same? Is it clear? Does the Church express fully and clearly these expectations?  Certainly none 
of us are perfect, but do we have a vision of what a true believer and being a member of Christ’s 
body and His Church should look like? Act like? 
By being very humble and obedient which can only come with much prayer - asking our Mother 
Mary to teach us how to love each other better so that we can always engage in respectful 
dialogue with much love 
Try doing as Jesus said in the gospel and what the apostles did. They spoke the truth and were 
not afraid to speak up even when they knew that teaching the faith could bring about their death. 
They were brave and courageous because this was the fruit of the Holy Spirit working through 
them. 
We look out for each other. 
Daily prayer, especially the Holy Sacrifice of the Mass, reading the scriptures, meditation and  
communicating with the community to find and give support for our personal and communal 
journey in this life.  Listening to the promptings of the Spirit as we face the daily decisions in 
which as disciples we find our selves. 
Pray 
Pray - individually, and in a coordinated effort within the Church - have  Masses offered for this 
intention. 
By putting our own opinions, thoughts and biases aside in order to keep an open mind to other’s 
input. 
This goes back to my listen and silent analogy. I envision all churches coming together as one, 
and while that is probably a pipe dream, it would go a very long way in uniting people. In times 
where division is fortified by social media and the decision each person makes for their own 
health is ridiculed, no matter what "side" a person is on, unification could bring about needed 
change. This starts in the silence of each heart that is prepared to listen. 
We should do so according to our office.   
Prayer, asking the Holy Spirit to give the grace necessary that we accept what he is asking us to 
do for the glory of God and for his Church.  
We must pray and trust that God's Spirit is with us for sure and we must truly DESIRE to 
listening and engaging our truth learned in experience with prayer and dialogue on all levels of 
God's people. 
By becoming conformed to Christ. By leaving one's entrenched tribalism behind, whether it be 
political, liturgical, doctrinal. This not a call to religious indifference, rather a call to put the 
other person first for the sake of the journey. If two people aren't listening to one another, how 
can one be corrected when needed? 
Need to start the intentional process of becoming disciples.  Need to ask each of ourselves to 
start that journey (if not now, then when...).  The local parish Pastors and Bishops need to 
provide the focus and resources to the laity to get the process of discipleship start.  The first 12 
disciples evangelized the world via instructions from Christ and with the encouragement to BE 
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NOT AFRAID (i.e. the Holy Spirit is with you).  We need the focus and energy and 
commitment of those who are acting "In persona Christi" to teach us and counsel us to BE NOT 
AFRAID.   
Not having a Diocesan Newspaper to communicate with the entire diocese has made it difficult 
for the laity to be aware that there were any meetings moving forward re: "Synod 2021-2023".  
Some have been questioning 'where is the Synod's activity in our Diocese? Are we (the Diocese) 
doing anything re: 'The Synod'". Cooperation with the grace of the Holy Spirit to be formed into 
disciples more capable of journeying together involves further listening and discernment with 
and by the laity as well as the Hierarchical Members of our Church. 
I think my responses reflect a response to this question. 
Forming relationships and this can only be done through constant forms of communication 
where both parties feel free to put forth opinions and ideas.  For lack of a better word, we need 
to be non judgemental friends with each other--friends with Christ as a center.  There needs to be 
an unconditional love and acceptance of who a person is and what they are about and feeling.  
Once this is established a journey together can be started.  Yes this takes time and it can't be 
done in a week or a month--but it can be done as long as we are committed to being Christ for 
one another. 
The key words here are "journeying together," recognizing that we are our brother's keeper, and 
that we view this responsibility as sacred. We may not agree with one another, yet I believe 
through God's grace, we can learn to listen and respond compassionately rather than 
judgmentally. 
Prayer and contemplation and action 
There needs to be more openness and a willingness to hear differing/controversial opinions and 
insights. 
Pray more. Trust more. Seek humility. If I might share...In my work in development -- raising 
money -- for the Catholic Church, we gather a group of diverse people, smart, worldly, faithful 
and go thru a process of discernment, education and action that requires great faith. Yes, there 
are discussions, passions shared, heated moments.  Yet "impossible" things happen!! A diverse 
group of disciples, respecting and truly listening to one another, engage, and journey together to 
complete a mission for God. How?!  One way - Listen to the Holy Spirit speaking in every 
person.  Jesus is there and if we strive to know Him, love Him and do His will, ALL things are 
possible.   
We cooperate with the grace of the Holy Spirit by embracing an attitude of humility and a 
willingness to listen to viewpoints different than our own, and especially those outside the status 
quo.   

TRAINING IN VIRTUE, Marian devotion, Consecration to Jesus through Mary, Lectio Divina, 
Theology of the Body.  The laity must be properly formed.  Invite, encourage, promote 
discernment of charisms so that people will desire and believe it possible that they can make a 
difference.  This is more likely to be in accordance with the Holy Spirit than people merely 
voicing opinions or taking action.   “If you are what you should be, (or, “Be who God meant you 
to be and”) you will set the world on fire.” (St. Catherine of Siena) 
Listen to God and allow HIM to guide. We need to learn how to listen to God not self. Listening 
to one another is not always the answer as we are human. Our culture and its ideas can confuse 
us greatly. Too often we follow the lead of our culture and not of the word. In addition to 
listening, be compassionate to all. There are people in the world who have nothing and yet we 
serve ourselves by buying things we want and do not need rather than thinking of others. This is 
not a mentality achieved by many, To think of others who God asks us to serve is of the 
minority. I pray that will change. To speak of such things and to allow others to see through the 
eyes of strangers would be good. I once attended a conference where they put pictures of people 
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onto a screen. We were asked to write down the first things that came into our heads. Some 
looked homeless, others dirty, some fashion savvy and so on. Our reactions to each person 
varied. But asking all to see them as children of God was the goal. Another example - not 
judging those with disabilities. I have a friend with a daughter who has several special issues.  
She has had people ask her what is wrong with her? She has also had people judge her in many 
ways I will not divulge. She goes through a lot and does not need us to question her but to pray 
for her.  Her child does not always like church. Wonder why. How about the guy that is a 
smoker and comes to church smelling of smoke? It was one of the first times he had come into 
the church. The ladies behind him spoke out and said, who stinks? Smoking is a nasty habit........ 
He overheard them. He tolerated it, but some won't. Another example, a young female cantor, 
married, pregnant sang from the altar area. She had been cantor for a while. Yet, some people 
thought it wrong she was allowed to sing being pregnant. They were quite vocal about it, I could 
give so many examples. Journeying together is not easy.  Gossip and judgement are part of why 
that is so. It is tough to come to worship and be greeted by members who are not kind. I am not 
perfect. We are all human, BUT we can also be more welcoming. more loving. more kind. 
Instead of judging and name calling etc we can pray for them. I won't listen when people bash 
the priest or the congregants. I walk off. Once I quit volunteering in an area where the gossip 
was rampant, and we were in the basement directly under the altar. I think listening is only one 
aspect of the issue. We need to be sure that when we speak and when we act we represent Jesus. 
I know of many, including myself, who have left the church for a while or forever due to pain 
caused by those in membership. We cannot continue to allow gossip to hurt others. I apologize if 
this is not the answer you seek. But, God is not on the lips or in the actions of many of the 
people.  
 
Story - 
 A middle-aged man who walks into the church. He is dressed poorly, unshaven, smells a bit and 
is stumbling as he enters. He walks over to the holy water receptacle and begins to splash the 
water all over his body. People begin to turn and watch. Comments are made and looks are 
given. His persona to some warrants this. Behind him comes a small child. Her hair is mussed. 
Her dress is torn. Her shoes are worn, and she trips on the sole that is flopping to the sides and 
almost falls. The reaction from the congregation is different. One lady rises to greet the child. 
Yet, upon coming close cannot stand the urinous smell and backs off. She gives a look to those 
in the church and waves her hand in front of her nose to warn others that which they will find if 
they approach. As the two find a seat, members move and give them plenty of room. Doing so, 
they allow them to sit but do not bother to go near them to welcome them. Throughout mass 
some of the congregation notes that the newbies say the wrong words and do not kneel when 
asked to. This draws more disdain toward them. Following mass the people exit and go to 
breakfast and talk about the odd people gossiping and laughing at them. Nobody offered them 
help. Nobody offered them a hello or a welcome. 
 
Why do I tell this story? I actually heard of parts of this story while having breakfast with some 
parishioners. The thing is we can talk about listening, and loving, and being examples of the 
Holy Spirit but we are not even grasping the basics of what we do to those who walk through the 
doors of our churches. The church is God's house not our house. Our opinions are not what 
should drive what we do and how we act. 
 
What if Jesus, torn and tattered, stained with blood had walked through that door and drank from 
the holy water font in need of being with his father? He would have smelled. He would have 
stumbled. Can we not see him in others?   
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Perhaps short workshops after masses on prayer? Many people need help just praying and 
listening to the Lord for His messages. Sometimes the memorized prayers of the Church can 
block our communication with the Spirit.  
Don't know.  Question sounds a little modernist in nature. Not opposed to Bible Studies, praise 
and worship etc. to form community.  
As had been mentioned in the videos prayers is the most important step 
We cooperate with the grace of the Holy Spirit by *being* grace- giving compassion to 
ourselves and to others and meeting them where they are instead of where we want them to be. 
Love says that we work together as equals, not as a hierarchy and not holding dominion over 
each other.  
We come together define a goal with open discussion of what we want to accomplish and listen 
to suggestion of how to accomplish that goal and the pros and cons of each method.  
Ask for the grace in all humility and be open to receive the grace/listen to others’ aspirations/ 
openness to the other and the Other/recognizing our resistance to others’ opinions/sharing what 
you have received 
Again, thru prayer and being open to the Holy Spirit and to others. I am always learning and 
growing - as are all of us. We may do well to listen to others with an open, understanding mind 
and learn from each other with an open mind. Trusting in the Lord to lead us. May God's will be 
done. May we pray for His will to be done and to have an understanding heart and mind. May 
we be open to the Holy Spirit and continue to grow in the ways of the Lord. 

We pray for a New Pentecost, a deeper indwelling of the Holy Spirit! 
I need to think/pray on this some more. Hopefully, I can come back and finish these questions at 
a later time. 

(Redacted) asked how we may be able to assist people in being more open to cooperate with the grace of the 
Holy Spirit in their lives. 
(Redacted) encouraged people to take just one of the seven gifts of the Holy Spirit each day and pray that the 
particular gift may be more abundantly given to them. 
(Redacted) asked about the means that could be used to bring people together so as to be able to pray together. 
(Redacted) suggested that the use of social media may assist in bringing others together. 
(Redacted) encouraged the practice of Eucharistic processions, and the communal praying of the Holy Rosary. 
(Redacted) encouraged stepping away more from social media and becoming more relational. He emphasized 
that we need more relationality as we are communal people and we need to be together.   
(Redacted) gave the example of how he conducted ecumenical bible studies at his workplace during lunch break 
time and how effective it was in uniting people. 
We have a responsibility to form ourselves in the faith 
Prayer!  We talk about listening and dialoging with each other and with groups but what about talking to God 
and listening to Him. 
Prayer, Sacraments, and time…an active role in taking responsibility of what our role is 
Our responsibility and role in evangelization 
We are polarized right now.  And there is a lot of division. 

Nothing is going to happen without the grace of the Holy Spirit. Taking time for rest and fraternity as 
priests is important for our own personal nourishment. Asking God for help allows us to trust more in 
God and letting go of fear. We need to be vulnerable before God and each other as staff in parish life. 
Prayer is essential.  

This captures what the whole process is all about. 
I love there are so many options are available at parishes like Bible Studies and other formational programs 
such as FORMED. 
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We need to have like-mind-ness in our faith, faith in Jesus Christ, to move forward as a Church.  Look at the 
Scriptures, we belong to Jesus Christ.  We need to continue to mold people.  Prayer. 
We need to pray for people, pray to the Holy Spirit. We need to mold people. The Holy Spirit is there to 
help us.  It is comforting.  
We need to be reminded what the gifts of the Holy Spirit are.  He is always there.   
A person told me that they asked the Holy Spirit to “give me one new gift” before going to Mass. 
I have a spiritual journal that I take to Mass and have it with me so I can pull it out any time to look through 
and read it.  Someone always strikes me differently. 
The Gospel the other day was do not put your light under a basket, that is many things in this process.  

Prayer, prayer, prayer! 

Going to prayer and scripture (what Jesus did before going out). Sacramental life – collaborate with other close 
parishes to provide sacraments more availably for more people. Forming community.  

Forming ourselves in solidarity. Prayers, dialogue and family.  

Prayer life – put down the phone. Strong in prayer life and virtuous friendships. Take advantage of the sacraments. 
Invite young people to speak to show respect. “Culture Project.” 

No response 

We must first be more open to the Holy Spirit. Starting an open dialogue with others will help. We have a lot 
work to do on this issue. We can use our ministries and meet people where they are at. We must go out into the 
community and share our faith. Spoke about the community that was formed after watching Chosen. Small things 
can bring us together. 

Through prayer and listening to the Holy Spirit. Listen to each other. The Spirit speaks to all. Hierarchy needs to 
listen to the congregation. 

Open mind, prayer, the time and place to be able to dialogue. Thinking outside the box. Suggested scholarships 
for servers who serve from Grade 4-12.  

Every person on the journey has to realize that the community is needed. Different individuals offer different 
gifts. We have to be willing to accept what others have to offer.  

We are encouraged to be disciples of the Word by listening with the heart. By listening to each other in Scripture 
groups. Down to earth and meaningful homilies on scripture. One entire parish does this on all levels. 

Prayer and listening. Listening not to speak but to hear. Hearing the different perspectives (shared in charity) 
helps us to shed light on a solution that we may have never considered. Making sure not to leave people out or 
behind. We’ve very much enjoyed this conversation and would love to do it more "#$%  

If we succeed in the Synodality it is the Holy Spirit that is forming.  

Continue to work on letting the Holy Spirit flow through us. Praying, fasting and penance. More genuine 
conversations ! try to understand where others are coming from. What’s the sense of the faithful? This has been 
undervalued, under studied and under taught. Seek out what the sense of the faithful is and pastors/bishops will 
be able to understand what the parishioners need.  

Must first show up. Each how to create(?) dialogue. Put forth our decisions respectfully listen to others to get to 
common ground. No journeying if closed mindedness.  

The exercise of answering these questions is a wonderful model for “forming ourselves in Synodality.” Emphasize 
“deepening our Communion with Christ in the Holy Spirit…participation…mission.” 
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We are all called to reach out; invite; learn and grow; get input from all; stay open and encourage others.  

Bible in a year podcast has been helpful and has increased the need for scripture in our lives. God doesn’t always 
give us visions, but His words are in the bible. Scripture can be seen more protestant but increase prayer through 
scripture is so important to knowing what the Holy Spirit is saying. Bible studies have fallen off over the years in 
the Catholic church. We must get ourselves back into the scriptures before we can go out and do work. Tuning 
into the Holy Spirit means listening but also silence. Silence today is so challenging with all of the distractions. 
In order to participate on the Holy Sprit requires this silence. the FOMO is distracting and leading us away from 
the faith. Distraction can even be seen during the Mass. Our attention spans are too short and there is no silence 
in today’s culture. The importance of adoration to get to silence.  

See above discussion. Listening is so important, and we must be open to what the other is saying.  

Listen to and learn from each other, end divisiveness. Do not punish those who seek orthodoxy aka 
sanctioning/suppressing the traditional Mass community. Remain in the fold of Church tradition, continuity with 
the time tested methods/beliefs that foster Saints.  

This is difficult as fewer people are willing to be involved and engages whether it is the church or civic type 
groups. We must pray for the Holy Spirit to guide us all toward living out the Gospel to help others to want to be 
part of our faith and our Church. At that point we can promote improved listening and engagement.  

Communicating in charity (listening etc.) the SACRAMENTS, being engaged in the Church is so important. How 
do we move people to being engaged/present in place of going because they “should” or “have to.” Law vs. love.  

Willing to listen and engaging in experiences like today. (Thank you to everyone who provided) Begin always 
with prayer, personal and communal reflection. Necessary to have a personal relationship with Jesus.  

Prayer allowing the Holy Family to transform us. Personal and taking suggestions under advisement.  

Willingness to change and die (to surrender).  

We first must stop and listen to the Holy Spirit ourselves. Be quiet first and help encourage people to also listen. 
Prayer privately and communally is so important. Charismatic worship would help. Lectio Divina would 
encourage us on how to listen. Be willing to open our minds and hearts. Retreats help us get away from everyday 
life and direct us towards the Spirit. Easter season is a great time for the Life in the Spirit program.  

By coming to events like this. It is good that the hierarchy is interested in what the laity has to say like when Jesus 
called the disciples to the upper room to be ordained. Questioned the purpose of this event. Agreed that it is 
important to figure out where everyone is coming from but ultimately it is up to our strong faith leaders to make 
decisions. We need to pray for them and not tell them what to do because they have been ordained with extra 
gifts. We must keep our faith going strong. As the family goes, so does society. We must work on our families 
first. Welcoming people back into the Church is something we need guidance on. Get rid of the grey areas in 
Church teaching for clarity. We are all united by our Catholic faith but today this is harder than ever. All our 
journeys are different so we must pray for everyone can come together.  

A refresher course to help us either remember or learn something new. Baltimore Catechism. We are always 
learning. We need to gather more people. Offering more of our time to the priests. Is there any way we could help 
in other ways to help our priests.  

Use the gifts God gives us.  

“This is the true calling of the synod, it’s our church.” 
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Other Questions or Comments 
 
Other questions or comments, you may also leave your contact information (name and email 
address).  

There are 2 themes that keep coming to our minds as we have answered these questions.  First is 
the importance of the parish community.  The places where the community is broken is where 
we find the idea of synodality broken.  The Laity in these broken communities are unable to see 
the collaboration needed to move forward because they may be too broken to see.   
 
Second, Formation is a key to this process.  Personal formation is essential for an individual to 
help the community.  It gives the person the tools and insight required to lift others and move 
closer to Christ.    
I hope you'll publish the answers to this, which I'm sure you won't, because I'd be interested to 
see if any of the faithful had any clue what answers these questions are fishing for. This whole 
synodality stuff is truly embarrassing. I have second hand embarrassment for those who think 
this is actually helpful.  
Are you really going to pass on comments or just summarize what you want leaders to hear 
about from our Diocese?   
I'm learning its not what you have, but what you give away, kind words, material goods, Love, 
Listing to the lonely, etc  

It is invigorating to the involved in this dialogue.  I am hopeful that the process will yield new 
ways for the Holy Spirit to bring the Catholic Church renewed life. 
I think there is a strong confusion to what it means to be a “good Catholic” and to be a follower 
of Jesus. For example, what is a precept of the Church, what are they and are they taught or held 
accountable.  One cannot be held accountable if the don’t know them, does the Church really 
expect people, members of the Church, to follow them?  Are they, leaders and laity, held 
accountable and responsible I think each of the precepts can be tied to the mission of synodality.  
I will be interested to see what the Diocese does with this information. I think the videos and 
survey format as well as the in-person events are excellent ideas.   
I find this a waste of time, money and energy. Using the same words we have heard after 
Vatican II about "discerning",  "journeying", "dialoging"," accompanying" people.  Really? Just 
teach the faith! It's not rocket science. Nothing we have done since Vatican II using these terms 
has brought more people to the Catholic Church. Jesus using the apostles did not make this 
difficult for them other than they were fighting against paganism. He told them to go out and 
spread the Good News! That's it! Why do we get so cerebral about this? Many Catholics today 
are not in a deep place in their faith but they can get there if we just teach the basic faith as was 
in the reading (redacted) used where God said to “keep the commandments”. How difficult is 
that? But you must understand these commandments and the seriousness of them and why they 
are important and what God meant when He gave us each one. We try to make something so 
simple to be difficult! Teach the basic faith to the people, the “meat and potatoes” of the faith 
and quit trying to waste your time with surveys and culture issues in the Church today. If Christ 
could reduce the commandments down from ten to two, “Love God above all and your neighbor 
as yourself” then why can’t we do the same? This is the basis of our faith. If people can do these 
two things, our Church would flourish!  
 
some of these questions I do not understand. I don't know where this is heading and can't 
answer. I always try to be accepting, loving, prayerful, give what gifts I can to others and the 
church, be active, seek the truth in Jesus. 
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Thanks you and God bless your efforts. Stay safe and healthy. 
The TLM can draw in unbelievers and the lapsed, particularly through its beauty and 
the sense of the sacred it evokes. 
  
Please listen to my concern about spreading this synodal effort out to the truly poor outside of 
our Church boundaries or usual folks. 
When looking at Christ, it's hard to miss the virtue of courage. Firm in the knowledge that his 
Father's love sustains him, he gave us a vision of the kingdom that put him at odds with "the 
world". But he gave his witness without regard for his own safety, without accommodation to 
evil. Prayers for all those who witness the Gospel.  
I don’t know how to answer these questions, and the videos gave no instructions or explanations 
about what these questions are actually asking. Stop praying and start communicating clearly 
with your diocesean people if you want to ge a better church!  

Understanding of the laity of the Hierarchy has been sorely damaged by negative experiences 
being emphasized in the media.  Sharing the positive interactions by the laity with the Hierarchy 
is a starting point.  It would be positive experiences with the laity to be shared by the Hierarchy 
of the church - giving our church a sense of journeying together.  Of course this also involves, 
side by side, deepening our relationship with the Holy Spirit - listening to the Holy Spirit within 
and without to allow God "to love us and them make our houses homes for the Holy Spirit to 
dwell within us and then God with "make our home in them" (from the Gospel read by 
(Redacted).  

I have read your "questions".  I do not understand what you mean by the opening statement of 
the "questions" and therefore find it hard to tell you how to accomplish your goal.  

JESUS CHRIST IS LORD!  Yes, let us listen to the HOLY Spirt and test the fruit. Does the fruit 
taste bitter or better lately? I think it taste fermented and is gotten more spoiled as time has gone 
on. Measure any way you want.  I love our Holy Roman Catholic Church very much and it pains 
me to see the direction it is going. It is not going the way God is leading but it is being absorbed, 
incorporated into the world. That's not good.  We need a Paul to tell Peter what the Holy Spirit 
wants for us in our Church.  We, you and I need to resist being led astray by faulty shepherd.   
I believe this synod is not the word of God but the work of the one who brings anarchy into the 
Kingdom of God. I resist furthering this synod. 
I humbly ask you to join me in prayer for God's Will be done.   
I was disappointed with the way the in person Gatherings were set up. They were at night and 
quite a distance away. I would have liked to have heard more about them in our parish also.  
We need to address the LGBTQ+ kids in our parishes.  We also need to help their parents.  What 
about gender roles in the dioceses?  Where do women fit in?  Service to all people in our 
communities.  Establishing relationships with area churches and their parishioners would 
definitely help in serving the needs of a community. Jill Mack - jill.mack3@gmail.com 
It's not difficult to envision how a shortage of priests is going to impact our ability in the USA to 
regularly participate in Mass. How can this be remedied? How is the Holy Spirit calling us to 
respond? Who is the Holy Spirit inviting into ministry? 
  
It was good to have the opportunity to participate in this survey and others like this one. 
The church needs to look at the issue of racism within and outside church structures. 
Also look at LBGTQ issues.  
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I have not responded to the above questions since I've had ample opportunity to share four 
questions provided through the USIG 
Thanks you for the opportunity. I apologize if my responses are too direct.  I have great passion 
for the Church I chose as a young woman and the one that I worry today my granddaughters 
cannot choose. I live in a County where my neighbors post signs that say "Make America 
White" and "Go back to Mexico" and fellow parishioners buy guns to be ready to shoot their 
neighbor. Where is my Church?   
Are we following the Beatitudes? And the call of the Spirit?   
  
Magnify 90 (program for women promoting growth in virtue and journeying together) 
Sourceandsummit.com (program to increase reverence in the liturgy) 
Siena Institute Called and Gifted (program for discerning charisms) 
Augustine Institute Lectio: Prayer (program to understand and learn Lectio Divina)  

I know my answers are elementary, but we have to DO SOMETHING to bring people back to 
mass - our loyal parishioners are dying and I don't want to see our parishes dwindle to dust. 
Many people blame this on the caliber of priests we have, but I believe we have to meet the 
people where they are. If they are confused, answer that call. If they are bored, wake them up. If 
they think it's just not worth it, show them why it is - even if we have to step outside the box 
when doing so. The Church's habit of status quo is killing the church in the U.S.  
COMMENTS: 
Have you been wondering why so many people and friends you know are not comfortable with 
this synod and where it is heading? I sure am! I do not believe this synod is the work of our Holy 
Spirit.  Is our discomfort in this work a gift of the Discernment given to us by the Holy Spirit to 
test it?  I say yes.  And to test the fruits of its source.  You have some authority to guide the 
direction of this synod.  Will you gather with those who share your concern and make a 
difference in the outcome?  I pray you do so. May God bless you all.  
Very scared about Synod in 2023.  I have read so much bad theology coming out of 
Amazon/German Synods and even from the leaders of the 2023 Synod. I am worried another 
schism is on the way.  
  
 
If there are any ways I can assist other than continued prayers for our church let me know.    
 
 

We are cloistered, contemplative nuns and responded in relationship to our community life 
which includes thoughts that are pertinent to parish community life as well.      

This is in it's early stages so I am not certain what it is all about. I am learning what I can about 
this.  
- I usually have so much email that I don't pay attention to my email and more rely on Postal 
mail but I will try to look for information about the Synod. 
These responses reflect group discussions held here in our parish community. 
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- Face to face interactions. Meeting people where they are at. In person. 
- Personal invitations to people that encourage their individual gifts.  
- Household groups within parishes and how they relate to community groups. Every one of 

us is the Church and we have the responsibility to welcome people back into the church.  
- We are to be welcoming, inviting, authentic and joyful. 
- Any discussion should bring God into it because it makes a big difference. We must listen 

to god’s will and not just our own.  
- We must be Christ to people to bring them to Christ. We must know who Christ is first. 

Avoid arguments. 
- Incorporate the lives of the saints because they are very diverse, and everyone can identify 

themselves in a saint.  
- Our personal witness is meaningful to those outside of the church. Like Mother Theresa.  
- Young people on fire for their faith is very important to see. Brings a lot of joy and 

encouragement. 
- Young people must know our history within world events especially when they get older. 

Also teach about other religion origins.  
- Teach children what they may see in college and what is the truth and how to identify it. 

How to overcome the challenges they might face.  
 
After viewing the 2 videos and prayerfully discerning, I have been to this to this web page 3 
separate occasions over the month and cannot respond to the questions that are listed. Not 
because I am unable to but because I do not see or understand a purpose in collecting my 
response.  
The message of Jesus Christ in the scriptures is clear and true; and the theology of the Catholic 
Church is also in interpreting them, along with the Catechism of the Church in clarifying and 
how to live it.  How to respond to the questions is inherent within these I believe.  
With 2000 years of experience and the thousands of Holy people, women and men, around the 
globe from ages past and to our present time why are we in need of asking questions from the 
flock of Catholics the world over on how to relate? Our Church, our faith is a treasure of vast 
riches of knowledge of truth, and experience. From the sacrifice of Jesus, that of the Apostles, 
the church Fathers, the Saints, those martyred and persecuted even today, we see the surrender 
of self that is Christ’s message. The teachings of the many learned holy people that the Father 
has graced us with currently and through the centuries are as appropriate today as ever. The 
parables of Jesus are still proving true now.   
Do we think we need to be cotemporary? Are not St. Mother Theresa and St. John Paul II among 
many others today not contemporary? Jesus spoke with boldness and authority, St. Paul who we 
read almost every Sunday also spoke with boldness and authority, yet we bracket out the heart of 
some of his writings when we read them at mass.  The early church grew because as Christians 
they exemplified moral, personal and communal values that stood out from society as it was 
then, and was seen as a better way to live. The message of Jesus that he is the Way the Truth and 
the Life is better than that of today’s secular world of vices that they attempt to promote as 
values. Yet we shy away from addressing excesses of society with boldness and authority.  
The gifts of God are at our hands, available to use as He wants us to, “open our eyes Lord, help 
us to see your face, open our hearts Lord so we can love like you.” 
So, this is the best that I can do in responding to the survey.  

- We came together to discern the Eucharist, but nothing will happen without the eucharist.  
- Discussion on how this information is shared and compiled. Discussion on how questions were formed. 

How can we share these questions with other groups and get feedback to Pat (schools and other groups)?  
- Questions in Spanish and how can we involve Hispanics.  
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- Share raw data on projects so all are aware of progress.  

 


